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ABSTRACT

This paper presents the results of a study of propulsion

"systems for surface combat vehicles which is intended to provide

information useful to the Defense Advanced Research Projects

Agincy in identifying high-payoff R&D prospect-. The primary

purposes of the paper are to: (1) quantify the technological

advances needed to make major improvements in appropriate mili-

tary propulsion systems and indicate relative payoffs; and (2)
p.'ovide criteria for evaluation of new propulsion system or

subsystem concepts. The scope of the study is limited to an

assessment of propulsion systems for four clL s of surface

* combat vehicles: (1) main battle tanks; (2) light, tracked land

combat vehicles; (3) high-mobility land combat vehicles; and
(4) high-speed (more than 50 knots) ships. For propulsion sub-

ýsystems, five engine types (Otto, Diesel, gas turbine, closed

2rayton, Stirling), three transmission types (mechanical, hydro-

dynamic, electrical), and four thruster types (,racks, wheels,

propellers, waterjets) are examined in some detail.

Results are presented in terms of technology goals which

are within the bounds of what is judged to be physically possi-

ble and which together in relevant sets would have a major im-

[ pacý on the cost or performance of armored land combat vehicles
or of high-speed ships. Relative payoffs within each set of

goals are also estimated.
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SUMMARY

A. PURPOSE AND SCOP4i

This paper presents the results of a .study of propulsion

- systems for land and sea eombat vehicles that is intended to

provide information useful to the Defen~se Advanced Research

Project3 Agency (DARPA) in identifying high-payoff R&D prospects.

The genesis of the study was in questions that arose at a
DARPA-pnoe pae icsion at R&D programs for advanced

military propulsion systems. The general nature at the ques-
tions concerned the relationship between an advance in technol-
ogy and its resultant impact when used in a militar'y propulsion

system. A number at such questions seemed, to be accessible to

quantitative analysis, the results at which could provide useful

guidance to R&D planning and useful criteria tar evaluating

unsolicited proposals. Hence, this study was proposed. Its

primary purposes are:

- * Ta quantify the technological advances needed to make
~- major improvements in selected propulsion systems and

to show relative payoffs

*To provide criteria tor the evaluation at new propulsionF ~system or subsystem concepts. I
A propulsion system is detined here to include three major' - subsystems: an engine, a transmission, and a thruster. TheKscope at the study is limited to an assessment of propulsion

systems for tour classes ot surface combat vehicles: (1) main

battle tanks; (2) light, tracked land combat vehicles;
(3) hg-oiiyland combat vehicles; and (4i) high-speed

(>50-knot) ships. For propulsion subsystems, five engine types



(Otto, Diesel, gas turbine, closed Brayton, Stirling), three
transmission types (mechanical, hydrodynamic/hydromechanical,

electrical), and four thruster types (tracks, wheels, propellers,

waterjet3) are examined in some detail. Hydrocarbon fuels are

assumed throughout the study.

B. APPROACH

1. Conceptual Basis

The basis of the analysis is to compare tne size and effi-

ciency characteristics of given propulsion systems (i.e., engine-

transmission-thruster combinations) with.the characteristics

needed to meet the weight and volume constraints Imposed by the

vehicle characteristics. The concept can be illustrated by con-

bidering a vehicle whose primary design constraint is minimum

weight; then the comparison can be made in terms of the propul-

sion system parameters, specific fuel consumption, and specific

weight (weight per unit power), as shown in Fig. S-la. In this

figure the vehicle indifference line represents the tradeoff

between fuel and propulsion system that keeps the sum of their

weights constant for given power and range requirements, and

hence it defines parameter values that give no first-order impact

on the vehicle. The propulsion system characteristics line in

Fig. S-la represents the tradeoff between weight and efficiency

that is always possible in power conversion devices at a given
state of technology. The tangent point of the two lines is the

best design point, i.e., the point where the propulsion system

characteristics available match those needed, at minimum vehicle

weight.
! .

What is done in this analysis in to look for a new designK point by defining how far the veiicle indifference line must be fl
shifted to have a major impact on the vehicle, and how far the

propulsion system characteristics curve may be shifted before

reaching its potential physical or practical limics. If a new

2
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design point can be found, as shown conceptually in Fig. S-lb1

this eatablishes "major advance" goals for a given propulsion

system in a given vehicle class. This procedure is used to

decide which specific propulsion systems h&ve the potential for

contributing a major advance and to set goals for thoee that do.

The system goals are then used to establish a set of subsystem

goals and a related set of technology advances.

2. Mea ures and.Criteria for-Quantitative Estimates

To quantify the above concepts requires selecting suitable

measures and setting appropriate criteria, which are summarized

here (see Section I-C for more detail). Several of the criteria

are arbitrary, but the effect of chakigii-Z them on the quantita-

tive results can generally be easily assessed.

a. Propulsion System Performance Characteristics. Speci-

fic weight, specific volume, and specific fuel consumption are

considered the basic performance characteristics of propulsion

systems. These characteristics were chosen as basic because only

if a proposed system passes the primary tests of size and effi-

ciency do other characteristics such as noise and exhaust signa-

ture become important. Specific weight and volume are referenced

to the maximum power condition, because this combination deter-

mines the over .11 weight of the propulsion system and how much

space it occupies. Specific fuel consumption is referenced to

25% power, because the duty cycles of the vehicles considered

in this study characteristically involve low-power operation

most of the time.

As indicated in Fig. S-lb, potential physical or practi-

cal limits to the performance of propulsion systems are estimated. .4
This is accomplished for each subsystem by an examination of
the -nergy conversion processes it performs and the components

* it uses to carry out such processes (see appendices in Vols. II

and III). Potential limits on these processes and components

are evaluated and form the basis for estimates of the subsystem

"14
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performance limits and of the technology Impacts on this per-
formance. The criterion in selecting limits is that they are
judged to be within the bound& of what in physically possible.
No judgment of the R&D necessary to reach them is made.

n. ImPact Measures. A measure is needed to evaluate the
Impact of a change In propulsion system characteristics on the
vehicle. This presents a difficulty in that an improved propul-

sion system can be used to design a variety of vehicles with
different performance, size, and/or ccit characteristics. The
measure used here is the potential reduction in cost per unit

payload of a selected reference vehicle with fixed performance
characteristics, where cost includes the procurement and the
direct operating and maintenance costs over an appropriate life

for the entire vehicle, exclusive of its combat payload costs.*

An advantage of this measure Is that it allows estima-

wit tehnoogychages Inaddition, changes in this measure,
atconstant veThicle performance, can be viewed as a crude indica-
trof changes in vehicle cost-effectiveness.

c. Vehicle Indifference Lines--Payoffs from Technoloit
Advances. To calculate vehicle weight indifference lines,
characteristic weight and volume distributions between armament,
structure, fuel and propulsion system, as well as propulsion
power and range requirements are established for each vehicle
(Appendices A and B). The criterion is that such characteris-
tics be consistent with service-proven designs. Vehicle weight
Indifference lines are then determnined by relating fuel weight
and vojume requirements to specific fuel consumption and by
relating propulsion system weight and volume requirements to

K the specific weight of the propulsion system.

To calculate cost impact, characteristic cost distribu-
tions among the vehicle platform elements (structure, fuel,

*This definition is implied wherever the term "~cost"t is used.

~5



propulsion system) are estimated in this study for each

reference design (Section II and Appendix A). Then, using the

combinied cost and performance characteristics selected for each

vehicle class, the cost impact of given changes in the propul-

sion system is calculated. In this calculation, it is assumed

that the cost per unit weight of structural element and o' fuel

is constv.nt; and the cost peý. unit power of the propulsion

system stays constant, which seems to agree with historical data.

It should be noted that when cost impacts are evalu-

atad in this way, keeping vehicle performance constant, a

vehicle weight indifference line is a close approximation to a

cost indifference line.

These models are rather crude but are judged to be

adequate for the purpose of making payoff estimates. The rela-

tive payoff of each of the technology advances needed to reach a

new design point (e.g., Fig. S-lb) is evaluated in terms of its

relative contribution to the total reduction in cost per unit

payload at the new design point.

d. Criteria for a Major Advance. In terms of the concepts

given above, a major advance is determined by a given shift in

the vehicle indifference line. To establish goals for the power

train in the three classes of land combat vehicles, the criterion

of a 20-25% reduction in cost per unit payload is used to define

the new indifference line. For the high-speed ship class, the

criterion used is the reduction of propulsion system weight

fraction from 0.5 to 0.35, the latter value being consistent

with service-proven designs of naval escorts. These criteria

are arbitrary, of course, but are judged to be consistent with fl

the DARPA charter of looking for high-payoff R&D projects.

3. Method of Presenting Results

By using the above approach, the results of the study can

be presented in terms of su•table goals for propulsion system

and subsystem characteristics and in terms of the related

6



technologies needed to reach these goals. In relating system

goals to equivalent goals for submystems, the set of subsystem

goals is selected to be ý, approximately equal difficulty to

achieve. The criterion used is ttst the goals for all relevant

parameters represent equal fractional improvements between the

current state-of-the-art values and the estimated limits.

0 In suimmary, then,, suitable goals have these properties:

and type of prcpulbion system

*If achieved in concert, they would have a major impact

on the relevant vehicle class

*They do nlot exceed the estimated limits of physical and
practical possibi.lity

*They are estimated to be of approximately equal dif-.

ficulty to achieve.

As noted above, it is assumed that the goal of keeping

propulsion system cost per unit power constant is attained.

However., the impacts of changes in this cost parameter are

estimated.

:1 4. General Comments;, Limitations of the Analysis

The goal, presented here are only intended to provide

guidance in evaluating high-risk exploratory developments. Ad-

ditional considerations would be involved in pursuing such

efforts into advanced or engineering developments.

The analysis of :ourse cannot avoid several obvious dif-

ficulties: other classes of vehicles or other desired impacts

will produce different goals; propulsion system characteristics

other than, those considered here and possibly not yet discoveredH could render the presint system and subsystem goals obsolete;
and the limits of subsystem perfor'mance and their relative dif-
ficulty of achievement are uncertain and subject to judgmental

L considerations. All of these difficulties and uncertainties do



not, in our opinion, detract substantially from the validity of
the present results for evaluating high-risk exploratory develop-

ments; they do serve, however, as cautions to interpretation of

the results.

Thls analysis attempts to -roid three pitfalls frequently

encountired in determining the impact of advanced technology on
vehicle performance: (1) the use of unrealistic i-eference

vehicles (i.e., vehicles with cost per unit payload far in excess

of past proven cesigns); (2) failure to consider the interaction

of a subsystem with the other interacting subsystems; and

(3) failure to consider how advanced technology may impact on

competing subsystems.

Details of the technologies that determine the performance

characteristics of the subsystems studied are covered in a

seriee of appendices in Volumes II and Ill. Apart from their

relevance to the analysis in this volume, the appendices should

be of particular interest to specialists in the respective tech-

nologies.

C. RESULTS

1. General Conclusions

A basic conclusion of this study is that there are po-en-

tially achievable technology advances that would have a inaj4or

impact on the cost or performance of armored land combat vehicles

and of high-speed ships. Such advances do, however, represent

large departures from the current state of the art. hence,

programs for their attainment can be expected to involve high-

risk R&D approaches.

to Among the propulsion subsystems, engines contribute most

to the total impact, their greatest improvements arising from
potential increases in ideal efficiency by going to highe:r

temperature and pressure. This puts R&D emphasis heavily on

improved material properties. On the other hand, with rispect

8
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to the prospects for innovative engines, the evidence is that
thermodynamic cycles or compression and expansion mechanisms
different from those examined here offer le potential return,

largely because the develcped engine types cover the map of
potential size and efficiency improvements quite completely.

That is, in these terms, there seem to be no "windows" in which

an innovative engine would not be in direct competition with an

improved developed engine.

The contribution of the advanced-technology transmissicns

studied is less than that of engines, largely because the scope

for size reduction and efficiency improvements is more limized.

The results for land combat vehicles indicate that future

technological improvements could leave transmissions consider-

ably bigger than the engLnes--an apparent anomaly. Unlike

engines, transmissions have two avenues of innovation that may

be promising: one is to combine engine and transmission func-

tions and deliver shaft power at the point of use; the other is

to use electrical transmissions with innovative conversion

machinery. Such innovative electric transmissions may also show

payoffs in high-speed ships. Neither of these avenuas was

evaluated in this study.

For the thrusters studied, as for transmissions, the scope

Safor improvements is more limited than for engines. For land

Combat vehicles, the most promising avenue is to reduce the

weight of tracks. Here again, R&D emphasis is .n improved

materials. For waterlet thrusters on high-speed ships, the

payoff is in improved efficiency without significant weight

changes, which puts the R&D emphasis on design improvements.

2. Quantitative System Results for Specific Applications

SU- In terms of the propulsion system parameters specific fuel

consumption and specific weight, the cuantitative results are

Ii shown for main battle tanks in Fig. S-2 and for high-speed
ships in Fig. S-3 (see Sections II-E and II-F). To have a[ 9

4i
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PROPULSION SYSTEMS USING
\. CURRENT TECHNOLOGY:• o.,.. . . .• ... . ./ • " . • TURSNE SYSTEM
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FIGURE S-2. Suitable propulsion system goals for MBTs. Ref-
erence hp is delivered thrust power. Propulsion
system weights include a hydrodynamic transmisston
and final drive but do not include suspension and
tracks.
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FIG;:RE S-3. Suitable propulsion system goals for high-speed
oceangoing ships. SES asurface effect ship. Ref-
erence hp Is delivered thrust power. The propul-

~ L sion system weights include a reduction gear but
no shafting.
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maejor orpct the system parameters2 must be improved so as to

leoorbelow tevhcedsgliemrd"ajradvance."t
In achcase, two of the systems studied were found to have

potential limits able to meet the major advance requirement for

thtvehicle class, and suitable goals for each system are shown

in hefigures. For tanks, specific volume is also an important

parameter, and Fig. S-2 is based on the assumption that specific

voueis prprinlt pcfcwih iedniyremainsF constant).

Figures S-2 and S-3 address a part of the stated objectives

in that they provide (1) the amount of improvements In knownF systems needed to produce a major impact, and (2) criteria for
evaluating new, unspecified system concepts. Major practicalI interest, however, is in what this means in terms of subsystem
(i.e., engine, transmission, thruster) improvements, what, tech-

nology advances are involved in such improvements, and what is

the relative contribution of the various Improvements to meeting

the overall goals. Such information was developed in the study
and is summarized next.

3. Associated Subsystem and Technology Results

a. Armored Land Combat Vehicles (LC~s). It was 17ound that
in terms of propulsion system goals, the repu~ts for main battle

tanks (METs), light tracked LCVs. and high-mobility LCVs were

essentially the same.** Differences occurred only in the rela-

tive payoffs, and these were mainly a reduction In the payoffs
associated with specific volume changes in the smaller vehicles,
due to their lighter ar'mor. Hence, we can take the results for

*These system parameters are referenced to installed weights and
delivered thrust-power. The numerical values are therefore
higher than if they were referenced to uninstalled weights and F
shaft horsepower.

K **Though the power level required for tanks is about 1200-1500 hps
F while for the other two classes of LCVs it is about 250-500 hp.

12



main battle tanks as uharacteristic of a broader class of armored

land combat vehicles, remembering that volume reductions lose

significance in light LCVs.

(1) Diesel System for MBTs. The breakdown of suit-

able system goals into subsystem goals is given in the following
table (Section III-D-I). Also, the relative contribution of

reaching each subsystem goal is indicated under Relative Pay-

off. In this table, sfc is specific fuel consumption, sw is

specific weight, av is specific volume, and n is efficiency.

Subscript e stands for engine, subscript x for transmission, and

subscript t for thruster.

Relative
Subsystem Subsystem Current Suitable Payoff

Type Parametr Units Value Goals (U - 1)

Diesel Engine sfce lb/hp-hr 0.44 0.32 0.17
Swe lb/hp 4.3 1.$ 0.35
Sve ft 3/hp 0.095 0.042 0.26

Hydrodynamic -- 0.76 0.782 0.09
Transission w lb/hp 6.6 4.7 0.09

-vx ft 3/hp 0.056 0.039 0.04

Trackb rt -- 0 .91 0.91

eThe reference power is the output power of each subsystem.
Transmission cooling power is included in computing q".

"bThe thruster for land vehicles incoudes both tracks an4 suspen-
sion. Its weight is insensitive to the power it transmits but

U! instead Is determined by the supporting loads it carries.
k [ Hence. specific weight (i.e., weight per unit power) is not iih

appropriate parameter and thruster weight is considered inde-
pendentliy of other propulsion system characteristics (seeli Section I ).
cfominal value under average load conditions.

Two major observations can be made. First, t'h greatest
relative payoffs are associated with engine imaprovements, which

is a direct consequence of our estimate that improvements within

the limits of possibility are greater for engines than for

13
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transmissions,* combined with the relative importance of the
engine in the propulsion system. Second, with respect to the

engine, the higher payoffs are associated with weight and size

reduction, rather than with reduction of sfc.

The related technology goals and their relative payoffs are

given below. As might be expected, the relative payoffs associ-

ated with goals in this form are more difficult to quantify and

hence are indicated here in a simple form: high relative pay-

off (P1) and not-so-high relative payoff (P2).

For diesel engines (Section IV-A-3):

* Improved ideal cycle performance to a level of 73%

thermal efficiency and correspondingly high specific

power; a compound engine, peak cylinder pressures in

excess of 3000 psi, and peak equivalence ratios of 0.9

are indicated (P1).

* Reduction of heat transfer losses by two-thirdo and

associated reduction in cooling system weight by two-

thirds; quasi-adiabatic operation is indicated (P2).

* Increase in the volume flow per unit displacement by

one-third; higher piston speed• are indicated (P2). A

* Reduction of the weight per unit displacement of dis-

placement-related components by a factor of 4; light-

weight materials are indicated (PI).

For hydrodynamic transmissions (Section IV-B-3):

* Reduction in weight of mechanical components bY 30%

through use of improved materials (?2).

0 Reduction in losses in fluid-mechanical energy conver-

sions by 25% while maintaining weight through improved

design (P2).

*We assume automatic transmissions will continue to be specified v
even though a vehicle penalty, compared to purely mechanical
transmissions, is involved in their use.
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(2) Gas Turbine Systems for MBTs. Subsystem goals

and relative payoffs are shown in the following table (Section
: ;" III-D-I) .

Relative
Subsystem Subsystem Current Suitable Payoff

SType Parameter Units Value Goals it - 1)

Turbine Engine sfc* lb/hp-hr 0.60 0.47 0.17

swa lb/hp 2.6 0.78 0.26

sve ft 3 /hp 0.053 01016 0.26

Hydrodynamic q 0.76 0.784 0.09
Transmission Swx lb/hp 6.6 4.75 U.18

svx ft 3 /hp 0.S55 0.039 0.04

Track It -- 0.91 0.91 -

The same two observations as for the corresponding diesel system

apply here also: the bulk of the payoff is associated with
engine improvements, and the higher payoffs of engine improve-

ments are associated with weight and size reductions. It is to

be noted that, relative to diesel systems, engine improvements

are of slightly lesser importance, which is to be expected

because of the relatively smaller size and weight of gas turbine

engines.

The technology goals associated with these improvements in

I gas turbine engines are (Section IV-A-4):

* Improved ideal cycle performance to a level of 64%

t, thermal efficiency and correspondingly high specific

power; a modestly regenerated engine operating at maxi-

mum temperatures of about 2500°F is indicated (P1).

* Maintenance of component loss levels at current best

K [! values (P2).
S• Maintenance of component specific weights (weight per

. p unit energy transfer rate of the component) at current
I.levels; of particular importance is the heat exchanger

(P1).
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In addition, any fundamental improvements in part-power perform-

ance or in reduction of size and weight of heat exchangers could

be used tc alleviate the maximum temperature required.

For hydrodynamic transmissions, the technology goals are

essentially the same as for diesel systems. However, the pay-

offs associated aith size reduction are larger in this case
because of the relatively larger size of the transmission.*

(3) Tracks. As noted above, tracks are taken to in-

clude the suspension and are treated separately. The basic

rearon is that, though tracks are part of the propulsion system,

the*r weight is dependent on the gross weight of the vehicle and

not on the power they transmit (see Appendix K for detail).

Hence, specific power is not a useful parameter for evaluating

tracks ;s it is fc' eiugines and transmissions. Tracks (including

suspensions) were found to constitute about 22% of the gross

weight of an armored vehicle. A reduction in track weight of'

30% through design changes and improved materials is a suitable
goal. The relative payofi of reaching that goal is significant--

about one-half the payoff of reaching the combined engine and

transmission goals (Section III-D-l).

(4) Propulsion System Cost Consideratiors. The suit-

able goals prae.nted above, if achieved in concert, will produce

a 20-25% r~duction in cost per unit payload, assuming that the

goal of maiqtalning Qost per unit power in the propulsion system

is also attainec,. Without further information, this is a reason-

able assumption. However, the effects of changes in this assump-

tion can be estimated from the model sensitivity to changes in

this cost characteristic. For armored LCVs in general it appears

that a 50% change in cost per unit power has a 20-25% impact on

*Since a turbine runs at higher speed than a1, equivalent-power
diesel, reduction gears are built into the engine to reduce its
output rpm. In this analysis, this gearing is included as part
of the transmission.
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(platform) cost per unit payload (Section II-B-3). Thus it can
be inferred that propulsion system costs are themselves an
important factor in evaluating advances in propulsion systems
for these vehicles. By way of contrast, it will be shown later
"that this is not the case for high-speed ships.

b. High-Speed Ships

(1) Gas Turbine Engine/WaterJet Thruster. Subsystem

goals and relative payoffs are shown In the following table (see
Section III-D-3). Specific volujme is of minor importance in this
application and is not shown.

Rel ati ve
Subsystem Subsystem Current Suitable Payoff

Type Parameter Units Value Goals (E • 1)

Turbine sfc* lb/hp-hr 0.55 0.35 0.78

w. lb/hp 0.52 1.95 (0.08)

Waterjet xt-- 0.48 0.53 0.27Thruster* x
TWxt lb/hp 8.42 6.9 0.03

*Including reducticn gears.

These results give the origin of the inarease in specific

weight indicated by the suitablo system goals shown in Fig. S-3.
S • The goals given in the table call for a highly regenerated tur-

bine engine with a large increase in its specific weight, but

17 much more efficient, as indicated by the much lower sfc. This

gives a net benefit, since the saving in fuel weight more than

compensates for the heavier engine in this application.

The emphasis on efficiency is also apparent in the goals

for the waterjet thruster. There is little payoff in reducing

¶ weight, far more payoff in increasing efficiency. Between the

two subsystems, as with the armored LCVs, the higher payoffs

are associated with reaching the engine goals.

17
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.'he technology goals associated with the improved subsys-

tems are as follows:

For the gas turbine engine (Section IV-A-4):

[ Improved ideal cycle performance to a level of 72%
thermal efficiency; a highly regenerated engine operating

at a maximum temperature of about 2700OF is indicated
(P1).

H Maintenance of component loss levels at current best

levels (P2).

* Maintenance of component specific weights at current

levels, the heat exchanger being of particular importance

(Pl).

Even more than in land-vehicle applications, any fundamental

improvements in part-power performance or in specific weight

reduction of heat exchangers can be used to alleviate the maximum

temperature required.

For the waterjet thruster (Section IV-C-2):

* iduction of th& sum of inlet drag losses, internal duct-
-a losses, and pump losses by one-third. This trans-

iates into a 5-6% increase in propulsion efficiency (P1).

• Modoit reductions in weight of components through better

des.gn or improved materials (P2).

.) Closed Brayton-Cycle Engine/Waterjet Thruster.
Suitable subsystem goals and relative payoffs are shown in the

following table (Section III-D-3).

Relative
Subsystem Subsystem Current Suitable Payoff

Type Parameto r Units Value Goals (E " 1)

Closed Brayton sfc* lb/hp-h• 0.36 0.29 0.26
sw* lb/hp 15.0 6.0 0.52

Waterjet nxt-- 0.50 0.53 0.16
SWXt lb/hp 10.1 7.6 6.07
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If the current values in the table are compared to the

previous table, it will be seen that the current closed Brayton-
cycle engine is far heavier but also far more efficient than the

* gas turbine engine. It is not surprising, therefore, that the
biggest payoff here is in weight reduction of the engine.

It is also interesting to note that the goals for the

waterjet thruster are about the same, whether used with the

closed Brayton-cycle engine or the gas turbine engine, but, the

current value for use with the closed Br~yton-cyavle engine

indicates a heavier, more efficient thr'uster than for the gas

turbine engine. The reason for this is that different points

on the current technology curve are used to match the different
engines. For the closed Brayton cycle it is currently profitable

to get greater thruster efficiency at the expense of thruster

weight, since there is an associated reduction in the engine

size.

As in all other examples, in comparing subsystems, the

largest payoffs are associated with engine improvements. The

technology advances needed to attain the goals shown in the
table are as follows.

For the closed Brayton-cycle engine (Section IV-A-5):

0Improved ideal cycle performance to a level of 71%

thermal efficiency; a highly regenerated engine operating
in. helium at a maximum cycle temperature of 2200OF is
indicated (P1).

*Maintenance of component loss levels at current best

Redvauesio ( f2). exchanger specific weight: the re-

generator by 40O%, the cooler by a factor of 2-2.5, the
heater by a factor of 3. Small passage sizes, light-
weight materials, and a maximum heater temperature *of

about 3600OF are indicated (Pl).
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For the waLerjet thruster, the goals and technology advances

needed are the same as Vwhen it is used with the gas turbine
engine.

(3) Propulsion System Cost Considerations. As nnted

above for LCVs, the effect of changes in the cost per unit power
of the propulsion system can be estimated (Section II-D-2). The
results show that to give a 20-25% impact on cost per unit pay-
load, propulsion system cost per unit power would have to change
by roughly a factor of four. The implication is that propulsion

system costs are in themselves not nearly as important as tt y
are, for example, in armored LCVs.

4. Potential Limits for Other Subsystems that were Studied

a. Otto and Stirling Engines. For Otto and Stir~ing
engines, no suitable goals are developed here, since the assess-
ments of the potential limits of technology did not indicate
that a sufficiently large impact on the vehicle classes studied
could be obtained. These assessments (as shown in Fig. S-4) do
indicate, however, that substantial performance improvements are
within the limits of possibility. In the vehicle applications
ccnsidered here, the inherent limit (compression ratio) on the
ideal performance of the conventional Otto (carbureted) produces
a relatively high specific fuel consumption with attendant
penalties that cannot be overcome by weight or possible cost
advantages: compound, adiabatic, and stratified-charge spark-
ignition engines operating at compression ratios of greater than
12 are considered indistinguishable from similar advanced
Diesel engines and are included as Diesel engines; Stirling
engines are governed by the large amount of internal energy
transfer required in the engine, and the resulting relatively

large weight and size cannot be balanced by the relatively low
specific fuel consumption in the low-power-level vehicles to

which the engine is constrained.

20
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b. Mechanical. Hydromechanical, and Electrical Transmis-

sions. The scope for improvement in the size and efficiency of

the transmission subsystems that were studied is less than for

engines. Much of the projected gain in engine performance

parameters is due to the improvement in ideal efficiency at-

tained at higher temperatures, and this avenu4 is not open to

transmissions whose ideal efficiency is 100%. Thus, the avenues

for improvement are either (1) in efficiency through reduced

losses or (2) in weight through design and material advances.

It is judged in this study, for the particular subsystems

examined, that the scope for further improvements in these areas

is limited, as discussed below.

(1) Mechanical Transmissions. Significant improve-

ments in mechanical transmissions can only be expected i4n weight

reduction, since losses are already so small that further loss

reduction is not significant. Thus unlike the other subsystems,

efficiency is not a function of size. There is little chance

that size reductions will come from new innovative designs,

since there has been so much work done in this area. Future size
reductions are most likely to come from improvements in material

properties. Potential limits were estimated at 40% in size

reduction.

(2) Hydromechanical Transmissions. The study con-

sidered hydrodynamic tank transmissions in some detail. In

general, for the mechanical part of the tran3mission (about two-

thirds of the weight), the above remarks on mechanical trans-

missions apply, i.e., further significant technology advances

will come through weight reduction by use of improved materials.

For the fluid-mechanical energy conversion elements (about one-

third of the weight), the goal is to reduce losses while main-

taining weight. The results of this kind of tradeoff are shown

in Fig. S-5.

A similar situation exists in hydromehanical transmissions

(e.g., such as the HMPT-500 developed for the MICV). That Is,
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the larger part of the system is mechanical, and the smaller

part involves fluid-mechanical energy transfer. One can expect

weight reduction largely in the mechanical part and efficiency

improvement largely in the fluid-,techanical part. Thus, the

potential effects of technology advances are similar to those

shown in Fig. S-5.

(3) Electrical Transmissions. The elements of an

electrical transmission are taken to be electromechanical con-
version devices (i.e., a generator and a motor), current

switching apparatus, and distribution cabling. It is found
that the size and efficiency are dominated by the electrome'!hanical

conversion devices. With conventional electrical machinery,

these components are too heavy for the military applications of

interest. Potential limits were not established in this area,

but there are some innovative approaches that should be explored

further. One 1s to reduce the efficiency of the converters and

provide cooling. This is done in some &ircraft equipment with

remarkable size reductions. Other approaches are the SEGMAG

machines and superconducting machines. All of these approaches

will result in loss of efficiency, but if the estimated weight

reductions by factors of 3 to 6 are attained, electrical trans-

missions could become competitive. This area is the subject of

a further study by IDA for DARPA.

c. Thruster_. Thrusters, like transmissions, have less

scope for improved weight and efficiency characteristics than

engines, since again the avenue of significantly improved ideal
efficiency is not open. In land-vehicle thrusters, the ideal

efficiency ii determined by the slip, which depends primarily

on the ground pressure and the length of thruster in the direc-

tion of motion for a given thrust load. In thrusters for high-

speed ships, the ideal efficiency is limited by the practical

size of the thruster to roughly 70-75%, as indicated in Fig. S-6.
V In addition to 'he tracks and waterjet thrusters described above,

wheels and supercavitating propellers were also examined.
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(1) Wheels. A comparison of wheels and tracks (made

in Appendix K) shows that the size of wheels alone makes them

unattractive for military combat vehicles at gross vehicle

weights CGVWs) ab~ove about 25 tons. When the complpxitlies of

L all-wheel drives are added, it is estimated that the tradeoff
position drops to GVWs of about 15 tons. On a weight and size

basis, therefore, wheels are found to be an option only for the

lightest armored LCVs.

(2) Sugercavitating Propellers. On a straight
comparison between thrusters, supercavitating propellers are

found to be competitive in efficiency and weight with waterjet

thrusters. When combined with a transmission, however, the

waterjet thruster wins out because its pump can be closely

coupled to the engine, whereas the propeller requires transmit-

ting power some distance, and in the SES design, also right-ang3e

changes in direction.

It should be noted that development of a competitively

sized electrical transmission could change this situation with

respect to both wheels and supercavitating propellers.
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-~I INTRODUCTION .

A. BNACODUCTNO

This study resulted from a uiesire by DARPA to identify those

areas of propulsion technology where advances would have poten-

tially large payoffs for military surface vehicles using con-

ventional fuels. There is no lack of specific new ideas in

engines, transmissions, or thrusters for these applications.

Some current examples include: ceramics to allow higher tempera-

tures in engines; closed-cycle systems for propulsion engines;

electrical transmissions with or without superconducting elements;

compliant wheels instead of tracks for some types of off-road

combat vehicles; and waterjets for propulsion of Navy escort

vessels. DARPA is constantly involved in both soliciting and

eval~uating ideas like these with a view to funding high-risk,
high-payoff projects. In examining the virtue of such new ap-
proaches, questions naturally arise regarding both the risks and

*the payoffs, such as "which ideas have payoffs high enough to be

Interesting" and "are there potential high-payoff ar'eas in

Which more ideas should be solicited?" -The general purpose of
this study is to develop information that can aid in answering

such questions.

A number of questions of a different kind can be raised
concerning the appropriateness of both the subject matter and

the purpose of suczh a study. The apparent mature state of pro-.

pulsion system technology and a common feeling that potential

payoffs in propulsion systems are considerably less than those

* in other areas, most notably offensive and defensive armament,
-~ foster questions regarding the subject matter of the study.
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Concerns with the relative importance --f risk evaluation fostei7

questions regarding the purpose of the study. A brief discussion

of such questions seems in order here.

d A question following from the common belief that propulsion
3ystems have matured in their development is whether there is

much fertile ground left to plow. In tlbis connection, it is
interesting to note that only about orne-sixth of the energy

stored in the fuel is converted into thrust energy in the vehic-les

of interest--a fraction which seemis far removed from any overall
physical limit such as, for example, the Second Law of Thermo-

dynamics. In addition, at least qualitatively, potential pros-

pects exist for advancing the state of the art toward such

physical limits, including:

1. New concepts in the form of different syntheses of the

well-known forms of energy conversion (compression,
expansion, energy addition, heat exchange, power trans-

missiorn, and thr-ust production).

2. Reduction of the l~osses associated with energy conver-

sion processes. Traditionally, advances in this area

have not been pursued on their own merit.

3. Reductions in the weight and volume of energy conversion

equipment. Traditionally, advances in this area have

been pursued vigorously.

This study addresses the quantitative prospects for advances in

these areas by examining the relationships between the propulsion

system design parameters for relevant equipment and the physical

processes involved, in order to identify, where possible, physical

limits relative to the current state of the art.

Other questions regarding the general prospects of payoffs

in propulsion system advances arise from the observations that

in re,. ~t years the greatest improvements in combat vehicles have

originated from improved offensive and defensive armament sys-

tems, which do not always require new vehicles, and that
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potential exists for still further improvements, particularly

in precision-guided munitions. A common feeling, then, is that

even if improvements in propulsion systems are possible, they

may be too expensive to get into service, particularly if they

require new vehicles, and may have much less impact than the

armament system improvements.

On the other hand, it can be speculated that improvements
by potential enemies in precision-guidd munitions will neces-

sitate new types of surface vehicles--specifically, smaller

ones--and thus the opportunities for getting improved propulsion

systems info service will be greater than in the past. More

importantlY, perhaps, the impact of propulsion system improve-

ments on the size and cost of combat vehicles is larger than

sometimes realized. The surface combat vehicles of interest in

this study are all high powered, to the point that the size of

the propulsion system is roughly equal to the size of the combat

payload., In this situation it is easy to show that for the same

vehicle performance, a reduction in propulsion system size (for

the same output) reflects directly in a reduction in vehicle

size; e.g., a 10% reduction in propulsion system size will give

a 10% reduction in the size of the entire vehicle and an asso-

ciated reduction in platform cost. This results, of course,

from the fact that with a smaller propulsion system the whole

vehicle can be built smaller and still accommodate the same pay-

' load and give the same performance with less installed power.

This study addresses these matters by evaluating the impact of

propulsion system size on the size and cost of selected classes

of vehicles and comparing this with the possible impact of

technology advances on propulsion system size.

A final question as to the appropriateness of the purpose

of the study--in 'particular, its focus on potential payoffs--

.I! arises from a view that the payoffs associated with technology

t advances are in general adequate and also difficult to quantify,V Ii and hence that study of the risks involved and resources required

is more productive than btudy of the payoffs. The view adopted[ 29



here, however, is that since some potential technology advances

obviously have higher payoffs than others, it is important to

know these payoffs in order to formulate appropriate goals.

This is not intended to minimize the importance of risk assess-
ment; indeed, thip study partially addresses risks by examining

the degree to which technology advances approach the physical

limits to which propulsion system technology is inevitably con-
strained.

B. PURPOSE AND SCOPE

This study is in response to DARPA Project Assignment A-40

(included as Appendix M). The primary purposes of the study are
to:

1. Quantify the technological advances needed to make major

imprcvements in military propulsion systems

2. Provide criteria for the evaluation of new propulsion

system or subsystem concepts.

A propulsion system is defined here to include the three
major subsystems necessary to deliver thrust to a vehicle: an

engine, a transmission, and a thruster. The scope of the study

is limited to an assessment of propulsion systems for four

classes of surface combat vehicles: (1) main battle tanks;

(2) light, tracked land combat vehicles; (3) high-mobility land

combat vehicles; and (4) high-speed (>50-knot) ships. These
classes generally cover the speztrum of surface combat vehicles,

with the important exception of conventional major naval surface

combatants (aircraft carriers and destroyers, primarily). For

propulsion subsystems, five engine types (Otto, Diesei, gas

turbine, closed Brayton, Stirling), three transmission types
(mechanical, hydrodynamic/hydromechanical, electrical), and four

thruster types (-racks, wheels, propellcrs, wa.terjets) are ex-
amined in some detail. These subsystem types inc-lude most of
those that have been used or ar3 being considered for the subject
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vehicle classes; in addition, prospects for innovation are ad-

dressed by consideration of needed subsystem characteristics

without regard to speciý'ic type. Finally, as mentioned earlier,
I' criteria for the evaluation of new propulsion systems or sub-

systems are limited to considerat! -ons of potential payoff and

physical possibility; matters relating to the resources required

to achieve a needed technological advance or to specific risks

involved are not within the scope of the present study.

C. APPROACH

1. Nature of the Problem

The task of quantifying the technological advances needed
to make major improvements in military propulsion systems is of

course one that contains inherent difficulties. First, propul-

sion system technology is generally, and usefully, characterized
by a variety of design parameters (e.g., specific fuel consumption

at various power levels, specific weight, noise level). It is

not feasible here to examine the possible improvements in all
such characteristics, nor are they all of equal importance;

hence the parameters which seem of most importance must be

selected. Second, a means of measuring the impact of major im-

provements in military propulsion systems must be established.

This involves selecting a suitable measure and setting a criterion
as to the magnitude of change that constitutes a major improve-
ment. Third, improvements in propulsion system technology,
hcwever characterized, originate from both the interactions among

thethre mjorsubystms ndimprovements in subsystem technol-

ogy th ltte o i,,hih n trnoriginate from improvements in
contitentcomonets ndrelated physical processes (e.g.,

compression, expansion, heat exchange). Thus, both subsystem
and related component/process technology require consideration.
Finally, a "needed technology advance," if it is not to be pie-
in-the-sky, should be within the bounds of physical and practical

f p possibility; hence, some attention to these bounds is required.
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Further, a technology advance needed to achieve some overall

impact is likely to have as many dimensions as there are tech-

nological characteristics; some attention to the balance among

such characteristics is accordingly required.

Evidently, then, any approach to the task entails basic

decisions regarding the form of propulsion system technology

characteristics, the measure of the impact of technology improve-

ments, estimates of potential physical limits, and statements of

needed technology advances, as well as an analysis procedure by

which appropriate connections can be made. These decisions

as made in this study are discussed in the subsequent paragraphs.

Before proceeding to these discussions, however, a brief over-

view of the basic concept of the analysis used here is appro--

priate.

2. Conceptual Basis of the Analysis

The basis of the analysis is to compare the sizc and effi-

ciency characteristics of given propulsion systems (i.e., engine-

transmission-thruster combinations) with those characteristics

needed to meet :of,•traints imposed by the vehicle characteristics.

As an illus.tr, exar e, consider a case where a vehicle is

constrained specified maximum weight, and further assume

that the only :,opulsion system characteristics which influence

vehicle weight are the specific fuel consumption and specific

power (weight per unit power). Conceptually, the comparison

between the propulsion system characteristics needed by the

vehicle and those provided by a given type of propulsion is as

shown in Fig. I-la. In this - Pure the vehicle indifference line

represents the trad-_-, oet_, eA fuel and propulsion system that

keeps the sum of their weights constant for given power and

rarige requirements, and hence it defines parameter values that

give no first-order impact on vehicle. The propulsion

system characteristics line ir Lg. I-la represents the tradeotf

between weight and efficiency that is always possible in power
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conversion devices at a given state of technology. The tangent

point of the two lines is obviously the optimum design point--

'1 the point where the propulsion system characteristics available

match those needed at a minimum vehicle weight.

What is done in this analysis is to look for a new design

point by defining how far the vehicle indifference line must be

shifted to have a major impact on the vehicle, and how far the

propulsion system characteristics curve may' be shifted before

reaching its potential physical or practical limits. If a new

design point can be found, as shown conceptually in Fig. I-1b

for our illustrative example, this establishes I'major advance"

goals for a given propulsion system in a given vehicle class.

This procedure is used to decide which specific propulsion sys-

tems have the potential for contributing a major advance and to

set goals for those that do. The system goals are then used to

establish a set of subsystem goals and a related set of technol-

ogy advances.

3. Performance Characteristics of Prop~ulsion Systems

This study is limited to consideration of specific weight,

specific volume, and specific fuel consumption as the propulsion

system performance characteristics of primary concern. The

rationale for selecting these parameters as basic is that the

jrimary criterion of acceptability in a vehicle design is that

fuel, propulsion system, and payload are accommodated in the

weight and volume available in a suitable vehicle with sufficient

power. Only if a proposed system passes this size and efficiency

test are other characteristics such as noise and exhaust signa-

ture of importance. While potential improvements in these other

characteristics may well have an impact on system cost-effective-

ness, the judgment here is that the basic characteristics

selected merit first attention.

Consideration of the operating conditions to which specific

weight, specific volume, and specific power are referenced is
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required. Specific weight and specific volume are referenced

to the maximum power condition, since this combination determines

the weight and space consumed by the propulsion system. The fuel

consumed by the propulsion system is, however, a function of the

duty cycle of the vehicle--the time spent at various power

settings in actual use. The uniform characteristic of the duty

cycles of the vehicles considered here is that a large fraction

H of time is spent at cruise or other low-power cbnditions,

although specific details of duty cycles are subject to con-

siderable variation. Unfortunately, the specific fuel consump-

tion of some types of propulsion systems is sensitive to power

level, particularly at low power, and hence the total fuel

required to obtain a given vehicle range can be sensitive to

the details of the specified duty cycle. Rather than become

enmeshed in such matters, for the comparisons to be made here

it i3 assumed that the 25% power condition is a reasonable

single-value representation of the duty cycle for the vehicles

considered, and hence the specific fuel consumption of interest

is that at 25% power.

4. A Measure of Propulsion System Impact

Evaluating the impact of propulsion system improvements on

a weapons system can be a treacherous proposition. Consider,
for example, the impact an improvement in specific fuel consump-

tion (SFC) can have on a given vehicle. For the same vehicle

size or cost, the vehicle range could be increased at no detri-

ment to the payload or ve ,icle speed, and an appropriate impact

Smeasure would be the fracxional increase in range so obtained;

or the payload could be increased at no detriment to vehicle

range or speed, and an appropriate measure would be the frac-

tional Icnrease in payload; or the vehicle speed could be in-

creased at no detriment to vehicle range or payload, and an

appropriate measure would be the fractional increase in speed.

, •Alternatively, for the same vehicle speed, range, and payload,

the vehicle size or cost could be decreased, and an appropriate
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measure would be the fractional size reduction or the fractional

cost reduction. Thus, benefits for this single improvement

could be measured in many different ways.

Further, buth the absolute and relative magnitudes of these

alternative measures depend upon the characteristics of the given

vehicle. For example, consider the impact an SFC improvement

would have in two different vehicles--a long-range vehicle car-

rying a relatively large amount of fuel and a relatively small

payload, and a short-range vehicle carrying relatively little

fuel and a relatively large payload. A given SFC improvement,

if used solely for range improvement, would produce identical

fractional increases in range in t-e two vehicles; however, if

it is used solely for increasing payload, it would produce a far

greater fractional increase in payload in the long-range vehicle

than in the short-range vehicle.

To resolve these difficulties, the measure of propulsion

system improvements used here is the resulting reduction in cost*

per unit payload in carefully selected reference vehicles, at

fixed performance.** One advantage of this measure is that,

in our opinion, it can be viewed as a crude indicator of the

change in vehicle cost-effectiveness, insofar as the payload of

a vehicle with fixed performance characteristics can be viewed

as an indicator of vehicle effectiveness. In this respect, the
measure seems superior to simpler possible measures, such as

vehicle weight per unit payload. The measure does not, of course,

imply that the only use of propulsion system improvements is in

vehicle cost reduction. Indeed, propulsion system improvements

have been historically used to improve vehicle performance (i.e.,

*Vehicle costs are defined here as the procurement and direct
operation and maintenance costs over an appropriate life for
the entire vehicle, exclusive of its combat payload costs.

"**Fuller discussion of this subject is given in D.M. Dix and
F.R. Riddell, "Projecting Cost-Pe' -formance Tradeoffs for Mili-
tary Vehicles," Aeronautic8 and Aetronautios, September 1976.
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speed or range) rather than reduce vehicle cost per unit pay-

load. In such instances, the measure used here can be interpreted

to first order as the difference in cost per unit payload between

two improved-performance vehicles, one using the impr"oved propul-

sion system and the other using the older technology. Thus, as a

means of judging the impact of propulsion system improvements,

the measure retains its validity.

Another advantage of the use of cost per unit payload i.s

that it enables the potential importance of propulsion system

cost characteristics to be assessed on the same basis as perform-

ance characteristics. That is, quantitative estimates can be

made of whether a reduction in propulsion system costs in them-

selves could possibly represent a high-payoff R&D area, with or

without concurrent improvements in performance characteristics.

We make use of this feature here. Propulsion system costs are

characterized by specific procurement cost (procurement cost per

unit power) and specific maintenance cost (direct operating and

maintenance cost per unit power over a 20-year life). In

general, it is assumed that these cost parameters for a specific

type of p 1.'opulsion system are unaffected by improved performance

characteristics, which seems to be in agreement with historical

data. No attempt is made here to examine the prospects for

reductions of these costs or the potential limits on such reduc-

tions; however, the sensitivity of vehicle cost per unit payload

to changes in these pronulsion system specific costs is used to

assess their possible importance.

A major disadvantage of the use of cost in the measure of

impact, as opposed to, say, vehicle weight, is of course the

empirical and variable nature of cost data. Fortunately, for

our purposes, high accuracy is not required. Further, in the

absence of changes in the specific cost factors, the reduction

in vehicle cost per unit payload achieed by a given propulsion

system performance improvement will be approximat.ly the same
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as the reduction in vehicle weight per unit payload achieved by

the same propulsion system improvement.

It is evident that the vehicle characteristics have a large

influence on the resulting impact of any propulsion system im-

provement. A common pitfall is to consider postulated vehicles

that favor particular propulsion system improvements without

regard to the likelihood of military use; for example, the impact

of SFC on cost per unit payload can be made as large as desired

merely by postulating a longer range requirement. We endeavor to

avoid this pitfall here by using, for each class of vehicle,

vehicle characteristics that are representative of actual mili-

tary vehicles in service at the present time. Such vehicles

are referred to here as "rational" vehicles; they have had th,.

benefit of successfully surviving a complex optimization process

involving cos*-, perform,,ance, and value and should accordingly

provide a reasonable basis for evaluating impact.

5. Evaluation of Potential Technological Limits

As indicated earlier, some estimates of potential physical

or practical limits to the performance of propulsion systems are

needed. This is accomplished here for each individual subsystem

type by an examination of the energy transfer processes it per-

forms and the components it uses to carry out such processes.

This level of component/process seems to be the only level at

which reasonable connections to the physical origins can be made,

and it is also the level that is generally common to all sub-

system types.

A variety of types of each individual subsystem are examined,

so as to avoid the common pitfall of comparing an advanced-

technology subsystem of one type to a current-technology sub-

system of another type and then attempting to infer which type

of subsystem has the greater potential.

It is important to emphasize that the limits (esilmated

here are of the nature of what may be possible, or at ]east not

3-9
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demonstrably impossible. No implication should be drawn that

the path to reaching these limits is ultimately achievable.

Such limits are obviously both uncertain and in part judgmental.

We believe that they are reasonably representative of the actual

state of affairs; nevertheless, they should not be interpreted

too rigidly.

6. Suitable Goals and Relative Payoffs

The technology advances needed to make major improvements

in military propulsion systems are stated here in terms of sets

of "suitable goals"' for propulsion system performance character-
istics for each vehicle class (for example, values of specific

weight, specific volume, and specific fuel consumption for a

prcpulsion system consisting of a diesel engine, a hydrodyrnamic

transmission, and tracks to be used in main battle tanks). Cor-

responding sets of suitable goals for individual subsystems and

constituent energy transfer components./ýrocesses are derived

from these overall goals.

Such suitable goals are defined here by three criteria.

First, a set of suitable goals, if acbieved, would have a major

impact on the cost per unit payload of the relevant vehicle

class; the general criterion for a major impact is a minimum of

20-25% reduction, which seems to be "n accori with the DARPA

mission of conducting high-payoff (and high-risk) research and

development. Obviously, a aifferent criterion would produce

different goals. Second, suitable goals do not exceed the

potential limits of improvement as estimated in this study; this

mtans of course that propulsion system types that do not have

an estimated capability that meets the major-impact criterion

are not considered appropriate to that class. Third, ell goals

of a set are nstimated to be of approximately equal difficuilty

to achieve; the criterion used is that the goals for all relevant

characteristics represent equal fractional improvements between

their current state-of-the-art values and their estimated limits.
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The goals defined by these criteria are of course applicable

only to a specified class of vehicle and type of propulsion

system, and in all cases they presume no changes in propulsion

system specific costs.

Inasmuch as such goals, due to the various uncertainties

involved, can only be viewed as approximate, some guide as to

the contribution of improvements in individual characteristics

is appropriate. This is accomplished here oy determining the

payoff, in terms of change in cost per unit payload, for each

individual goal.

D. ANALYSIS PROCEDURE

The essential elements of the approach, as discussed above,

requires an analysis that: (1) relates vehicle characteristics

to propulsion system characteristics, which is referred to here

as the vehicle analysis; (2) relates propulsion system charac-

teristics to the individual subsystem characteristics, which is

referred to here as the propulsion system analysis; and

(3) relates subsystem characteristics to constituent energy-

transfer components and processes, which is referred to here as

the subsystem analysis. Further, since both current state-of-

the-art characteristics and potential limits of propulsion sys-

tems originate with components and processes, while their impact

originates with the vehicle, each level of analysis contains two
paths. The resulting analysis procedure is shown schematically

in Fig. 1-2.

The analysis begins with an assessment of the current state-

of-the-art and potential limits of component/process character-

istics (lower right of Fig. 1-2), which are used in the subsystem

K analysis to develop corresponding subsystem characteristics,

which are in turn used in the propulsion system analysis to

develop corresponding propulsion system characteristics, which

are in turn used in the vehicle analysis, in conjunction with
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generalized vehicle characteristics (upper left of Fig. 1-2)$

to develop corresponding state-of-the-art and potential limits

n vehicle cost per unit payload. Then, using the criterion of

significant impact on vehicle cost per unit payload, propulsion

system goals and relative payoffs are developed in the vehicle

analys~is, subsystem goals and relative payoffs are developed in

the propulsion system analysis, and component/process goals and
relative payoffs are de-..ýloped in the subsystem analysis. In

particular, by considering the interactions among the individual

subsystems in the propulsion system arnalysis, the procedure

seeks to avoid the common pitfall of overlooking such inter-

actions, which, as will be seen, can be Important.

What emerges from the analysis, then, is essentially a

hierarchy of goals and relative payoffs for (1) propulsion
systems for each vehicle class, (2) propulsion subsystems for

each propvlsion system type and vehicle class, and (3) sub-
system energy transfer processes and components for appropriate

subsystems. It is believed that these goals and relative pay-
offs, in conjunction with the state-of-the-art and potential

plimits which also emerge from the study, provide a framework by

which any propulsion system or subsystem concept can be evalu-

ated relative to the specific vehicle classes considered.

E. ORGANIZATION OF PAPER

The organization of the paper is based on the three levels
of analysis depicted in Fig. 1-2. Section II deals ',:rith the
vehicle analysis, and hence vehicle characteristics for ench

specific vehicle class are defined and related to state-of-the- 7 ]
art characteristics aind potential limits of propulsion systems,
in order to develop suitable propulk ion system goals and relative

payoffs. Section III deals with the propulsion system analysis,
and hence state-of-the-art characteristics and potential limits

of propulsion systems are developed, as are suitable goals and
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relative payoffs for individual subsystems. Section IV deals

with the subsystem analysis, and hence state-of-the-art charac-

teristics and potential limits of both subsystems and constituent

components and processes are developed here, as are suitable
goals and relative payoffs for the constituent components and

processes. These developments are supported by a series of

appendices, authored in general by the various individual con-

tributors to this study.
It should be noted that organization of the text in this

way requires that Section II use results on state-of-the-art

c haracteristics and potential limits developed in Section III,
which in turn requires similar results developed in Section IV.

This particular organization, however, is selected to reflect

the framework for evaluation of any new pr'opulsion system con-

cept, which should logically start with an evaluation of its

potential impact on the vehicle and then proceed to levels of

greater detail.
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[.. II. PROPULSION SYSTEM IMPACTS ON SELECTED VEHICLE CLASSES

Thi: section deals with the vehicle analysis shown in

Fig. 1-2. Thliective is to establish suitable goals for the

prcpulsio; system characteristics of the four selected vehicle

clas: and also to show relative payoffs between individual

characteristics if the goals are reached. The required inputs

are (1) generalized vehicle characteristics for each class of

vehicle, which are developed ir Appendices A and B, and (2) pro-

pulsicn system state-of-the-art characteristics and potential

limits, which are developed in Section III.

Goals are established by deriving from the vehicle charac-

teristics tha improvements in propulsion system characteristics

needed to make a major impact on each particular vehicle class,

and then comparing what is needed with what is available as

'defined by the state-of-the-art characteristics and their

"potential limits for Apecific propulsion systems. Relative pay-

each improved characteristic to the overall impact.

The basis of the analysis is presented first and is followed
by results for each of the four selected vehicle classes.

S i A. INTERACTIONS OF PROPULSION SYSTEM AND VEHICLE IN GENERAL

r 1. Vehicle Indifference Lines

The vehicle and its propulsion system may be characterized

r as shown in Table II-1. The relationships between the vehicle
and the propulsion system performance parameters and between

the vehicle elements are as follows:
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Elements:

Payload

Configuration

Fuel

Propulsion System

Vehicle Parameters:

Payload Weight WL

Payload Volume VL

Configuration Weight Fraction Wc/W

Maximum Specific Power Pmax /W

Cruise Specific Power P cr/Wv

Cruise Endurance Ecr
Procurement Cost $pv

Maintenance Cost $mv

Propulsion System Parameters:

Specific Weight Wps/Pmax = SW
Specific Volume V ps/max = SVps

Specific Fuel Consumption SFC 'ba.sed on Pr)

Specific Procurement Cost = $ p/Pmax

Specific Maintenance Cost = $ mp/max

Fuel Parameters:

Fuel Weight WF

Fuel Volume VF

where Wv = Gross Vehicle Weight

P = Maximum Thrust Power

Pcr = Cruise Thrust Power

Wp = Propulilon System Weight

Vps = Propulsion System Volume
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To illustrate how vehicle characteristics constrain pro-

pulsion system improvements, consider that a reference design is

given and the question is asked whether a new propulsion system

is better than the one now used, in the sense that it could

provide reduced vehicle size without sacrificing payload or per-

* formance. For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that weight

rather than volume dominates the vehicle design. Using the

relationships above, the total weight of the propulsion system

and its fuel supply can be expressed as

W W P(Pmax\ WL Wc
_ + P-s =SFC E W W= (Il

w wvcr \W + + ps \wv/ ;(Wv v

which can be plotted as in Fig. II-1 to show how the weight and

efficien( r characteristics of a proposed new propulsion system

compare with the reference design. To impact the vehicle size
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FIGURE II-1. Graphical relationship of. propulsion system and
vehicle characteristics. The indifference line
is defined by

+pc F~sax)
c P c 'PmaxS

where K = fraction of vehicle weight in propul-
sion system (including fuel).
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favorably, a new system must fall below the "indifference line"

defined by setting Eq. II-1 equal to a constant. Further, as

the slope and intercepts given in Fig. II-1 indicate, the benefit

reducing vehicle size but col eused to improve performance

(speed or range) or payload-carrying ability.

In these terms the impact of an improvement in propulsion

system characteristics could be measured in several ways. One

possible measure of benefits is potential reduction in vehicle

size; however, as discussed more fully in the Introduction, the

measure used in this report is potential reduction in cost per

unit payload of the referenc~e design with fixed performance

characteristics. It should te noted, however, since constant

performance implies that propulsion power varies as vehicle

weight, and if specific costs of the propulsion system are

constant, which seems to follow the historical trend, that

reduct ion in cost per unit payload is closely approximated by

proportionate reduction in weight per unit payload. Thus we

can take a weight indifference line as an approximation to a

cost indifference line.

2. r Machn given aFrVhcestate adof Prpusincenology Syste a adgiven selection of

subsystem types (i.e., a given type of engine, of transmission,

and of thruster) the lower boundar'y of the range of values of

SFC and SW is in general a curve as shown in Fig. 11-2 (these
K Is

state-of-the-art propulsion system characterist ics are developedI
in Section II-). Under, the constraints noted above, the design

optimization should lead to selection of a propulsion system
with the minimum total weight demands, i.e., for this condition

"indifference line" at the optimized design point, as shown in

Fig. 11-2. Note that since the location of the indifferenceI

U line depends on the motility (i.e., power), range, and payload-
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carrying specifications for the vehicle,'it is possible to define

a combination of these vehicle characteristics that cannot be met

by available propulsion systems. In this case, design optimiza- q

tion must involve a modification of the vehicle specifications

so that a tangent point can be found. The reference designs

used in this study are derived from vehicle designs which have

been through this complicated optimization process. If such a

vehicle also has proven field acceptance (i.e., accepted cost-

effectiveness), it is defined as a rational vehicle.

3. Goals for a Major Ad~.dnLe and Relative Payoffs

In these terms a major advance can be defined by a given

shift in the indifference line* in Fig. 11-2 and propulsion

system technology goals can be set by establishing what new SFC

and SW values are needed to match this new indifference line.

As will be seen below, the criterion of a 20-25% reduction in

cost per unit payload at constant performance is used here to

define a malor advance for the purpose of establishing goals

for the power train in land combat vehicles. For a high-speed

ship, the criterion used is reduction of the propulsion system

weight fraction to historically accepted values. Such criteria

are, of course, arbitrary, but were judged to be consistent with
the DARPA charter of looking for high-risk, high-payoff R&D

IroecSecio III, in addition to state-of-the-art propulsion

system characteristics, potential limits are established.

Provided these potential limits cross the new indifference line
for a major advance, a new vehicle design point can be found,2

and the values of SFC and SW psdefined by this new design point

become the propulsion system technology goals for a major ad-

vance,

*At~ c.nstant performance, the indifference line shifts parellel
OW to itself (see Fig. 11-1).



Finally, the relative payoffs be'-een the reduction in SFC

and the reduction in SW to reach th.s new design point can be
ps

evaluated by comparing the contribution each makes to the total

reduction in cost at the new design point. This requires

computing cost sensitivities for each characteristic, which will

be described below.

4. Application to Siecific Vehicle Classes

The approach -scribed above can be applied directly to

vehicles which are ýreight sensitive but not volume sensitive.

This is practically the c; Je for the high-speed oceangoing

ships included in this study. However, for land combat vehicles

(LCVs), modification of the approach is needed to account for

the dependence of the weight of the armor on the volume of the

elements it protects. It is convenient in this case to consider

the propulsion system in two parts--one external to the armor

(i.e., the tracks and suspension system which together are the

thruster) and the other inside the armor (i.e., the engine,

transmission, and final drive).

It is pointed out in Appendix K that a major feature of

land vehicles is that the thruster is also the lift device,

whereas in air and sea vehicles these functions are generally

separated.* The lifting function of land thrusters dominates

their design, with the result that their weight is a function

of the gross vehicle weight (GV'W) rather than of thrust power.

Data presented in Appendix K shows that the weight of tracks or

wheels (including their suspension) can be taken as a fixed

fraction of GVW for each vehicle class, independent of the thrust

power required. On the other hand, the rest of the propulsion

system is sized primarily by thrust power requirements. The

weight and volume of the thrusters for LCVs are thus designated

*An exception is the helicopter.
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Wpsw and Vpsw; for the rest of the system the designations are

Wpsp and Vpsp

Using this approach and notation, a modified form of Eq.

11-. can be developed for LCVs (see Appendix A, Eq. A-l1, p.

A-8):

SFC[ cr+ + sr + p Wa

-F Wv - W + a +=1 ___ WL (12
v v'L

where c(W + W + WF) = structural weight in hull
L PS WFI

a(VL + V + VF) armor weight in hull

Pi = density of ith element = Wi/Vi.

Equation 11-2 is plotted in Fig. 11-3. When Fig. 11-3 is com-

pared to Fig. II-1, one sees that a major difference is that the

location of the indifference line is now dependent on the armcr

protection and on the weight of the thruster, in addition to

mobility, range, and payload-carrying specifications. It ip-

pears necessary, therefore, to treat LCVs in different classes,

depending on whether they are lightly or heavily armored and on

whether they use wheels or tracks as thrusters. The particular

classes of LCVs selected for this study are

* Main battle tanks (MBTs)

* Light tracked combat vehicles (e.g., APCs)

* High-mobility combat vehicles (lightly armored, wheeled

or tracked).

*The subscript psw indicates propulsion system--weight dependent,

while the subscript psp indicates propulsion system--power
dependent.
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The remainder of this section considers the individual constraints

that each of these classes of vehicles places on its propulsion

system.

B. MAIN BATTLE TANKS (MBTs)

1. Vehicle Characteristics

The M-60 tank was used as a basic reference design for MBTs.

This vehicle has gone through a number of improvements since it

was first introduced into field operations. The specific con-

figuration selected here is the M60AI RISE, on which a great

deal of performance and cost data is available. This informa-

tion is used in Appendix A to derive the indifference line shown

in Fig. II-4. The elationship of the installed system specific

weight (29 lb/hp) and the system specific fuel consumption (0.61

lb/hp-hr) based on thrust power to the more familiar subsystem

parameters and losses is shown in Table 11-2.

In addition, results for advanced MBT designs were obtained
by using, in the M-60 model calculations, engine parameters

typical of later diesel and turbine tank engine devclopments.

These are also shown in Fig. 11-4. It is apparent that the

newer propulsion systems represent a considerable improvement

(better than a factor of two) in system specific weight when
compared to the M-60. It also appears that even though the

turbine and diesel systems have quite different weight and

specific fuel consumption characteristics (the turbine being

lighter but less efficient), they fall very nearly on the same

indifference line and so a, oear equally acceptable for this

defapplication.

For the purposes of this study, we take the advanced MBTs
SI• defined in this way as rational vehicles representing the current

state of the art in MBTs. The question to be addressed first

in this section is what further improvements in propulsion

system parameters would be needed to make a major impact on MBTs
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as a class of vehicle. Then the question becomes what combina-

tions of engine and transmission among those analyzed in this

report have the potential for providing the required improve-

ments.

TABLE 11-2. PROPULSION SYSTEM PARAMETERS RELATED TO SUBSYSTEMCHARACTERISTICS FOR THE M-60 TANK

Specific Fuel
Specific Weiqht, lb/hp SpecificiFue

Consumption,
Reference Conditions Engine Transmission* lb/hp-hr

Bare engine, gross power 7.0 0.38

Installed weights 8.9 10.5
(gross power) (input power)

Corrected for:

- Cooling power 10.0 10.8 0.44

- Transmission efficiency 12.7 13.7 0.56

- Thruster efficiency 14.0 15.0 0.61

Installed system, thrust 29.0 0.61
power

4includes final drive.

2. Cost sensitivity Factore

It is common to assess the impact of improved technologjy
in one of the systems that compose a vehicle by calculating the
effect on some vehicle characteristic (size, speed, range, pay-
load) of a change in the system characteristics. Such sensiti-

vity factors are calculated in Appendix A in terms of both weight

and cost impact on the vehicle. As noted above, we choose here
Sto measure the benefit of a system change in terms of Its ipc

ii on the cost of the vehicle if its performance (including payload-
Sj carrying ability) is not changed. Thus, the cost sensitivity
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factor is defined as the fractional change in cost (at fixed

performance) due to a fractional change in the system parameter,

$T
~' = SC -

where SC =cost sensitivity factor

A$ /$= fractional change in vehicle platform costs

(i.e., without payload costs)

AQ /Q fractional change in propulsion system parameter.

The cost sensitivity factors for the advanced MBTs shown in

Fig. 11--4 are given in Table 11-3.

These factors are of interest in that they measure the rela-

tive impact of equal fractional changes in the parameters. Thus

it can be seen that a given change in the power-train specific

weight, SWP5 P2 has more impact than the same fractional change

in specific volume, SV ."It is also seen that the impact ofpsp'
a change in the thruster specific weight, SW 5 , has as large

K I an impact as an equal change in power-train weight and volume

combined. Other such qualitative comparisons can be made. It

is convenient here to make the comparisons more quantitative and

to show them graphically.

*This results from the high density of the power train. For
the payload, which has much lower density, the volume has more
impact than weight.
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TABLE 11-3. COST SENSITIVITY FACTORS FOR MBTs

Cost Sensitivity Factor
Advanced Advanced

Parameter M-60 (Diesel) (Turbine)

Propulsion Power System 0.360 0.318 0.268
Specific Weight,
SWpsp

Propulsion Power System 0.213 0.173 0.138Specific Volume,
Svpsp

Propulsion Support System 0.497 0.468 0.458
Specific Weight,
SW

psw

Specific Fuel Consumption, 0.144 0.173 0.138
Fet 

-0.058 -0.066 -0.087
Propulsion System Procure- 0.121 0.166 0.164

ment Cost (Power), $

Propulsion System Mainte- 0.243 0.331 0.329
nance cost (Power), sn$p

Fuel Cost., $F 0.026 0.037 0.050

3. Goals for a Major Advance

To set quantitative goals, a major advance is defined as a

combination of improvements that would give a 20-25% change in

vehicle cost per unit p-yload at fixed performance. If this

impact is to be derived from a comoined change in specific fuel

consumption and power-train specific weight and volume (at

constant density), the new system must math some point on the

shaded areas shown in Fig. 11-5. These areas may, therefore,

be regarded as providing parametric goals for a major advance

in MBT power-train systems, in the same sense that the advanced

MBT systems represent a major advance over the M-60.
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A major impact, as defined here, could also be obtained by

other improvements in the propulsion system such as a factor-of-

two improvement in the support-system specific weight, or in the

combined specific procurement and maintenance costs (i.e., costsh per unit of power). In general, these can be treated independ-

ently of the goals shown in Fig. 11-5 for the purpose of this

K analysis. The propulsion system cost sensi-Givities canl be used

to evaluate the importance of costs relative to performance ad-H
vances. For example, if reaching the goals shown in Fig. 11-5

casda 50% increase in the power-train specific costs, there

wudbe. about a 25% increase in cost per Unit payload (Table

11-3 Ths ipac isas large as that of reaching the perform-

anc golEand thus maintaining specific costs at historicI levels is important in this application. The fuel density and
J fuel cost sensitivities are shown in Table 11-3 for interest but

do not affect these considerations in any significant way.

C. TWO OTHER CLASSES OF LCVs

The indifference lines and the cost sensitivity factors
for two other classes of LCVs are calculated in Appendix A. The
two classes are (1) the light tracked LCV, for which we will use

the M113 armored personnel car~rier and the M551 light tank as

the reference designs, and (2) the high-mobility LCy, for which
we will use the XM808 as the reference design. The indifference
lines for these vehicles are shown in Fig. 11-6, and the cost

criterion can be used to establish a new indifference line that

sets goals for an improved power-train system. These are shown

~ L also in Fig. 11-6.

The sensitivity factors show that, compared to the ?.'TT,
~ 1.the impact of power-train volume is reduced in the light tracked

LOU due to the lighter armor. As a result, the combined specific

weight and volume sensitivities for the power train are lower
than for the MBT. It is interesting to note also that the other
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parameters of interest, i.e., the specific weight of the support

system and the procurement and maintenance costs, have nearly

the same sensitivity in the light tracked LCV and the MBT.

TABLE 11-4. COST SENSITIVITY FACTORS FOR TWO CLASSES OF
LAND COMBAT VEHICLES

High-Mobility
Light Tracked LCV LCV: Articulated

Tank APC Wheeled
Parameter (Diesel) (Diesel (Gasoline)

Propulsion Power System 0.282 0.383 1.090
Specific Weight, SW

Propulsion Power System 0.047 0.075 0.128
Specific Volume, SV

Propulsion Support System 0.422 0.475 0.842
Specific Weight, SWpsw

Specific Fuel Consumption, 0.110 0.118 0.290
SFC

Fuel Density, PF -0.018 -0.019 -0.036

Propulsion System Procure- 0.146 0.149 0.191
ment Cost (Power), $

ps

Propulsion System Mainte- 0.292 0.299 0.383
nance Cost (Power), $

mp
Fuel Cost, $F 0.031 0.032 0.059

The M551 uses somewhat later propulsion system technology

than tho Mll3, which accounts for its different position in

Fig. 11-6. There is in development an up-powered Mli3 that also
uses later technology and shifts the M113 line close to the M551.

For this reason we take the M551 as a rational vehicle representa-

tive of light tracked LCVs, and use it to establish the major

advance goals for this class of vehicles, shown by the shaded

area for light tanks in Fig. 11-6.
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In the high-mobility vehicle there is a considerable in-

crease in the propulsion system weight and volume sensitivities

(see Table 11-i4), which reflects an increased fraction of the

vehicle devoted to propulsion system and a reduced fraction

devoted to payload. To get greatest power for least weight,

gasoline engines and wheels were used in the propulsion system.

The result is a vehicle with high specific power (the hp/ton is

about three times as great as the M113--an equivalently sized

vehicle).

Because of the large propulsion system and small payload

(half the M.113 payload) in this vehicle, the change in propulsion

system parameters needed to make a major impact is relatively

small. This is shown graphically in Fig. 11-6, where it is seen

that g~reater improvements in the propulsion system are needed to

have a mnajor impact on the M551 or the M113 than on the XM808.

The fallacy here arises from using an experimental vehicle as a

4 reference design, 1.e., in the terms used here it has not been

proven to be cost-effective and is not a "rational" vehicle.

As a practical field vehicle with heavier armor and more payload,

the XM808 would come more nearly into line with the M551 and the

UP-Powered M113.

It appears, then, that it is not necessary to establish

major advance goals for high-mobility vehicles, indeperndent of

other medium-size vehicles. If an improved propulsion system

meeting the major advance goals for the M551 or the up-powered

M113 is obtained, it can be used to provide greater mobility

if the other vehicle specifications are held constant (e.g., for

equal payload, armor, and range the advanced MBTs considered

above have twice the hp/ton of the M-60).

D. HIGH-SPEED OCEANGOING SHIPS

1. Vehicle Characteristics

InAppendix B these same methods are used to analyze the '
1rplso system needs of 6~high-speed Cover 50 knots) oceangoing
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(4000 nmi range) ships. The major differences from the LCV

analysis are, first, that this class of ships can be treated as

primarily weight-sensitive, which simplifies the vehicle analysis,

and, second, that .all elements of the propulsion system, in-

cluding the thruster, are power dependent, which complicates the

propulsion system analysis by providing additional possible

weight and efficiency tradeoffs between the transmission and the

"thruster.

The results of the vehicle analysis are shown in Fig. 11-7

"for the most attractive candidate, a surface-effect ship (SES)

with length-to-beam ratio of 6.5. In comparing this figure to

the similar fi.gures for LCVs given above, it should be noted

that the percentage of shaft power delivered as cruise thrust

power is typically about 50% in a high-speed ship, compared to

about 70% in an LCV. Therefore, the attainable system specific

fuel consumption (SFC) is typically higher in a ship than in an

LCV. The specific weight axis is similarly distorted. The sig-

nificant comparison between the SES and the LCV indifference

lines is in the great difference in slope, which reflects the

much greater range requirement in the SES. The fuel weight in

the SES is by far the greater part of the total propulsion

system, which is the inverse of the situation in the LCVs. This

reduced slope of the indifference line for the SES puts a far

greater emphasis on improved SFC than in the LCV case.

S2. Propulsion System Goals

The calculations done In Appendix B assume a propulsion sys-

tem, weight fraction of 0.5, i.e., one-half the total vehicle

weight is devoted to propulsion system. As pointed out in
4 !Appendix B (p. B-12), for escort ships actually in service, the

propulsion system weight fraction is between 0.25 and 0.35.

Again, as with the high-mobility LCV, there is no high-speed

ship in existence which meets our rational vehicle definition.

For the purposes of setting goals for a major advance, it is
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assumed here that the maximum p(rmissible value of Wps/W is U.35
as it is in service-proven escort vessels which do meet the

criteria for rational vehicles, The effect of this change is to

scale each axis by the ratio 0.35/0.50 (as can be seen from Fig.

iI-1), which gives ths line marked "major advance" in Fig. 11-7.

The cost sensitivity factors associated with a vehicle designed

on this line with propulsion system parameters SFC = 0.7 lb/hp-hr

and SW = 10.1 lb/hp are given in Table 11-5. These wereps
derived from the vehicle characteristics presente& in Appendix B

arid the cost formulation given in the article referenced in the

Introduction.*

TABLE 11-5. COST SENSITIVITY FACTORS FOR A HIGH-SPEED SHIP

Parameter Cost Sensitivity, Factor

SWps 0.25

SFC 1.20

$PS 0.06

0.05

E. SUITABLE GOALS AND RELATIVE PAYOFFS FOR LAND COMBAT VEHICLES

It will be seen from the above that the SFC and SW valuesps
required for a major advance in both MBTs and light LCVs (i.e.,

M551 values) are essentially the same, and hence can be used

for all LCVs. The differences between classes are (1) in the

power level at which the SFC/SWps values are to be achieved

(i.e., 1000-1500 hp for MBTs and 300-800 hp for light LCVs) and

(2) in the relative payoffs (as evidenced by the differences in

cost sensitivity factors between classes).

*D.M. Dix and F.R. Riddell, "Projecting Cost-Performance Trade-
offs for Military Vehicles," Aeronautics and Astronautics,
September 1976.
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1. Suitable Technology Goals for LCVs
The informatio cveloped above for LCVs is plotted together

with selected pr' '-t Aon system characteristics from Section _II

in Fig. 11-8. The only propulsion systems of the ones studied

that had potential limits which exceeded the demands for a major

advance are the diesel- and turbine-powered systems with hydro-

dynamic transmissions that are shown.* It is seen that the

current-technology diesel system results agree quite well with

the advanced MBT vehicle calculations. That is to say, the

diesel-powered propulsion system characteristics are tangent to

the vehicle indifference lint r-,r the design point (as discussed

above, Fig. 11-2). The turbine-powered system, however, crosses

the indifference line. The implication of this is that there is

current technology that could produce a lighter or more effi-

cient turbine propulsion system than waJ assumed in the advanced

MBT vehý.cle calculations (i.e.,, the AGT 1500 turbine with the

XM1100 transmission). The basic difference appears to be that

che current technology assessment gives a regenerated turbine

like the AGT 1500 better efficiency than it actually shows.

if we c rnsidered the AGT 1500 to be on an earlier technology

line, __.- curve would shift up and to the right and be more

nearly tangent to the indifference line.

Comparison of the potential limits and the major advance

requ-rements for each system allows selection of an advanced

vehicle design point around which a cross-hatched area is drawn
in Fig. 11-3 to indicate te(chnology goals for a major advance.

Because of the different characteristics of the two systems the

technology goals fall in different areas. Note that the range

of values selected as goalb is constrained by the "potential

limit" lines for each system. Goals defined in this way are

terrued "suitable goals" in this report.

*It is assumed that mechanical transmissions are not acceptable
on other grounds.
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2. Relative Payoffs

As noted above, relative payoffs are established by comput-

ing how much each characteristic contributes to the total impact

(i.e., a 20-25% cost reduction). This is done using the cost

sensitivity factor and the incremental change for each charac-

teristic to reach the goal values. The results are thus seen
to depend on the apecific application. For MBTs the results are

given in the following table.

Propulsion System Current Suitable Relative
System Type Parametei Value Goals Payoff

Diesel System SFC 0.J4 0.45 0.05

SW 12.4 7.9 0.12
SV 0.16 0.10 0.06

Tur~tne System SFC 0.87 0.66 0.06
SW !0.7 6.2 0.11

SV 0.13 0.063 0.06

Note that in each case the sum of the relative payoffs is
0.23, which is the total cost impact. In both systems reductions

in SW have the greatest relative payoff. If it is assumed that
system density remains constant, the SW and SV impacts are addi-
tive and size reduction is clearl: dominant over SFC reduction.

For light LCVs the results a. ? similar except that the impact of

SV is reduced because of the lighter armor. Between systems it
is seen that SFC reduction is slightly more important in the

turbine system than in the diesel system. These relative payoff

results are fairly obvious at the system level but less so at

the subsystem level which is discussed in the next section.

F. SUITABLE GOALS AND RELATIVE PAYOFFS FOR A HIGH-SPEED SHIP

1. Suitable Technology Goals

In Fig. 11-9 vehilce characteristics developed above and
propulsion system characteristics (from Section III) are plotted
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for a high-speed ship. In this case the only two systems of

the ones analyzed that had appropriate characteristics for this

application were found to be a turbine-waterJet system and a

closed Brayton-cyele-waterjet system, which are shown.

Considering the turbine system, first note that a design point

is shown using the open-cycle turbine like the LM 2500. This

is nearly on the indifference line for an SES of 50-knot speed

with one-half its weight devoted to propulsion, which are typical

design-study vehicle characteristicB. It is interesting to note

that this design point is not at a tangent point with the indif-

ference line. The indication here is that a much bigger, heavily

regenerated turbine consistent with the lower SFC values would

more than pay for its additional size. Also shown in Fig. 11-9

is a current-technology curve for a closed Brayton system, con-

sisting of a closed Brayton engine and the same mechanical

transmission and waterJet technology as used in the turbine

system. It appears that with current technology the far greater

weight of this system does not pay for its greate-' efficiency in

this application, since it falls above the indifference line.

Potential limits for the system characteristics are also

shown for both systems by the dashed lines in Fig. 11-9. As

before, these are developed in Section III based on estimates

of what may be physically possible in improving subsystem per-

formances. It is seen that the two systems become competitive

in this projection, and indeed would make it possible to reduce

propulsion system weight fraction to levels consistent with past

practice (i.e., less than 0.35).

Suitable technology goals are also indicated by the cross-

hatched areas for each propulsion system. The spread across the

major advance line indicates a 5% spread in cost impact as was

4- used for the LCV case.
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2. Relative Payoffs

For the SES, relative payoffs are as shown in the following

table. It should be noted that in this case the relative pay-

offs do not sum to 0.23 because of the different criterion used

to define a major advance. Also, specific volume has little

impact in this application, so only SW and SFC are shown.

Propulsion System Current Suitable Relative

System Type Parameter Value Goals Payoff

Turbine- SFC 1.15 0.66 0.55

WaterJet SW 9.5 10.6 (0.02)

Closed Frayton- SFC 0.71 0.55 0.18

Waterjet SW 40.2 18.9 0.35

The relative payoffs are seen to be quite different for the

two different types of propulsion systems: specific fuel con-

sumption reduction has by far the most impact in the gas-turbine

system, while specific weight reduction is the mori important

1in the closed Brayton-cycle system. These differences are of

course due to the basic differences in the current engines:

gas turbines are relatively light and inefficient compared to

closed Brayton•-cycle engines, a fact which is also indicated by

the relative goals.

It is also interesting to note that an increaee in SW for

the turbine system is indicated compared to the current design

point. This indicates that for this application at the new

design point the payoff in reduced SFC more than ;ompensates

for the increased system weight necessary to attain the reduced

~ V SFC. The subsystem characteristics that give rise to this

result are discussed in the next section.
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III. SUBSYSTEM IMPACTS ON PROPULSION SYSTEMS FOR
SELECTED VEHICLE CLASSES

In the previous section, suitable goals and their relative

payoffs were established for propulsion systems, on the basis

that such goals would achieve a major impact on the vehicle

classes considered. In order that such goals and payoffs be

h useful in providing guidance for the individual subsystems--

engine, transmission, thruster--it is necessary to develop from

them the corresponding suitable goals and relative payoffs for

each individual subsystem. This development is the primary

objective of this section.

It will be recalled that the system goals are based upon

estimates of the current state-of-the-art characteristics and

potential limits of propulsion systems, which of course depend

upon both the ,.:orr sponding estimates of subsystem characteristics

(which will be developed in Section IV) and the interactions which

occur among the individual subsystems. Thus, a second objective

of this 3ection is to develop system characteristics from sub-

system characteristics in a way which appropriately considers

the interactions among the subsystems.

The treatment of these interactions is largely a procedural

question, but an understanding of the process fauilitates an
S 1 appreciation of the correspondence between subsystem goals and

system goals. Thus, the procedures used in treating these inter-
actions and the consequent determination of subsystem goals and

payoffs are discussed in the first subsection. Subsequent sub-

sections ieal respectively with the subsystem characteristics

actually used, an overview of the subsystem goals which result,

and a more detailed discussion of the subsystem goals and pay-

offs which pertain to each vehicle class.
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A. ANALYSIS OF SYSTEM-SUBSYSTEM INTERACTIONS

1. System-Subsystem Relationships

To develop system characteristics from subsystem character-

istics, the basic need is to establish the correspondence between

a point on a system characteristic and the corresponding sub-

system points xhich produce it. The quantitative relationships
which determine the five system characteristics of interest

(specific weight, specific volume, specific fuel consumption,

*specific procurement cost, and specific maintenance costs), given

corresponding values for the subsystem characteristics, are

virtually trivial; for the record, they are indicated in Fig.

111-1 with the associated notation. The interactions which occur

among the subsystems are not so trivial, however; these inter-

actions are depicted schematically in Fig. 111-2, for the simple

case where only the interactions concerning specific f'uel consump-

tion and specific weight are considered.

The interactions depicted in Fig. 111-2 originate from the

*fact that in power conversion machinery it is usually possible to

trade off better efficiency for greater specific weight (and

conversely) by design changes, without changing the state of

technology. Typically, then, the relationships between efficiency

and specific weight of the individual sub~systems, for a given

state of technology, are as shown in the upper part of Fig. 111-2.

Since any point on a subsystem curve represents a possible design

point for the subsystem, and since a subsystem design point is

in principle independent of the design points of the other sub-I
* systems, then the straightforward combination of the subsystem

characteristics will produce a family of system characteristics,

as depicted in the lower part of Fig. 111-2. However, the

combinations of interest in this case are those that p~roduce the

mninimum value of system SFC at any particular value of SW. The

locus of these minimum values is the envelope of' the values

resulting from al.1 possible combinations, and it is only SU~ch
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envelopes that are of interest here as propulsion system char-

acteristics.

The propulsion system characteristics presented in Section II

were in fact developed in the above manner; that is, for any set

of subsystems constituting a given type of propulsion system, the

state-of-the-art characteristics or the potential limits were

combined (by a computerized trial-and-error procedure using the

equations in Fig. III-1) to produce the minimum attainable value

of SFC over the appropriate range of specific weight. This pro-

duces a system SFC-SW characteristic either for the current

state of the art or for the estimated limit, with values of'

specific volume and specific costs associated with each point

on this envelope. It also identifies the correspondinf sub--

system points for each point on the envelope.

There are of course some approximations involved in this

procedure. Obviously, one could equally produce a system SFC-SW

characteristic which has the property tha6 at every specific

weight the SFC is the minimum attainable at th* associated

specific volume. Such an SFC-SW characteristic would he different

than the one used here, and would result in a slightly cifferent

impact on the vehicle, depending upon the relative sensitivities

of the vehicle to propulsion system specific weight and specific

volume. Fortunately, the specific weight and the specific voluime

of propulsion systems tend to be generally related, and in nddi-

tion, the specific weight tends to have the greater impact on the

vehicles studied here (less on the main battle tank than the

others), with the result that minimizing SFC at a given SW gives

an adequate representation of the propulsion system.

Further, the efficiency-specific weight characteristic of a

subsystem also depends, in general, upon both the power level and

the shaft speed at which the power level is transmitted. For a

given application, however, power level is confined to a rather

Srnarrow range. Thus, for practical purposes, the influence of
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power level on subsystem characteristic-s can be neglected for a

given vehicle application. Neither is there a great deal of

flexibility in selecting shaft speed. For engines, the output

speed at maximum power is closoly tied to the power level for

each type of engine, though it may vary considerably between

types (e.g., turbines versus diesels). Thus the sfc-sw curves for

engines are not significantly influenced by output speed varia-

tions within a given power range. For transmissions, the output

speed is set by the thruster requirements. For LCVs, maximum

power must be delivered for climbing slopes at; low shaft speeds,

which is set by the track or wheel design. Output speed is thus

practically fixed in the propulsion system design. In high-

speed ships, however, thruster speed is a variable which must be

considered in optimizing weight. For supercavitating propellers,

for example, as the shaft speed is reduced the efficiency in-

creases, but so does the weight of both the propeller and the

transmission (since a greater reduction ratio is required). In

determining propulsion system characteristics for the high-speed

ship, the characte-,istics of the transmission/thruster combination

were calculated first and then combined with suitable engines.

2. Subsystem Goals and Payoffs

Since by definition the goals for pi'opulsion systems

established in 02ection II lie between current state-of-the-art
characteristics aria their es '.mated potential limits, it is I

equally true that the corresponding goals for constituent sub-

systems will lie between current state-of.-the-art subsystem

characteri~tcs and their estimated potential limits. It is also

evident that 'or any set of system goals, there are numerous pos-

sible s.to of corresponding subsystem goals which will provide

the deslred system values. The only difference b tween such sets

of subsystem goals is a varying proximity of individual subsystem

characteristics to their estimated potential limits (for example,

it may be possible to achieve the same 9ystem characteristics

with an engine pushed to its potential limit and a state-of-the-art
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transmission, or vice versa). The question is then how to

establish reasonable goals for the individual subsystems.

It seems reasonable to define the subsystem goals so that

all subsystem charapteristics represent approximately equal

fractional improvements of the difference between their current

state-of-the-art values and their estimated potential limits,

A on the basis that these represent goals of approximately equal

difficulty. Thus, for example, engine goals and transmission

goals for a given propulsion system will represent approximately

equal departures from their current state-of-the-art values

toward their estimated potential limits. Inasmuch as the process

of developing system characteristics from subsystem characteris-

tics establishes (1) a point on each current state-of-the-art

subsystem characteristic which corresponds to the current pro-

pulsion system design point, (2) a similar point on each sub-

system potential-limit characteristic which corresponds to the

potential limit of reduction in vehicle cost per unit payload,

and (3) the magnitude of this reduction, subsystem goals repre-

senting equal fractional improvements can be obtained by straight-

forward interpolation.

As with propulsion system characteristics, sensitivity

factors for the subsystems (i.e., the fractional change in a

propulsion characteristic produced by a unit fractional change

in a subsystem characteristic) can be determined by straightforward

differentiation of the equations shown in Fig. III-1. Physically,

such sensitivity factors merely reflect the relat:ive importance

of the various subsystem characteristics. For example, the

subsystem sensitivity factor for engine specific weight will be

* high in a system in which the engine weight is dominant, and

convtrsely. Sensitivity factors can then be combined with

T the propulsioal sy'stem sensitivity factors (i.e., the fractional

change in vehicle cost per unit payload produced by a unit

fractional change in a propulsion system characteristic) to pro-

duce cost sensitivity factors for the individual subsystem

i 8



characteristics (i.e., the fractional change in vehicle cost per .
unit payload produced by a unit fractional change in a subsystem

characteristic). Such subsystem cost sensitivity factors indicate

the leverage associated with the individual subsystem character-
istics *and can be combined with the subsystem goals to produceI
the relative payoffs associated with each.

Although these procedural matters may seem overly formal

and tedious, they are necessitated by a simple fact which deserves

emphasis: Subsystem goals and high-payoff areas can only be

identified if the application i6 known. This is evident from

subsystem characteristic curves shown in Fig. 111-2. Without

analysis of the application, the desired area on a new techi~ology

curve is not known. In fact., different applications may call for

different goals for the same subsystem. An example of t~iis, as

will be seen shortly, is in different turbine engilne goals for

a main battle tank and for a high-speed ship. The main battle

tank calls for a lightly regenerated engine in which small size

is emnphasized ahead of sfc. The high-speed ship (HSS), on the

other hand, calls for a highly regenerated engine in which sfc is

emphasized nhead of weight.

Similarly, since the relative importance of a single sub-

system characteristic depends both upon the location of the sub-

system on its characteristic curve and the corresponding loca-

l' tions of the other subsystems (all of which is reflected by the
subsystem cost sensitivity factors), high-payoff areas in sub-j

systems are dependent upon the application. Pursuing the example

cited above, it will be seen that the potential impact of reduc-tionof urbne egin spcifc weghtis he ominnt ayof i
the main battle tank application and is of no significance at

all in the high-speed ship appl ication.
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B. SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

As discussed in Section II, the specific applications to be

analyzed here are (1) MBTs with diesel or turbine engines, hydro-

mechanical transmissions and tracks; (2) light LCVs with diesel

or turbine engines, hydromechanical transmissions and tracks;

and (3) high-speed oceangoing ships with turbine or closed-Bray-

ton-cycle engines, mechanical transmissions and waterJets.

Inasmuch as a starting point for developing subsystem goals is

the characteristics of the relevant subsystems, it is appropriate

to introduce them here (although they are developed in Section

IV). These are shown for engines in Fig. 111-3, in the form of

specific fuel consumption versus specific weight; for hydrodynamic

transmissions in Fig. III-4, in the form of efficiency versus

specific weight; and for mechanical transmission/waterjet combina-

tions in Fig. 111-5, in the form of efficiency versus specific

weight. Associated with each point on these curves is a value of

specific volume and, for each subsystem, values cf specific

procurement and maintenance costs (these are not shown).

Some features of these characteristics deserve mention.

First, both current state-of-the-art and potential-l'mit charac-

teristics are shown. In the former, there are not, of course, a

sufficient number of actual engines to develop these curves;

hence they are, in some regions, estimates of what engines could

be built with current technology. The potential-limit charac-

teristics are, as usual, to be interpreted as possibilities

rather than probabilities. Second, the characteristics shown
for engines are applicable only to uninstalled subsystems. To

be used in the analysis here, it is necessary to include the
additional weight and volume required for installation in the

vehicle. This is accomplished by the use of installation factors,

which vary between 1.2 and 1.3 for the engines and vehicles

studied here, as shown in Table III-1. Third, the efficiency

characteristics are those applicable to the 25% power condition,
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and hence will differ from the more conventional ones reported

at either maximum power or best efficiency.

TABLE 111-1. INSTALLATION FACTORS AND POWER ADJUSTMENTS
FOR SUBSYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Diesel Engines in MBTs or Light LCVs:

Installed Weight or Volume
Uninstalled Weight or Volume

Cooling Power Adjustment, Current State of the Art

SfCenet - enet - -Senet - 1.11
sfc sw sve,gross e,gross e,gross

Gas-Turbine Engines in MBTs or Light LCVs:

Installation Factor = 1.3

Fuel Consumption Adjustment

sfc = 1.18 sfc @ 10,000 hp, current state of the art
e

sfc 1.10 sfc @ 10,000 hp, potential 'imit
e

Gas-Turbine Engines in HSSs:

Installation Factor = 1.3

Closed-Brayton-Cycle Engines in HSSs:

Installation Factor = 1.2

For engines, specifically, the characteristics of the Diesel

engine are based, per convention, on gross horsepower output; to

be used in this analysis, the characteristics must be adjusted to

account for the power required to cool the engine (typically, of

the order of 10%). For gas-turbine (open-Brayton-cycle) engines,

the characteristics are those for a nominal power level of

10,000 hp; to apply to power levels of 1,000 hp or so
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(representative of MBT or light LCV applications), the specific

fuel consumption shown in Fig. 111-3 should be increased by ap-

proximately 10%. These various adjustments are listed in Table

III-1.

The hydrodynamic transmission efficiency shown in Fig. III-4

includes the effect of the power required to cool. the transmis-

sion (typically of the order of 4%, of the input power), and

hence will be lower than conventionally reported values. These

characteristics also include the so-called final drive used in

MBTs and light LCVs, which by definition here is part of the

transmission subsystem. The characteristic, shown are applicable

to power levels in the range of 1000 hp and input speeds in the

range of 3000 rpm. The latter necessitates a correction when

applied to gas--turbine engines, since an additional speed reduc-

tion is r*equired; this is estimated to be about 0.2 lb/hp cur-

rently, with a potential limit of 0.1 lb/hp. As mentior_.d

previously, the characteristics for transmission/waterjet thruster

combinations shown in Fig. 111-5 are based on the selection of

an optimum transmission output speed, and are applicable to power

levels in the vicinity of 10,000 lip.

Finally, to handle thrusters for LCVs (tracks or wheels),

the weight and efficiency can be treated as independent of each

other. It is shown in Appendix K that the weight of LCV bhiusters

is determined by the gross vehicle weight (GVW). For both MBTs

and light LCVs, track-laying thrusters using current technology

are about 22% of GVW. The efficiency of these systems, for our

purposes here, can be taken as nearly constant. The losses were

estimated at 5% in frictional resistance anu 4% in slip.

These subsystem characteristics, subject to the modifica-

tions indicated, are the basis for the analysis here; when com-

bined in the manner described previously, they produce the

propulsion system characteristics used in Section II. Using

these characteristics and the propulsion system goals established

87
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in Section II in the manner also described above, goals and

payoffs for the J di-idual subsystems have been determined.

C. OVERVIEW OF SUBSYSTEM GOALS

Although subsystem goals and associated payoffs depend upon

the specific vehicle application, and hence must be discussed in

such a context to be fully appreciated, it is nevertheless

instructive to examine the goals as they relate to individual

types of subsystems. Accordingly, the resulting suitable R&D

goals for engines are shown graphically in Fig. 111-6 (for diesel

engines in MBT and light LCV applications), Fig. III-7 (for gas-

turbine engines in MBT, LCV, and HSS applications), and Fig.

111-8 (for closed-Brayton-cycle engines in HSS applications).

Similarly, suitable R&D goals for transmission and/or thrusters

are shown in Fig. 111-9 (for hydrodynamic transmissions in MBT

or LCV applications) and Fig. III-10 (for mechanical transmis-

sion and waterjet combinations in HSS applications). In all of

these figures, only specific fuel consumption and specific weight

characteristics are shown, as a matter of convenience. It is to

be noted at the outset that all goals for a given application

and propulsion system are a related set, and hence the goals for

a given type of subsystem (e.g., diesel engines in MBTs) depend

upon the goals for the other related subsystems (e.g., hydro-

dynamic transmissions in MBTs). Further, for convenience, the

installation factors have been removed, and the goals are hence

referred to the uninstalled subsystems.

Referring first to suitable goals for Diesel engines (Fig.

111-6, the areas shown are bounded by those characteristics

which would result in either a 20 cr 25% reduction in the

vehicle cost/payload measure (in conjunction of course with the

corresponding transmission goals). The slopes of these lines*

merely reflect the relative importance of specific fuel consump-

tion as opposed to specific weight and specific volume (it has

been assumed that the engine density is constant, and hence
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specific volume varies linearly wJth specific weight) In the

given application. Thus, the figure indicates that engine

weight and size are relatively more important in MBT applications

than in light LCV applications. It can be observed that the

goals for -either application overlap considerably, and hence in

this case the two applications can be satisfied by essentially

one set of goals. The broader region associated with light LCVs

is, merely a reflection that the overall propulsion system is of

less lmportance in a light LCV than in an MBT, and hence greater

changes in propulsion system characteristics are required to make

the same vehicle impact. Finally, it can be observed that

suitable goal,,, represent a ,ubstantial departure from the

prE;sent state of the art; rather large improvements are required

if a significant impact on the vehicle cost/payload is to be

made.

For gas-turbine engines, the goals shown in Fig. 111-7

Indicate again an appreciablt! overlap between MBT and light LCV

applicntions,* but essentially none at all between MBT and HSS

applications. Here, in the HSS application the area shown bounds

a 5% change in vehic1c cost/payload and is thus consistent with

the otýier areas shown. The narrowness of the area In the HSS

application merely reflects the larger impact which the overall

propulsion system has r-n the vehicle. This in turn is due to the

long range required of the vehicle, which is reflected by the

relative importance of sfc as compared to specific weight, as

indicated by the very small'slope of the bounds. This importance

of sfo also accounts for the lack of overlap with MBT goals, as

mentioned previously. It can again be observed that the goals

require substantial improvements over the present state of the

art.

*All of the goals have been referred to a nominal power level of
10,000 hp; for MBT and light LCV applications, the actual sfc
goals (as well as the two curves) are 10% higher.
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Suitable goals for closed-Brayton-cycle engines in the HSS

application are shown in Fig. III-8. The slope of the bounding

lines again indicates the importance of sfc in this application.

The transmission and/or thruster goals in Figs. 111-9 and

III--10 reflect essentially the same features as suitable goals

for engines. The major difference is that the goals represent

less of a departure from current state-of-the-art values. This

is simply because their potential limits are estimated to be

closer to the current state of the art than similar estimates for

engines. It snould be pointed out that althouch suitable goals

for hydrodynamic transmissions are slightly different for MBT

and light LCV applications, only one area is shown in Fig. 111-9

purely as a matter of convenience.

Apart from the dependence upon the specific application, il

is also worth bearing in mind that these individual subsysttn.

goals also depend upon the impact criterion selected, the esti-

mated potential limits, and the other related subsystems. If

less impact on the vehicle is acceptable as a criterion, then

all subsystem goals will of course shift toward their current

state-of-the-art values. If the potential limits of a subsystem

were estimated to be closer to the current state of the art,

then the relevant goals would shift toward the current values,

but all subsystem goals would be relatively closer to their

respective estimated potential limits.

n. SUBSYSTEM GOALS AND PAYOFFS FOR SPECIFIC VEHICLE CLASSES

As indicated earlier, the individual subsystem goals do not

give any indication of the relative payoff associated with each

one; hence the relative importance of achieving individual goals

¶ cannot be deduced. Further, the suitable goals put forth above

can only be viewed as approximations; it is therefore of interest

* to be able to evaluate the suitability of other sets of proposed

goals. To accomplish either of these, it is necessary to examine
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the sensitivity of the vehicle to individual subsystem character-

istics. Accordingly, it is convenient to complete this examinia-

tion of subsystem goals and relative payoffs in terms of specific

vehicle applications.

1. Main Battle Tanks

The sensitivity of the vehicle to individual subsystem

characteristics is indicated by the subsystem cost sensitivity

factors (the fractional change in vehicle cost/payload per unit

fractional change in subsystem characteristic); these are shown

in Table 111-2 for the two propulsion systems applicable to main

battle tanks.* Three features of these results are particularly

noteworthy.

First, the characteristics with the highest leverage are,

in order, thruster efficiency, transmission efficiency, and

thruster weight. The origins are easy to explain since thruster

efficiency, for a given output power, affects both engine and

transmission size and weight in addition to overall fuel consump-

tion; similarly, the transmission affects engine size and weight

in addition to overall fuel consumption; and the thruster, which

by definition here includes the suspension system, represents a

large fraction of the total vehicle weight. Obviously, any

improvement in these three characteristics would pay off hand-

somely.

The second feature is the potential importance of specific

costs, particularly in engines; this is of course entirely

consistent with the potential importance of specific costs of

the total propulsion system in main battle tanks, as discussed

in Section II. Here, for example, the results in Table III-2

*As discussed earlier, subsystem sensitivity factors depend upon,
the location of each subsystem relative to its current state-
of-the-art and potential-limit characteristic curves; the sensi-
"tivities here are those applicable to the current vehicle and
propulsion systems.
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TABLE III-2. SUBSYSTEM COST SENSITIVITIES FOR MAIN BATTLE TANKS

A$/$Sensitivity Factor

Subsystem/Characteristic (Q) Diesel System T

Engine

Specific Ftel Consumption (sfce) 0.17 0.23

Specific Weight (swe) 0.16 0.097

Specific Volum.e (sve) 0.13 0.085e
sw + Sve* 0.29 0.18e e
Specific Procurement Cost 0.10 0.097

Specific Maintenance Cost 0.20 0.19

Hydrodynamic Transmission

Efficiency (rx 0.76 0.70

Specific Weight (sw ) 0.15 0.17x
Specific Volume (sv ) 0.052 0.06x
swx + sv 0.20 0.23

Specific Procurement Cost 0.067 0.066

Specific Maintenance Cost 0.13 0.13

Thruster (Tracks and Suspension)
Efficiency (n 1.16 1.13

Specific Weight (Wt/Wv) 0.46 0.46
CostSpecific Procurement Cost 0.05 0.05

Specific Maintenance Cost 0.10 0.10

*Indicative of a change in either specific weight or specific volume if the

density is constant.
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indicate that maintenance cost associated with diesel engines

has slightly more leverage than specific fuel consumption, speci-

fic weight, or specific volume. Although such costs are assumed

to be unchanging here, any proposed concepts which offer a reduc-

tion could accept somewhat less ambitious goals in the other

characteristics, and achieve the same impact on the vehicle.

For example, for the same impact, a 20% decrease in specific

maintenance cost would permit an sfc goal to be relaxed by 17%.

On the other hand, proposed concepts which might result in in-

creases in specific costs would have to offer more ambitious

goals in the other characteristics to achieve the same impact.

Finally, the sensitivity factors indicate differences among

propulsion system types. For example, the engine specific fuel

consumption is a more important characteri3tic in a turbine

engine system than in a diesel engine system, and the engine

specific weight and specific volume are less important--a direct

result of the fact that the turbine engine is smaller and lighter

and consumes more fuel than a diesel. Similarly, the compactness

of the turbine results in the transmission size and weight being

somewhat more important in this system than in the Diesel system.

Inasmuch as these relative sensitivities are determined by the

relative performance characte-ristics of the individual subsystems,

they vary wit'h the state of oechnology. Inasmuch as the suitable

goals developed here encompass more improvement in engines than

in transmissions, achievement of such goals would then result in

a relatively higher leverage associated with the transmission

than indicated by these current state-of-the-art values.

Although these cost sensitivities give some indication of

the relative leverage of improvements in subsystem characteris-

tics, they do not of course provide a measure of the potential

unless they are combined with an assessment of the scope for

improvement. Such potential impacts are shown in Table 111-3

for MBT applications, where the cost impact associated with

98
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I
changing each individual subsystem characteristic from its cur-

rent value to a nominal goal value is shown. The goals for engine

and transmission are treated together, and hence their combined

impact is about a 23% reduction in vehicle cost/payload--midway

in the 20-25% range used as a criterion here. As discussed in
Section II, the thruster is treated separately, because it

lies outsidt the armored volume and further provides the non-

propulsive -unction of supporting the vehicle.

TABLE 111-3. RELATIVE PAYOFFS OF SUBSYSTEM GOALS IN
MAIN BATTLE TANKS

Diesel System Turbine System
Current Cost Impact Current Cost Impact

Subsystem/Characteristic Value/Goal of Goal Value/Goal of Goal

Engine

sfce, lb/hr-hp 0.44/0.32 0.04 0.6/0.47 0.04

swe, lb/hp 4.3/1.9 0.08 2.6/0.78 0.06

svet ft 3 /hp 0.09/0.05 0.06 0.05/0.02 0.06

Transmission

n 0.76/0.782 0.02 0.76/0.784 0.02

swx, lb/hp 6.6/4.7 0.02 6.6/4.75 0.04

svx, lb/hp 0.06/0.04 0.01 0.06/0.04 0.01

Total Cost Impact 0.23 0.23

Thruster, Wt/Wv 0.22/0.15 0.14 0.14

Note: Goals are expressed in terms of installed values; see Table Ill-1 for
conversion for uninstalled values.

SInspection of the results in Table 111-3 readily reveals

the high-payoff R&D areas associated with main battle tank
applications The greatest payoff arises from reaching the
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suitable goals developed for engines, as opposed to those

developed for transmissions (in the ratio of 18 to 5 for the

diesel system and in the ratio of 16 to 7 for the turbine sys-J

tem). This is a direct result of the fact that the scope for

improvement in size, weight and efficiency was judged to be less

than that for heat engines. The underlying reason for such a

1uadgment is that the heat engines can benefit in both size and

efficiency from advances in high-temperature material technology,

whereas the transmission can benefit only in size from improved

material properties. It can also be observed in Table 111-3

that, for engines, specific weight and specific volume improve-

ments have substantially more potential impact than specific

fuel consumption improvements (in the ratio of 14 to 4 for the

diesel and in the ratio of 12 to 4 for the turbine). This of

,!ourse is a direct result of the potential improvements in

weight and volume being Judged to be considerably larger,

percentagewise, than those in specific fuel consumption, in

combination with the relative importance of these characteris-

tics in the basic vehicle.

A major implication of these results is of course that if

broad choices among R&D programs are necessary, then, for main

battle tank applications, programs aimed at improving engines

deserve greater consideration than programs aimed at improving

transmissions (assuming other things, such as risks, are equal)--

the potential impact is largest for engine improvements. Further,

cons4 .dering engines only, programs which address specific weight

and specific volume improvements in preference to specific fuel

consumption offer the greater payoffs. Both of these observa-

tions apply to either Diesel engines or turbine engines, although

as might be expected the potential payoffs for turbine engine

improvements appear to be slightly less.

In any event, if the criterion of significant i.ipact used

here--20-25% reduction in vehicle cost per unit payload at fixed

performance--is judged to be a fair one, then such R&D programs
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should be aimed toward goals equivalent to those established

) here. Obviously, the goals developed are intended to provide

only reasonable guides to desirable improvements; they cannot

be considered unique, as there are other sets of goals that may

"be equally acceptable, nor can the goals here be considered

absolute, considering the various judgments and uncertainties

involved. Indeed, the results presented in Tables 111-2 and

111-3 permit the evaluation of other sets of subsystem goals--

either for the same types of subsystems considered here or zor

different types of subsystems--with respect to the vehicle cost

per unit payload criterion.

2. Light Land Combat Vehicles

The subsystem cost sensitivity factors relevant to light

LCV applications are shown in Table III- 4 . The highest leverage

characteristics are identical to those for main battle tanks--

thruster efficiency, transmission efficiency, and thruster weight.

It can also be observed that, consistent with the lighter armor

of these vehicles and the relatively greater importance attached

to range, the engine specific fuel consumption has relatively

greater leverage than engine size and weight.

The resulting payoffs associated with the individual goals

are shown in Table 111-5. It is to be iioted that the goals shownj •are identical to those for main battle tanks, since they provide
~ adequate payoff. The lower power level of this application (of

the order of 500 horsepower engin" output) may make the goals

1a for the turbine engine somewhat more difficult to reach than

the same goals for thp higher power-level main-battle-tank

application. The payoffs shown in the form of cost impacts are

somewhat deceptive in this case; it will be recalled that the

S V propulsion system representative of the current vehicle is an

older Diesel system, and there is no turbine counterpart. Hence

the cost impacts, for the Diesel system, reflect those due to

the change from older propulsion system technology, rather than

E I01



TABLE 111-4. SUBSYSTEM COST SENSITIVITIES FOR LIGI'T LCVs

Sensitivity Factor =

Subs stem/Characteristic (Q) Diesel sstem Tur ine System 4

Engine

Specific Fuel Consumption (sfce) 0.16 0.20

Specific Weight (sw ) 0.13 0.074e
Specific Volume (sv ) 0.03 0.019

e
Swe + Sve 0.16 0.093

Specific Procurement .Cost 0.087 0.087

Specific Maintenance Cost 0.17 0.17

Hydrodynamic Transmission
Efficiency (n x) 0.57 0.56

xSpecific Weight (sw ) 0.12 0.13
Specific Volume (sv x) 0.012 0.013

swx + sv 0.13 0.14

Specific Procurement Cost 0.059 0.059

Specific Maintenance Cost 0.12 0.12

Thruster

Efficiency (nt) 0.88 0.87

Specific We" ijht (wt/WV) 0.43 0.43

Specific Procurement Cost 0.04 0.04

Specific Maintenance Cost 0.08 0.08
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from current technology, to the goal values. For the turbine

system, the cost impacts further Include the change in type of

system7-thus the cost impact of engine sfc is shown to be nega-

tive, reflecting the fact that the goal for a turbine engine is

higher than that of the older Diesel. To be totally consistent
with the spirit of this investigation, it would be appropriate

to formulate the goals on the basis of current technology. Due

to the rather smaller impact of the propulsion system on this

class of vehicles, this would produce more stringent goals than

for main battle tanks. For pre.isely the same reason--the

smaller impact of the propulsion system--such goals would be of
dubious value; the more logical course would seem to be to pursue

goals appropriate to both applications, with the understanding

that the impact on light land combat vehicles is somewhat less

than the 20-25% for main battle tanks.

TABLE 111-5. RELATIVE PAYOFFS OF SUBSYSTEM GOALS IN LIGHT LCVs

Diesel System Turbine System
Current Cost Impact Current Cost Impact

Subsystem/Characteristic Value/Goal of Goal Value/Goal of Goal

Engine
sfce, lb/hp-hr 0.42/0.32 0.05 (0.02)

swe, lb/hp 8.8/1.9 0.11 0.17

sv ft3/hp 0.18/0.05 0.03. 0.04

0x 0.76/0.782 0.02 0.02

swx, lb/hp 5.7/4.7 0.02 0.02

svx, lb/hp 0.06/0.04 0.0 0

Total Cost Impact * 0.23

Thruster, WW .33/0.15 0.13 0.13
Wt/Wv

Note: Goals are presented in terms of installed values; see Table III-i for
conversion to uninstalled values.
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The same general priorities as those for main battle tanks

are nevertheless evident in Table III-5. The relative importance

of reaching the engine goals is much greater than that for trans-

missions, and hence R&D programs for engine improvements deserve

first preference. The major difference with respect to the main .

battle tank application is the reduced importance of engine

specific volume, which is a direct result of the lighter armor

of the vehicle. As was the case for main battle tanks, the

results presented in Tables 111-4 and 111-5 can be used to

evaluate other equivalent sets of goals which might arise.

3. High-Speed Ships

The subsystem cost sensitivity factors relevent to high-

speed ship applications are shown in Table 111-6. It can Ae

observed that the sensitivities here are entirely different from

those associated with land combat vehicles. The specific volume

of the subsystems is of virtually no importance in this applica-

tion, and is omitted irom the table. The sensitivities of the

fuel consumption characteristics--sfce and n nt--are completely

dominant, arising from the long-range requirement of the vehicle.

Further, the specific cost characteristics are of rather minor

importance, since the propulsion system costs represent a much

lesser fraction of vehicle costs than in land combat vehicles.

It will be recalled that there are no rational (in the

sense used here, namely a sufficiently low cost per unit payload)

high-speed ships in service. This prevents the use of the cost

impact of reaching a subsystem goal as a meaningful measure of

impact, since there is no rational place from which to start.

Nevertheless, the cost impact associated with reaching a sub-

system goal from the current value can be determined in the usual

way, and these are shown in Table 111-7. Such payoffs do provide

an indication of the relative importance of reaching the sub-

system goals, but it must be emphasized that they are ,iot a meas-

ure of impact on a rational vehicle.
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T'BLE 111-6. SUBSYSTEM COST SENSITIVITIES FOR HIGH-SPEED SHIPS

Sensitivity Factor =

. Subsystem/Characteristic (Q) Turbine System Close-d-Braton System_

Enginej

Specific Fuel Consumption (sfce) 1.29 0.80e
"Specific Weight (swe) 0.018 0.49

Specific Procurement Cost 0.037 0.036

Speci,.c Maintenance Cost 0.073 U.072

Transmission/Thruster

Efficiency (nxnt) 1.42 1.39
Specific Weight (sw ) 0.14 0.16

xt
Specific Procurement Cost 0.023 0.024

Specific Maintenan,e Cost 0.047 0.048

TABLE 111-7. RELATIVE PAYOFFS OF SUBSYSTEM GOALS IN
HIGH-SPEED SHIPS

Turbine System Closed-Brayton System
Current Cost rIp'act Current Cost Impact

Subsystem/Characteristic; Value/Goal of Goal Value/Goal of Goal

SfEngine

Sfcel lb/hp-hr 0.55/0.35 0.47 0.36/0.29 0.15

SSWel lb/hp 0.51/1.95 (0.05) 15.0/6.0 0.30

. Transmission/Thruster

LLr nx"t 0.48/0.53 0.16 0.50/0.53 o.U9
g swxt, lb/hp 8.4/6.9 0.02 10.1/7.5 0.04

Note: Goals are expressed in terms of installed values; see Tble 111-1 for
conversion to uninstalled values.
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As might be expected, the priorities reflected in Table

111-7 are quite different from the previous ones for land combat

vehicles. For the turbine-engine system, the highest payoff is

associated with reaching the sfc goal; the increase in specific

weight (a negative payoff) shown merely reflects the fact that

a highly regenerated engine t;o reduce the sfc, is preferable to

the current nonregenerated one. A similar situation exists for

the transmission/thruster combination; there is much greater pay-

off associated with increasing efficiency than in reducing weight.

For the closed-Brayton-cycle system, the engine situation

is reversed, the relative payoff of engine weight reduction

being greater than that of sfc reduction. This results because

the engine is initially quite heavy and relatively efficient,

and there is Judged to be far more potential for weight reduction

than for sfc improvement (see Fig. 111-3). As a consequence,

weight reduction in the transmission/thruster becomes relatively

more important than efficiency improvement, as compared to the

turbine-engine system--even though, as indicated in Table III-7,

the design point for the subsystem will lie toward slightly

higher values of weight and efficiency for the closed-Brayton

system, simply because the engine is heavier.

As for the previous applications, the results in Tables

111-6 and 111-7 can be used to evaluate other sets of subsystem

goals which might arise.

1i
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II

rI IV. 1ECHNOLOGY IMPACT ON PROPULSION SUBSYSTEMS

The suitable goals and high-.payoff areas for propuision

subsystems developed in the preceding section are based upon

subsystem performance characteristics for both current state-

of-the-art capabilities and potentially limiting eapabiiLs.

In this section, these performance characteristics are developed

successively for heat engines, transmissions, thrusters for off-

roan vehicles, and thrusters for high-tpeed .,hips, and the tech-

nology impacts needed to achieve the goals are examined.

A. HEAT ENGINES

1. General Considerations

The objectives of the present investigation of heat engines

are (1) to identify suitable goals and/or high-payoff ares3 of

technology for some known types of heat engines, and (2) to

provide a framework for evaluation of more general (and non-

specific) heat-engine concepts. As previously discussed, the
heat-engine Pharacteristics of priwary concern here are the

specific fuel consumption (sfce), the specific weight (swe),

and the specific volume (sve). Goals for heat engines in thesee
terms, as presented in the previous section, are based on the

analyses of the sfc -SWe -sve relationships developed here.

a. Approach. The problem of identifying .'ational goals

for needed advances in engine technology is neither new nor

easy. Some of the more pronounced difficulties are that:

first, there are a wide variety of engine types and cycles,

some known and presumably some as yet undiscovered, which may

require consideration; second, the details of specific engine

design. and operation are complex, and third, the prospects for
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technology improvemnent are, at best, uncertain and, at worst, :
may not match needed advarices.

The approach used here is to dissect and quantify

sfc e-3W e-sve relationships for some specific engine types so as

to expose (1) the physical origins and limits of the relation-

ships, (2) the fundamental similarities and differences among

various types of engines, and, as a result, (3) the physical

limits and areas of opportunity for improvement in engines.

Four elements constitute the approach:

1. Relating the ideal performance of various engine cycles

to parameters which characterize the various power

transfers which take place in the e gines.

2. Identifying the major loss mechanisms associated with

the various power transfers, and quantifying their

impa by relating actual performance to ideal perform-

ance in terms of these losses and the associated power

transfers.

3. Examining the relationship among losses, specific

weight, and specific volume for the various components

used to effect the power transfers, assessing the cur-

rent state of the art, and ascertaining their limits.

4. SYnthesizing the sf e- SWe- sve for both the current

state of the art and the projected potential limit

for the various engine cycles.

It is believed that these four elements provide a uniform frame-

work for evaluating future engine concepts on the basis of the

particular improvements in power transfer and/or conversion

processes and equipment which they may incorporate. Here, five

engine types are evaluated, albeit in varying degrees, in this

manner--Otto, Diesel, open Brayton, closed Brayton, and Stirling.

In general, the details of these evaluations are presented 4 n

Appendices C through G; only the major results will be discussed

here.
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A basic premise in the approach is that the Sfce-SW "1

sve relationship is strongly influenced by the magnitude and rate

of energy transfer processes internal to the engine. The corol-

lary is that energy and power transfer are useful and common

characterizations of the physical origins of this relationship

in any engine--past, present, or future. It ceerts obvious that

power transfer can be directly related to weight or volume; it

is quite conventional to refer to horsepower per pound or horse-

power per cubic foot, for example, as important characteristics

of not only engines but of other sorts of power transfer equip-

ment as well (transmissions, compressors, turbines, pumps, etc.).

What seems to be less conventional, however, is to relate power

transfer to specific fuel consumption directly; usually, specific

fuel consumption is related directly to such things as Carnot

efficiencies, compression or pressure ratios, and temperature

ratios. Although these quantities are useful in assessing

physical limits and constraints in specific engine types, they

do not directly relate to power transfer, and hence the relation-

ship between specific fuel consumption, on the one hand, and

specific weight and specific volume, on the other, is not readily

apparent. Thus, considerable emphaFi; is placed here cn

portraying heat-engine performance in terms of appropriate power
transfer parameters.

Characcerizing engines in terms of the relevant energy/

power transfer processes leads to the definition of the following

power* transfers:

1. Inlet Power (Pi)--the power represented by the flow of

the working fluid at its minimim temperature; for

example, Pi = mcpTl for a perfect gas with mass flow

*As used here, power is defined generally as energy flow per

unit time, regardless of the form (mechanical work, heat,
chemical change, etc.) of the energy transfer process.
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rate m, specific heat at constant pressure cp, and

minimum temperature T1 .

2. Internal Power Transfer (Pint)_--power transferred from

processes subsequent to the initiation of heat addition

in an engine to the pre-energy-addition process; for

example, Pint = mc(T2-Tl) for a perfect gas with mass

flow rate mi, specific heat c, minimum working tempera-

ture TI, and a temperature before combustion begins of

T 2 . By definition, the magnitude of the internal power

transfer does not depend upon the mariner (e.g., com-

pression or heat exchange) by which it is achieved.

3. Power Addition (P )--the rate of heat addition to
--add-

the working fluid from the Cuel; for example, Padd =

rnfAH for a fuel mass flow rate dlre.ýtly into the working

fluid mi,, and a heat of combustion AK.

4. Power Output (P )--The shaft p'-wer deliver7ed by the

engine.

Intermediate Power Transfer (9 )--any other power trans-

fer in the engine which requires mechanical devices;

this includes heaters and waste-heat exchangers for

closed-cycle engirtes, and the power received or added

by heat exchange during compression or expansion pro-

cesses (as in Stirling engines). The sum of the inter-

mediate power transfer and the internal power transfer

is denoted by the total internal power transfer, Pit

intitTh~ vew(Pint + Px)

Th-2 view here is that if engines with substantially better sfc
eswe-sve characteristics are to be invented, then the origins of

such improvements will be in: (1) changing the magnitudes of

these power transfers appropriately; (2) decreasing the losses

that are inevitably associated with these power transfers; and/or

(3) improving the specific weight and volume characteristics of

the components which are used to effect these power transfers.

On the other hand, there are some physical limits and practical

constraints applicable to all of these areas. The questions

which are addressed here, then, are what must be done in the
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way of modifying these power transfers, their losses, and as-

sociated equipment in order to make a substantial impact on the

sfc -sw -sv relationship of engines, and what are the funda-
e e e

mental 6r practical limits to such modifications.

b. Ideal Engine Performance and Power Transfer. To il-

lustrate the characterization of heat engines in terms of power

transfers, the ideal performances of four cycles--Carnot, Otto,

Brayton, and Stirling--are shown in Fig. IV-1. The performance

characteristics are the specific fuel consumption* and the ratio

of output power to inlet power (where the specific heat in the

latter is taken as that appropriate to the compression process).

The characteristics shown in Fig. IV-1 follow from the straight-

forward application of thermodynamic relationships. It is to be

noted that the only assumption involved is that the working fluid

is a perfect gas; the results as shown do not depend upon the
values of specific heats or specific-heat ratios.

The major observation to be mide is that the (ideal)

specific fuel consumption depends only upon the internal power

transfer ratio. This dependence is identical for all four

cycles, indicating that (1) the sfc depends only on the magni-e
tude of the ratio, and not upon the way (e.g., compression or

heat exchange) in which it is achieved, and (2) decreasing the

ideal sfce requires an increase in the internal power transfer

ratio. The parameters of the specific power output characteris-
tics in Fig. IV-1 are readily identifiable with physical limits

or constraints. The normalized heat addition, for open cycles,

is limited by the stoichioinetry of the fuel in air, while the
sum of the normalized heat addition and internal power transfer

is indicative of the maximum temperature in an engine, and is

limited by material properties.

*For a fuel with a heating value of 18,400 Btu/lb; the thermo-
dynamic efficiency is related to the sfc by n - 0.138/sfc e
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For the purposes of relating specific fuel consumption

to specific weight and specific volume, Fig. IV-1 does not quite

reflect the total importance of power transfers within an engine,

since any intermediate power transfer should be included, and

since the ratio of the total power transferred within an engine

to its power output is a more correct reflection of the former.

'The ideal relationships can thus be portrayed more meaningfully,

as in Fig. IV-2.

In Fig. IV-2, ideal performances of the following

cycles are shown (all of which are developed in Appendices C

through G):

1. Otto Cycle--for ratios of Padd/Pi of 8 and 10, and a

ratio of specific heats, y = 1.4; stoichiometric values

of conventional hydrocarbon fuels burning in air are

about P /P = 9.3.
add i

2. Constant-Pressure Diesel Cycle--for ratios of Paddi/P

of 8 and 10, 1 = 1.4.

3. Open Brayton Cycle--for ratios of (Padd + Pin)/P 1 of

4 and 6. These ratios correspond to maximum tempera-

tures of 2140OF and 3180OF for air as the working fluid

at an inlet temperature of 60 0 F. These results apply

to either simple or regenerated cycles, although there

are of course some restrictions on the maximum amount

of regeneration which is possible (i.e., the combustor

inlet temperature cannot be higher than the turbine

exhaust temperature).

.4. Closed Brayton Cycle--for ratios of (P + P )/P
add int i

of 3 and 5. These ratios correspond to maximum tempera-

tures of 1620OF and 2660OF for a minimum working fluid

temperature of 60 0 F. It is to be noted that the total

I minternal power transfer includes that associated with

p .•Lheat addition and heat rejection.

5. Close'd Stirling Cycle--for ratios of P int/Pi of 3 and 5.

E LThese ratios again correspond to maximum temperatures

ir 113it_ __
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of 1620OF and 2660OF for a minimum working fluid tempera-

.4 ture of 600F. The total internal power transfer in-
cludes that associated with all heat addition and heat

rejection.

The results in Fig. IV-2 portray some Interesting char-

acteristics of the various cycles. First, the Otto cycle is

superior in two respects: for a given level of ideal sfc e, it

requires the least internal power transfer per unit output horse-

power (current engines operate in the ideal range of 0.15-0.20

horsepower transferred irternally per output horsepower); further,

the Otto produces the maximum power output per unit of "inlet"'

power (current engines operate in the range of 5 to 6). Second,
the closed cycles are Inferior in the samne two respects: they

require (ideally) a total internal power transfer .of' 4-6 horse-

power per output horsepower, and operate in the range of 0.5-

1.5 horsepower output per unit of inlet power. Thus, not only

do closed cycle engines require an order of magnitude more

internal power transfer per unit power output than Otto cycles,

but they also require about 5 times more mass flow per unit power
output, other things being equal. It is evident from Fig. IV-2

t~iat the latter property can be alleviated somewhat by the

selection of a working fluid with a high specific heat (e.g.,

hydrogen or helium). Nevertheless, it can be anticipated that

closed-cycle engines will be dominated by internal power-transfer

equipment, and that the effect of losses associated with power

transfers will be relatively much more important in these en-

gines, since so much internal power transfer is required. It

can also b,.-. observed in Fig. IV-2 that the impact of specific

heat addition (constrained by stoichiometry or maximum tempera-

ture) on the ideal sf'c is relatively small for all cycles; as

will be seen subsequently, however, increased specific heat

addition has an additional beneficial impact on the actual sfc

by reducing the impact of the losses associated with the various

power transfers.
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From the view of evaluating other engine concepts, it

Reems clearly desirable (but not essential) that any proposed

concept offer some advantage in performance characteristics over

those displayed in Fig. IV-2. In any event, the nature of any

proposed concept can be illuminated by determining these charac-

teristics. Obviously, a complete evaluation of any concept

requires consideration of losses and components associated with

the various power transfers, as developed in the following sections

for the five engine types considered here.

2. Spark-Ignition (Otto) Engines

a. Ideal Performance. The conventional Otto cycle consists

of isentropic compression, combustion at constant volume, isen-

tropic expansion, and heat rejection at constant volume. For a

.iven fuel, the basic cycle parameters are the compression ratio

and the fuel-air ratio. In terms of the power transfers used

here, the internal power transfer is that required for compres-

sion, the power added is the heat-release rate from combustion

of the fuel, and the power output is the difference between the

power developed during expansion and that required for compres-

sion The performance of the ideal cycle is shown in Fig. IV-3,

w. • it is to be noted that specific power additions (Padd/Pi)

of , and 8 correspond to equivalence ratios (the ratio of the

act;.- fuel-air ratio to the stoichiometric value) of approxi-

mately 1.08 and 0.86, respectively. It can be observed that

improv. •ents in ideal specific fuel consumption require large

Ancre- es in compression ratio.

A major source of thermodynamic inefficiency in th,

ideal Otto cycle is the relatively high available energy content

of the -xhaust gases. Variations of the Otto cycle have been

devised to utilize some of the exhaust energy, and three such

ideal cycles are examined in Appendix C: the turbocharged Otto

cycle, the regenerated Otto cycle, and the Lenoir cycle. The

performance of the turbocharged cycle is shown in Fig. IV-4,

where it is to be noted that the internal power transfer includes
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the power transfer through the turbocharger. It can be observwJ I
that turbocharging reduces the specific power output and in-

creases the specific fuel consumption. As will become evident

later, the primary advantage of turbocharging is in reducing the

weight and size of thr equipment necessary to accomplish the

internal power transfer. The regenerated Ott and Lenoir cycles,

is developed in Appendix C, have essentially the same perform-

ance characteristics as the conventional Otto cycle when expressed

in terms of internal power transfer; their major advantage

lies in reducing the compression ratio needed to accomplish the

internal power transfer, but due to practical difficulties in

implementation they are not considered further here.

With respect to further improvements in the ideal per-

formance of Otto engines, present engines operate with stoichiom-

etric mixtures, and thus no further increases in specific heat

addition can be expected for engines which use air as the working

fluid. It can be ýbserved from the behavior of the ideal per-

formance (Figs. IV-3 and IV-4) that further improvements must

originate in increasing the ratio of internal power transfer to

power output. Conventional Otto engines are limited by combustion

(i.e., "knocking") considerations to compression ratios less

than about 10. It is evident from Fig. IV-3 that substantial

improvements in ideal cycle performance could be achieved if

this limiting compression ratio could be Increased.

b. Actual Performance. Substantial deviations from the

ideal performance Occur in an actual engine. These degrade both

the specific fuel consumption and the specific output from

those achievab½ in ideal losses. The major sources of such

losses are:

1. The working fluid is a mixture of air, fuel vapor, and

combustion products at various points in the cycle,

K rather than a gas with constant specific heats, and

thermodynamic losses occur due to energy retained in

internal degrees of freedom of the mixture.
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2. Time is required for combustion, and thus it does not

take place at constant volume, resulting in a loss of

potential power output.
3. Heat is transferred to and from the gas at vTarious

points in the cycle.

4. Time is required to reduce the pressure at the end of

the expansion process, resulting in a further loss of

potential power output.

5. Power is aosorbed by friction and valving losses, which

result from the gas flow and relative motion of bolid

surfaces necessary to implement the cycle.

Estimates of these losses, in the form of efficiency decrements

(An Ploss /Pdd where P1os5 is the resulting loss in power out-

put) are developed in Appendix C. The resulting impact of the

losses on the best performance of Otto engines is shown in Fig.

IV-5. Current Otto engines operate with a compression ratio of

about 9, and achieve a minimum sfc of about 0.49, which is con-

sistent with the results shown. It can be observed that real

gas losses and frictional losses are the dominant mechanisms.

Of more significance to the present investigation is

the sfc at a representative 25% power condition, selected here

at 70% of maximum speed for purposes of allowing reasonable ac-

celeration capability. In current, carbureted Otto engines,
operation at part power requires reducing the inlet pi~ssure to
the engine ("throttling") to maintain the equivalence ratio at

a value high enough (a0.8) for satisfactory combustion. Part-

power operation thus produces an additional throttling loss, as

well as changing the magnitudes of the basic loss mechanisms.

The impact of these losses on part-power sfc is shown in Fig.

IV-6. (It should be noted that the presentation in Fig. IV-6

is somewhat misleading in that the relative impacts on specific

fuel consumption depend upon the order in which they are shown;

the impact ol the losses shown in the lower portions of the figure

are re.,latively somewhat greater than those in the higher por-

tions.)
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It is apparent from Fig. IV-6 that increases in.internal

power transfer (or compression ratio in the ideal cycle) would

improve the actual performance of Otto engines, as well as theF4
ideal performance. The losses, however, represent a large

potential target for further Improvement; typical current Otto

engines at compression ratios in the range of 8-10 operate with
an ideal specific fuel consumption of about 0.235 (58% thermal

efficiency) and an actual specific fuel consumption of about 0.7

(20% thermal efficiency). It can be deduced from Fig. IV-6
that real gas effects and friction are the largest impediments
to further improvement. As will be discussed subsequently,

some further improvement is conceivable; first, however, it is

appropriate to examine the relationshi~p between this performance
and the size and weight; of engines.

c. Weight, Size, and Performance Relationships. It is

convenient at the outset to distinguish among three types of

weight, size, and performance relationships: (1) those asso-

ciated with changes in power level; (2) those associated with

changes in design choice (e.g., changes in possible compression

ratios, degree of turbocharging); and (3) those associated with
changes in technology (e.g. , higher compression ratios, improved

materials). The first type of relationship tends to be independent

of both the state of technology and design choice; the second

defines a state-of-the-art sfc - -sv relationship; and theeswe e
third indicates the impact of improved technology.

Power scaling in an Otto engine is determined by the

necessity to maintain a constant piston speed in order to main-

tain the same relative velocities of both mechanical parts and

gas.flows, and the observation that weight per unit piston

displacement tends to be independent of power level. This leads

to scaling laws of the form
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N ,1/3

where W is the engine weight, Po the output power, VD the piston

W ~0 V

displacement, Ny the number o cylinders, and N the rota-

cyly

tional speed. Thus, the spoec.fic weight (and volume) scales as

the square root of power for a constant number or cylinders; for
a constant cylinder size, it is independent of power leel.

These scaling laws clearly dictate an upper limit on the power

level at which an Otto engine is likely to be useful, inasmuch
as there is a practical limit to the number of cylinders which

can be used. Generally speaking, this appears to be less than
1000 hp. Hereafter, attention will be devoted to engines in the
nominal state-o t o-her ra of n45 int displacement/cylnder,

20 hp/cylinder (non-turbocharged), 3600 rpm, with the under-

standing that the preceding scalint laws can be used for other

power levels.

At a given power level, the Sfc e-SWe-SVe relationship
for Otto engines can be thought of as being deterfined by the

as weight and volume required to accomplish the internal power

transfer in the working fluid as a function of the loss incurred;

plus any additional weight and volume (as a function of loss)

required to withstand the peak pressures associated with combus-

tion, to extract the power, and to provide vecessary auxiliaries

(primarily cooling). Obviously, many design choices, within a
Sgiven state of technology, are possible: variations in internal

power transfer level (compression ratio), degree of turbocharging,
tradeoffs between loss and weight/volume characteristics neces-

tsary to accomplish the various functions, to name some possi-

belities. Ideally, it would seem desirable to associate weights,
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sizes, and losses with the various functions (compression,

expansion, heat addition) to be performed, in order that the

"nature of these design choices can be displayed explicitly.

Unfcortunately, the nature of an Otto engine does not lend itself

to a convenient hreakdcwn of this sort. Accordingly, the present

investigation is limited to an examination of the weight break-

down of current Otto engines, the loss-weight relationship

associated with the internal power transfer in Otto engines, and

in a more integrated senoe, the sfc e- swe-sve relationship implied

by different design choices of compression ratio and degree of

turbocharging.

The current state of the art in automotive-type,

reciprocating Otto engines is a specific weight of about 4 lb/hp,

a specific volume of about 0.12 ft 3 /hp, a part-power sfc of

"about 0.7, a weight per unit displacement of 1.8 lb/in•, and a

compression ratio in thc region of 8-10. For aircraft engines,

specific weights and volumes are about 1/2 and 3/4, respectively,

of those of automotive engines, primarily as a result of the use

of lIghter materials and turbocharging. For automotive engines,

a typical weight breakdown would be as follows:

7 Weight/Output Horsepower

Weight Group Percentage (lb/hp)

SBlock 32 1.3

Cylinder Heads 22 0.9

Rotating Mass 24 1.0

Radiator 11 0.4

Accessories 11 0.4

A major element of the weight and loss of an Otto

engine is associated with the compression (and the corresponding
expansion) process. Based upon the assumptions that 2/3 of the

weight associated with the block, cylinder heads, and rotating

mass and all of the frictional losses are associated with this
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process, a weight-loss relationship is developed in Appendix C.

The indications are that in current Otto engines, the weight per

unit internal power transfer is about 4 lb/hp, the loss is about

60% of the internal power transfer, and the weight scales inversely

as the 3/2 power of the loss and, because reciprocating machines

are essentially volume-flow dev!es, inve•jely as the inlet

density at constant cylinder displacement. It is believed that

this relationship is a useful benchmark for comparison with

future proposed improvements in these processes, and as will be

seen subsequently, it is useful for comparison witn other types

of power transfer equipment used in heat engines. It is also

worth mentioning that power transfer by reciprocating machinery

requires relatively large weight.

In a more integrated way, the sfc e-swe-sve relation-

ship which results from different design choices in compression

ratio and degree of turbocharging is developed in Appendix C by

observing that, with respect to size and weight, compression

ratio affects both the peak cylinder pressure and the displace-

ment required to produce a given power, while turbocharging (at a

constant overall compression ratio) affects only the latter.

Obviously, the weights of all components of an engine are not

affected equally by such changes, and three different groups a&'e

identified: (1) those components which are basically unaffected

by changes in peak cylinder pressure or displacement at constant

power output (e.g., the accessories and the cooling system);

(2) those components which are affected only through changes in

displacement required to produce a given power (e.g., lowly

stressed portions of the block); and (3) those components which

are affected by both changes in displacement and changes in peak

cylinder pressure (e.g., pistons, cylinder heads, cylinder walls).

By assuming that weight per unit displacement of those components

which depend on both displacement and peak cylinder pressure

vary linearly with the latter, and that the displacement varies

inversely as the inlet density, it is a straightforward matter
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to determine the variation of specifi.c weight and volume with

variations in compression ratio and degree of turbocharging.

Similarly, the impact of these changes on specific fuel consump-
tion can be determined by assessing their effect on the ideal

sfc and the various losses; the most notable of the latter is

the assumption that the frictional losses vary inversely with

the inlet density.

The resulting sfc -sw relationships, based upon
e e

current state-of-the-art engines, are shown in Fig. IV-7. It

can be observed that turbocharging, at constant overall compres-

sion ratio, has little effect on the automotive relationship

for minimum sfc, indicating that the loss in efficiency due to

turbocharging is essentially identical to that obtained by de-

creasing the compression ratio. At part power, turbocharging

improves the sfc due to a reduction in throttling required.

The present state of the art is limited to compression ratios

of about 10, and hence the lower portions of the curves in

actuality represent improvements in the state of the art. It

is to be emphasized, of course, that uncertainties exist in these

relationships, particularly with regard to the dependence of the

losses. However, as can be deduced from the nature of the sfcee
sw e- sve goals discussed in the previous section, great accuracy

is not required for the purposes here.

d. Potential Limits for Otto Engines. From the previous

development, it may be observed that the major impediments to

further improvement in Otto engines include the following:

1. Limited internal power transfer (compression ratio),

due to knocking. This can be alleviated by stratified-

charge operation.

2. Real gas losses, which can be alleviated somewhat by

lean operation in a stratified-charge engine.

3. Throttling and friction losses at representative part-

power conditions, which can be alleviated by stratified-

charge operation and, to some extent, by turbocharging.
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relationships for four-stroke Otto engines.
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L4. Heat transfer losses, which can be reduced by 9d abatic

operation if suitable materials can be developed.

5. The weight and size associated with limited volume-flow

capabilities of reciprocating machinery, which can be

alleviated by lightweight materials, turbocharging,

"and/or the rotary engine process.

To implement the cited potential improvements, at the same

time circumventing other penalties associated with the improve-

ment mechenisms, a "limit" engine can be postulated which, in

reciprocating form, consists of:

1. Stratified-charge operation at part power and carbureted

operation in the vicinity of maximum power.

2. Turbocharged operation at higher power levels, with

variable compression ratio to permit maximum values at

part power.

3. Adiabatic operation.

4. Use of lightweight materials.

Based on this type of an engine, it-seems not unreasonable that:

1. Compression ratios up to 12 might be possible.

2. Operation at equivalence ratios down to the vicinity

of 0.3 and with rapid combustion might be possible,

thereby eliminating throttling losses and reducing real

gas losses by about 40%.

3. The losses presently associated with heat transfer, 4

combustion time, and exhaust blowdown could be reduced

by about 1/3.

1 4. The specific weight for automotive-type engines would

be reduced to about 2/3 that of current aircraft

engines by widespread use of ceramics or other suitable

lightweight material.

Use of the previously developed loss relationships and scaling

laws then permits an estimate of the sf e-Swe characteristics to

be made, with the results shown in Fig. IV-8. The engine specific
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volume is estimated to be that obtained from a density of about
15 ib/ft. Consistent with the compres- 1on ratio limit of 12,

the lower part of the curve is not expected to be possible at
all. This limit is of course always subject to both revision

and misinterpretation. The interpretation here is that perform-

ance of Otto engines cannot reasonably be expected to exceed

this limit in the foreseeable future; whether an Otto engine can

indeed approach this limit depends upon whether the problems

associated with stratified-charge, lean, variable-compression-

ratio operation, rapid combustion, no heat transfer losses, and

use of lightweight materials can be simultaneously solved success-

fully. It is to be emphasized that currently no such simultaneous

solutions are evident.

No corresponding estimate has been made here for the

rotary engines, since the losses are somewhat difficult to

quantify. It seems reasonable to expect the specific weight

limit to be slightly less than 50% of that of the reciprocating

Otto, but with a somewhat higher specific fuel consumption.

e. Suitable Goals and High-Payoff Areas for Otto Engines.

In the context of this report, no suitable goals are offered for

Otto engines in the combat-vehicle applications studied here.

Although the estimate of the potential limit cf Otto engines

indicates that large improvements may still be possible, they do

not result in a sufficiently large impact on the vehicles con-

sidered.

The technology areas with tha highest payoff in im-

proving Otto engine performance, for perhaps other applications,

appear to be as follows (in priority order):

1. Stratified-charge, lean operation at part power, in

combination with variable-compression-ratio operation

H and 'carburetion at full T)ower, with all of the injection,

V combustion, and mechanical problems that this implies.

The estimate here is that as much as a 30% reduction in

part-power sfc might ba possible.
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2. Lightweight materials of construction, if such can be

developed. It is estimated that a factor-of-2 reduc-

tion in specific weight might be possible.

3. High-temperature materials which permit adiabatic

operation. It is e3timated that an additional 20%

reduction in specific weight and 10% reduction in par 4 -

power sfc might be possible.

3. Diesel Engines

a. Ideal Performance. The conventional diesel cycle is

generally idealized in two forms: the constant-pressure cycle

and the limited-pressure cycle. The constant-pressure (cp)

cycle consists of isentropic compression, combustion aL. constant

pressure, isentropic expansion, and heat rejection at constant

volume. The limited-pressure (1p) cycle is identical to the

constant-pressure cycle, except that combustion occurs partially

at constant volume and partially at constant pressure. Thus,

the two limits of the lp cycle are the Otto and cp Diesel cycles.

For a given fuel, the basic cycle parameters are the compres-

sion ratio, the fuel-air ratio, and (for lp cycles) the pressure

ratio attained during constant-volume combustion. The internal

power transfer is that required for compression, the power added

is the heat-release rate during combustion, and the power output

is the difference between the power developed during expansion

and that required for nompression. The ideal performances of
both cp and lp cycles are shown in Fig IV-9, where r ev denotes
the pressure ratio achieved during constant-volume combustion.

It is to be noted that values of the parameter YPadd/Pi of 10

and 3 correspond to equivalence ratios of approximately 0.77 and

0.23, respectively, and roughly span the range encountered in

current diesel engine operation. It can be observed that

improvements in ideal specific fuel consumption require large

increases in compression ratio. The effect of limited-pressure

* I * operation is to reduce the internal power transfer (and compres-

sion ratio) required for a given ideal performance, such that the ideal
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performance even';ually approaches that of the Otto cycle. As it

happens, toward the constant-pressure end of the spectrum, the

ideal performance depends only upon the peak cylinder pressure.

For simplicity, the analysis here will be devoted primarily to

cp diesel cycles, with the understanding that, in actual practice,
the pertionmaybe of the limited-pressure type, at somewhat

lower compression ratios.

As with the Otto cycle, a major source of thermodynamic

inefficiency in the ideal diesel cycle is in the relatively high

V available energy content of the exhaust gases. and a major source

of weight and size is due to the limited volume-flow capability

of reciprocating machinery. Three variations of diesel cycle to

alleviate these difficulties arý% examined in Appendix D: the

supercharged diesel cycle, the turbocharged diesel cycle, and

the compound diesel cycle. The effects of supercharging or

tur'bocharging on ideal performance are similar, and are similar

to the effects of turbocharging on an Otto cycle: an Increased

inlet density at the expense of increased sfc and decreased

specific power output.

The compoutý diesel cycle consists, in the limit, of

expanding the gas in the cylinder at the end of the expansion

stroke through a turbine to ambient pressure, and extracting

useful power output from the turbine. In general, this corn-

pounding will increase the power input to the piston during the

exhaust str'oke, which detracts from the net power output. Com-

pounding can also be used In conjunction with a supercharger, in

which case the basic cycle parameters can be taken to be the

overall compression ratio, the fuel-air ratio, and the fraction

of total compression power u':voted to the supercharger. The

ideal performance of this cycle is shown in Fig. IV-lO, where it

is to be noted that the total internal power transfer includes

both that to the supercharger and that required by the piston

during the exhaust stroke, It can be observed that the compound

diesel does not offer any advantage in terms of performance at
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a given level of internal power transfer; it does, however,

reduce the compression ratio required to achieve the necessary

power transfer, as well as utilize rotating machinery to ac-

complish part of the power transfer and power extraction.

With respect to further improvements in the ideal

performance of diesel engines, present engines operate at maximum

equivalence ratios in the range of 0.8 to 0.9, and thus some

improvement in specific heat addition could be achieved by

successful operation with stoichiometric mixtures. As with the

Otto enginc', however, additional significant improvements must

originate in increasing the ratio of internal power transfer to

power output. The compound diesel, in principle, provides the

means for such an increase without an exorbitant increase in the

required compression ratio.

b. Actual Performance. The major sources of losses in a

diesel engine are similar to those in Otto engines:

1. The real gas losses associated with energy retained in

the internal degrees of freedom of the working-fluid

mixturc.

2. Combustion losses associated with the finite and

variable rate of heat release.

3. Heat transfer losses.

4. Friction and valving losses.

Estimates of these losses are developed in Appendix D. The

resulting impact of these losses on the minimum specific fuel

consumption of diesel engines is shown in Fig. IV-11. Current

diesel engines are generally of the lp type, operating at com-
pression ratios of 15-20 and peak cylinder pressures of 2000 psia

(which is roughly equivalent, thermodynamically, to a cp diesel

with a compression ratio of about 35), and achieve a minimum sfc

of about 0.34. Thus, the loss estimates in Appendix D are

evidently somewhat low. Nevertheless, the results do indicate

the importance of real gas losses in determining the actual
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performance of diesel engines at high loads (i.e., yP /P 10)

and the importance of frictional losses at low loads (i.e.,

Y~i/eadd

The major interest here is of course the actual per-

formance at a representative 25% power condition. Unlike Otto

engines, diesel engines operate unthrottled at lower equivalence

ratios at part power, with the result that the sfc is less

dependent on the power and speed levels than in the Otto. The

individual loss magnitudes do change, however, since real gas

losses decrease with decreasing equivalence ratio, combustion

losses decrease with decreasing speed, heat transfer losses

decrease with decreasing equivalence ratio and increasing speed,

and friction losses increase with increasing speed and decreasing

equivalence ratio. Taking 25% power and 70% speed as the

representative part-power condition, a slightly revised estimate

of the individual losses* indicates an sfc of about 0.42 at an

*For the record, since it is not contained in Appendix D, the
part-power performance is estimated by:

n= (nid - 0.09C) - 0.1 2 (nid,o - 0.090)

- 0.07(nid,o - .090)(p/Pref)(Pref/P)(r/32)0'4

- 0.2( /0-0.0(

(ref/(id,o - 0.09)

where nid is the ideal efficiency, nid 0 is the ideal efficiency
in the absence of supercharging, Pref And Pref are the ambient

pressure and density, and p and p are the pre-sure and density
after any supercharging. The term 0.094 represents real gas
losses, the second term above represents combustion losses, the
third term represents heat transfer losses, and the last term
represents frictional losses. It is assumed that this relation-
ship is an estimate of efficiency at maximum power conditions,
and that the part-power efficiency is 5% less than this value.
This yields reasonable agreement with current diesel engines,
although the individual losses at part power are relatively

different than at full power: frictional losses are relatively
greater and the other losses are relatively less.
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equivalent cp compression ratio of 32, which is in reasonable

agreement with current diesel engine performance. At these

conditions, the losses are dominated by friction.

From either Fig. IV-11 or this estimate of part-power

performance, it can be observed that increases in internal power

transfer (or compression ratio) would improve both the ideal

performance and the actual performance of diesel engines. As

with the Otto engine, however, the losses represent large poten-

tial targets for improvement; current engines operate with an

ideal sfc of approximately 0.21 (66% thermal efficiency), but an

actual sfc of about 0.4 (35% thermal efficiency). Of the

various loss mechanisms, friction appears to be the largest

impediment to improvement in part-power performance.

c. Weight, Size, and Performance Relationsnips. The nature

of weight, size, and performance relationships for diesel engine3

is completely analogous to those for Otto engines, and they are

treated in the same manner here (with the same attributes and

deficiencies).

Power scaling--for fixed technology and design choices--

for specific weight and rotational speed is approximately

"" P 1/2 V 1/2

cyl0 c)
and

S1/3

N (N 1 )l!\VD

Again, an upper limit in the power level at which a diesel can

be competitive in specific weight (or volume) is indicated.
This appears to be in the range of 2000-2500 hp for the applica-.

tions considered here. Hereafter, attention will be largely

* devoted to engines in the nominal range of 100 ind displacement
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per cylinder, 50 hp/cylinder (non-supercharged), and 2600-2800

rpm, with the understanding that these scaling laws can be used

for other power levels.

At a given power level, the sfce Swe-sve relationship

is determined by a spectrum of design choices offered by trade-

offs within the weight-size-loss relationships associated with

accomplishing the necessary power transfers. As with the Otto

engine, the size anu weight of components of a diesel engine

cannot easily be related to individual power transfer functions

with the exceptions of those associated with reciprocating

compression, which i- identical to that of the Otto, and rotating

compression, which is identical to that of turbine engines, as

will be discussed subsequently. Therefore, the same integral

approach, based on weight breakdowns of current engines, as used

for Otto engines will be used here for developing the sfc -swe-e e
sve relationships. Similarly, only the design choices of com-

pression ratio and degree of turbocharging are examined here.

The current state-of-the-art in automotive-type diesel

engines is exemplified by an air-cooled, variable compression

ratio, highly turbocharged (a turbocharging pressure ratio of

about 4), aftercooled engine, with a specific weight slightly

greater than 3 lb/hp, a specific volume of about 0.06 cu ft/hp,

a part-power sfc of about 0.4, a weight per unit displacement

of about 3 lbi:tnr, and a peak cylinder pressure of about 2000

psia (corresponding to an equivalent cp diesel with an overall

compression ratio of atout 32). By convention, these values

are referred to gross horsepower output, about 11% of which

is required for air cooling. For aircraft diesels (which have

now passed out of existence), specific weights were in the range

of 1.5 to 2.0 lb/hp, presumably due to the use of lighter

materials at some sacrifice in life. For current automotive-

type engines, a typical weight breakdown would be as follows:
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Weight/ Output Horsepower "Weight Group Percentage (lb/hp)

Block & Heads 28 0.86

Rotating Mass 19 0.58

L Induction/Exhaust 3 0.08

Turbocharging & Aftercoollng 12 0.38

Air Cooling 13 0.39

Lubrication 10 0.32

"Fuel Injection 7 0.22

"Accessories 8 0.26

In terms of power actually transferred, the weights associated

with turbocharging and aftercooling are estimated to be about
0.43 lb/hp for each function.

The sfc e -SWe-SVe relationships which result from dif-

ferent design choices and compression ratio and degree of turbo-

charging can be developed in a way analogous to that for Otto

engines. Qualitatively, different compression ratios affect

(1) the peak cylinder pressure arid hence the weight and size of

some portion of the engine, (2) the ideal performance through
changes in.internal power transfer, and (3) the losses, partic-

ularly those due to heat transfer. Different amounts of turbo-

charging (at constant overall compression rati.o) affect (1) the

volume flow into the rciprocating portion and. hence the weight
and size, (2) the ideal performance, and (3) the losses, partic-

ularly those'due to friction. Four groups of components af-

fected differently by such changes can be identified: (1) com-
ponents affected only by changes in power leve'L; (2) components
affected by the displacement required to produce a given power;

(3)o nents affected only by both the displacement and peak pres-

sure required to produce a given power; and (4) the turbocharging

and aftercooling components. By assuming that the weight per

unit displacement of those components which depend upon both

displacement and peak cylinder pressure varies l.inearly with
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the latter, that the displacement varies inversely as the inlet

density, and that weight per unit power transferred by turbo-

chargers and aftercoolers is constant, the variations in specific

weight and volume with changes in compression ratio and amount of

turbocharging can be determined in a straightforward way.

Similarly, the impact of such changes on specific fuel consump-

tion can be determined by assessing their effect on the ideal sfc

and the various losses.

.he sfc e-swe relationship, based on current state-of-

the-a-. engines, which results is shown in Fig. IV-12, with data

f2'n three existing engines. (Potential limits for diesel

engines, as discussed subsequently, are also shown in Fig. IV-120.

Again, it is to be noted that the values shown are based on gross

horsepower output. The low-specific-weight portion of the curve

represents turbocharged engines, and the higher-specific-weight

portion represents naturally aspirated (i.e., non-turbocharged)

engines.

d. Potential Limits for Diesel Engines. Based upon the

previous development, the major impediments to further improve-

ments in diesel engines appear to be the following:

1. Limited internal power transfer due to the excessive

compression ratios and high cyiinder pressures required.

This can be alleviated somewhat by the compound cycle

and by improved high-temperature materials.

2. Somewhat limited specific power addition, due to in-

ability to provide proper combustion at equivalence

ratios up to unity.

3. Friction losses at part-power conditions, which can be

alleviated somewhat by high turbocharging.

4. Heat transfer losses, which detract only modestly from

cycle efficiency, but which require a significant

cooling system.
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5. The weight and size associated with the limited volume-

flow capabilities of reciprocating machinery, which

could be alleviated somewhat by lightweight materials,

more turbocharging, and higher speeds.

To overcome these obstacles, in the manners indicated, a "limit"

engine can be postulated which consists of:

1. Turbocompound, turbocharged operation.
2. Improved high-temperature materials to withstand

adiabatic operati. -.1 higher peak cylinder pressures.

3. Operation at equi.-,-,.c1, ratios of unity.

4. Operation at Agher ,iý';ational speeds and higher

piston speeds.

5. Use of lightweight materials.

Based upon this type of an engine, it seems not impossible that:

1. Ideal sfc could be reduced from the present level of

about 0.22 to 0.175, by means of compounding and higher

cylinder pressures.

2. Peak cylinder pressures of 4000 psi could be attainable.
3. Heat transfer losses, as well as the cooling system,

could essentially be eliminated.

4. The specific power output could be increased by an

additional 10-1ý' % by stoichiometric operation.

5. The volume-flow capacity of the reciprocating portion

of the engine could be doubled (at the same weight).

6. The specific weight of current, air-cooled, highly

turbocharged, automotive-type diesel engines ccid

be reduced from the present level of about 3.1 lb/hp

to about 1.5 lb/hp by the use of suitable lightweight

materials (as in earlier aircraft diesels) alone.
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Use of the previou.,ly developed loss relationships and scaling

laws* then permits an estimate of the sfc e- SWe characteristics
to be made, with the results as shown in the left portion of

Fig. IV-12. The engine specific volume is estimated to be that

obtained from a density of about 35 lb/ft 3 . Again, it is to be

emphasized that the interpretation of these relationships is

that the performance of diesel engines cannot reasonably be
expected to excead this limit in the foreseeable future. At-

taining such a limit requires the simultaneous solution of

problems associated with doubling the peak cylinder pressure,

compounding, extreme exhaust valve temperatures, proper combus-

tion at stoichiometric conditions, high-temperature materials
to withstand adiabatic operation, high rotational speeds, and

lightweight materials.

*Again for the record, since it is not contained in Appendix D,
the specific weight is estimated from

Wo1ww
+ 14C)(%TC) (WAGC)(PAc) +!)P

Po~ - Po+PD\ •l Pre

where W is the portion of engine weight which depends only upon
power (Np/Po is taken as 0.50 lb/hp), WD is that portion of
engine weight which depends upon displacement and peak pressure
(WD/VD is taken as 0.70 lb/in• displacement at 4000-psi cylinder
pressure), VD/V is the displacement required per inlet volume
flow (taken as 0.027 seconds), WTC/PTC is the weight per unit
power transfer associated with turbocharging (taken as 0.30
lb/hp), PTO/Po is the turbocharger power per unit output power
(a cycle parameter), WAC/PAC is the weight per unit power
transfer associated with aftercooling (taken as 0.50 lb/hp for
a high-effectiveness aftercooler), PAC/Po is the ratio of

I Iaftercooler power transfer to output power (a cycle variable),
WT/PT is the weight per unit power transfer associated with the
compound turbine (taken as 0.10 lb/hp, including gearing), and

K PT/Po is the ratio of the compound-turbine power to the output
power (a cycile parameter).
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It is instructive to look at the origins of this

l.imiting performance in terms of individual gains due to changes

in the ideal cycle, improvements in the losses, and improvements

in specific weight of the components. Taking a typical point on

the state-of-the-art curve in Fig. IV-l2 as an sfc~ of 0.145 (31%

thermal efficiency) and a specific weight of 3.15 lb/hp, and a

typical point on the potential curve as an sfce of 0.26 (53%
thermal efficiency) and a specific weight of 0.82 lb/hp, then

the total changes amount to an efficiency gain of 22 percentage

points and a change in specific weight of 2.33 lb/hp. It is

estimated that the ideal cycle performance correspondingly

changes approximately from an sfc of 0.22 to 0.17, representing

an efficiency gain of 18 percentage points, and from a specific

power (P /P) of 5 to 8. The improvements in ideal performance

are primarily due to an increase in the ratio of internal power
.transfer to power output (Pi / from approximately 0.14 to 0.6,
and to a lesser extent to an increase in specific power addition-

from 8 to 9.3. The impact of' changes in losses (primarily the

reduction of heat transfer losses) accounts for the other 14

percentage points in efficiency, and a change in actual specific

power output (/P from approximately 2.6 to 5.2. Thus, the

improvement in sfc is due largely to the improvement in ideal

cycle performance. With respect to specific weight, it is

estimated that the increase expected from increasing peak

cylinder pressure is approximately offset by the increase in I

specific power; the decrease of 2.33 lb/hp is due largely to use

of lightweight materials in the displacement-related components

(0.7-1.14 lb/hp),* and elimination of the cooling system (0.25

lb/hp).' Of course all of these indivi.dual gains depend to some

extent upon what representative points are selected on the two

curves of Fig. IV-12; nevertheless, they do give a reasonable

*As might be expected, a single value cannot be placed on these
individual reductions, since they depend upon the order in
which it is assumed that the improvement's are taken.
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indication of the individual improvements which have the largest

impact on engine performance.

e. Suitable Goals and High-Payoff Technology Areas for

Diesel Engines. As developed in Section III, suitable goals

for diesel engines for ground combat-vehicle applications are in

the vicinity of a part-power sfc of 0.32 lb/hp-hr and a specific

weight of 1.6 lb/hp. It can be observed from the representative

curreat and potential-limit design points discussed above that

these goals represent an improvement of about 2/3 of that which

is estimated as perhaps being possible. If it is presumed that

the individual constituents (ideal cycle performance, loss

impact, component weight and size) of the potential-limit per-

formance are equally difficult to attain, then one suitable set

of goals would be that obtained by linear interpolation between

the current state-of-the-art values and the estimated limits, as

follows:

1. An ideal cycle performance of a sfc of 0.19 (73%

thermal efficiency), a specific power output (Po/P 1 ) of

7, and a specific power addition ) of somewhat

less than 9 (an equivalence ratio of about 0.9); this

implies an ideal internal power transfer/power output

ratio of about 0.55 and peak cylinder pressure of

about 3300 psi.
2. A reduction in heat transfer losses to 1/3 of their

present values.

3. A 1/3 reduction in the displacement required per unit

volume flow (from 0.054 sec to 0.036 sec).

-4. A specific weight of the displacement-related components

of 0.60 lb/iný at 3300 psi cylinder pressure (as
ccmpared to the current level of 1.6-1.7 lb/iný at
2000 psi cylinder prý. iure).

5. A specific weight of the power-related components ofn i0.36 lb/hp (as compared to the current level of 0.8-
"0.9 lb/hp).
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6. A specific weight of the cooling system of 0.15 lb/hp

(as compared to the current level of 0.4-0.5 lb/hp).

The goals outlined above do not of course give any

indication of their relative impact on engine performance, and

hence no indication of the higheir payoff areas. These areas

are, however, evident from the previous discussion of the origins

of the estimated limiting performance; in order of decreasing

impact, they are:

1. Improved ideal cycle performance by increasing the

internal power transfer/power output ratio; this ac-

counts for roughly 80% of the total efficiency change

estimated to be possible. The implications are that

compound engines are a necessity, and that reductions

in heat transfer losses are highly desirable.

2. Improved materials or design techniques for displace-

ment-related components; of the 2.3 lb/hp specific

weight reduction estimated to be perhaps possible,

0.7-1.4 lb/hp originates here.

3. Improved materials or design techniques for power-

related components; a reduction of 0.55 lb/hp in

specific weight is estimated to be not impossible.

4. Improved volume flow capacity of reciprocating machinery;

a specific weight reduction of 0.2-0.9 lb/hp is esti-

mated to be not impossible.

4. Open Brayton-Cycle (Gas-Turbine) Engines

a. Ideal Performance. The simple Brayton cycle consists

of isentropic compression, heat addition by combustion at con-

stant pressure, isentropic expansion, and heat rejection at con-

stant pressure. For a given fuel, the basic cycle parameters are

the compressor pressure ratio and the ratio of maximum cycle

temperature (after heat addition) to the inlet temperature.

The internal power transfer is that required for compression,

the power added is the heat-release rate during combustion, and

the power output is the difference between that developed during
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expansion and that required for compression. The major variant

of the simple Brayton cycle is the regenerated Brayton cycle,

in which.a heat exchanger is used to transfer heat from the gas

, at the end of expansio, to the air after compression. In this

4' cycle, the internal povver transfer is both that required for

comPression and the rate of heat exchange.

The ideal performance of both simple (denoted by CBE)

and regenerated (denoted by CBEX) cycles is developed in Appendix

E ana is shown in Fig. IV-13. It should be noted that the param-

etcr 'Padd + P int)/Pi is one less than the ratio of maximum to

min-*mum temperature; thus, for an inlet temperature of 60 0 F, a

rati') of (PFdd + Pint)/Pi = 5 implies a maximum temperature of

2660"F. Th: sfc and specific power relationships, as functions

of the internal power transfer ratio (Pint/Po) and specific heat

addition [(Padd + Pint )/VP' 0 are identical for both the simple

and regenerated cycles; the difference in cycle performance is

in the muoh higher pressure -atio required to achieve a given

level of internal power transfer in the simple cycle. It can be

observed that the ideal sfc is affected primarily by the internal

power transfer ratio and that the ideal specific power is af-

fected largely by the specific power Addition (or maximum

temperature).

With respect to further improvements in ideal perform-

ance, current simple-cycle gas-turbine engines operate in the

vicinity of (Padd +i int (a maximum temperature in the

*" range of 25001F) and Pint /P 0 0.7 (a pressure ratio of about

25). Regenerated gas turbines operate in the vicinity of

(Padd + Pi)/Pnt V 4 (a maximum temperature of about 2000 0 F)

and P nt/Po0  2.0 (a pressure ratio of about 4). Maximum

temperatures are currently limited by materials considerations,K• k) and are ultimately limited by stoichiometric considerations to

values in the range of 3500OF-4000 0 F [corresponding to (Padd +

SPnt)/Pi 7]; increases in cemperatures to these values would

provide significant increases in specific power output,
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particularly for regenerated cycles. For simple cycles, in-

creases in the ratio of internal power transfer/power output by

means of increasing pressure ratio offers the only significant

way to improve the ideal sfc; for regenerated cycles, t'he

potential for improving the ideal sfc is quite limited.

b. Actual Performance. Unlike Otto and diesel engines,

the losses in a Brayton cycle are generally easily identifiable

with the power transfer processes and corresponding components.

The major jources of loss are: (1) the compressor, characterized

by a polytropic efficiency or an isentropic efficiency; (2) the

combustor, characterized by a pressure loss and a combustion

efficiency (which, for all practical purposes, is 100%); (3) the

turbine, characterized by a polytropic efficiency or an isen-

tropic efficiency; (4) the heat exchanger, in a regenerated

cycle, characterized by a pressure loss and an effectiveness,

defined as the ratio of heat actually transferred to the thermo-

dynamically possible heat transfer; and (5) miscellaneous ducting

losses, characterized by a pressure loss. Real gas losses are

of course also present in Brayton cycles, but not to the extent

found in Otto and diesel cycles; estimates indicate that real

gas losses are somewhat less than 5 percentage points in ef-

firiency in Brayton cycles, and they are not dealt with explicitly

here.*

The impact of these individual losses on ideal per-

formance is estimated in Appendix E. Representative results are

shown in Fig. IV-14, for the simple-cycle, and in Fig. IV-15, for

the regenerated cycle. It is to be noted that the losses as-

sumed, although they are to some extent matters of design choice

arising from tradeoffs among weight, volume, and specific fuel

consumption, are reasonably close to the minimum values which

3 Current engines operating at maximum temperatures above about

1900OF require air cooling of the turbine blades, which intro-
duces another loss not explicitly considered here.
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can be expected. Current simple-cycle engines operating at

pressure ratios in the range 16-25 and specific power additions

slightly less than 5 achieve values of specific fuel consumption
in the vicinity of 0.37 lb/hr-hp, as compared to values of 0.32-

0.33 indicated *in Fig. IV-14; thus the aggregate impact of the

losses is somewhat underestimated. Similar comments apply to
the regenerated cycle. Nevertheless, the results are of suf-
ficient accuracy to indicate the importance of the losses in
determining actual performance. For example, for the simple-

cycle, even these modest losses increase the attainable sfc
from a level of about 0.2 to a minimum of 0.3--which represents

a loss of 23 percentage points in thermal efficiency. As indi-
cated in Appendix E, this impact of losses can be reduced in one
of two ways--either by decreasing the loss values directly, or
by increasing the specific power addition (i.e., increasing the

maximum temperature). With respect to the individual losses, it
can be observed that, in the simple cycle, the turbine lcss is
dominant, closely followed by the compressor loss; in the
regenerated cycle, the heat exchanger loss is substantial, even
for the high value of effectiveness assumed. Pressure losses
tend to be rather small in either cycle, which accounts for the

somewhat better performance of the regenerated cycle compared to
the simple cycle.

The previous results refer to the performance at
operating conditions which ýroduce the minimum specific fuel

consumption, which in gas-turbines is virtually synonomous with
maximum-power operation. Of more interest here is the specific
fuel consumption at the representative 25% power condition. The

detailed estimation of part-power performance of a gas-turbine
is a complex proposition, for reasons explored at length in

Appendix E. Briefly, however, the sfc of a gas-turbine in-
creases as power is reduced primarily because of the operating

characteristics of the compressor, which do not permit a reduc-
tion in mass flow rate proportionate to the power decrease, nor
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permit maintaining the pressure ratio. As a consequence,

pressure ratio decreases as power is reduced, thus reducing the

internal power transfer and increasing the ideal sfc, and the

maximum cycle temperature is reduced, thus increasing the ad-

verse impact of the losses on specific fuel consumption. In

addition, the losses of the individual components tend to be

somewhat higher at part power than at full power. Th'e net ef-

fect tends to be larger in simple-cycle engines, since all of

the internal power transfer is accomplished through the compres-

sor. As an example of the net effect, a typical simple-cycle

engine with a full-power pressure ratio of 17 would possess an

ideal (full-power) sfc of 0.249 (55% thermal efficiency); cur-

rent engines of' this type achieve an actual sI'c of about 0.37

(37% thermal efficiency). At 25% power, the pressure ratio

would be perhaps 9, corresponding to an ideal sfc of 0.296 (47%

thermal efficiency), and the actual sfc would be about 0.57

(21'1 thermal efficiency). Thus, the part-power sfc renrpsonts

a loss of 13 pc-rcentagc points in thermal efficiency from the

full-power value, 8 of which can be attributed to loss of ideal

performance, and the other 5 of which can be attributed to the

combined effect of reduced maximum temperature and higher compo-

nent losses.

Based on rather sparse data, it is assumed here that

the 25% power sfc, for simple-cycle engines, is 43% greater than

the full-power sfc, and for highly regenerated engines, is 20%

greater than the full-power value. For the same full-power loss

assumptions as in Figs. IV-14 and IV-15, the resulting part-

power sfc is shown in Fig. IV-16. It can be observed that, in

simple-cycle engines,-simultaneous increases in specific power

addition (maximum temperature) and internal power transfer (pres-

sure ratio) would improve both the ideal performance and the

actual performance. The same is also true for regenerated

engines, although it is not so readily apparent from Fig. IV-16..

The impact of the losses, however, is substantial; as indicated
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* earlier, a typical current simple-cycle engine may operate at a

full-,power ideal sfc of 0.?5 (55% thermal efficiency), but with

an actual part-power sfc of 0.57 (24% thermal efficiency).

c. Weight~, Size, and Performance Relationships. As with
other types of engines, the sfc e- sw e-SVe relationship of gas-
turbine engines can be considered to be influenced by three

factors: power level, design choice, and state of technology.

In principle, power scaling in a gas turbine is deter-

mined by the necessity to maintain the same tip speýeds and rela-

tive fluid velocities in rotating components (which, to first

order, maintains efficiency and stress levels constant). This

results in a linear dimension which increases as the square root

of power level and a rotational speed which is inversely pro-

por~tional to the linear dimension. Hence, assuming the weight is

proportional to the cube of the linear dimension, the scaling

laws are of the form

W 11/2

0

* and

*where W is the engine weight, P 0 is the output power, and N is

the characteristic rotational speed. As with other engines,

however, there are size levels below which the weight does not

scale as the cube of the linear dimension, and below which the

* V loss levels increase. In gas turbines, both of these size levels

~ appear to be in the range of 1000-10,000 hp. In the following

* ~ * discussion, attention will be largely devoted to engines in the

nominal range of 10,000-20,000 hp, 5000-71500 rpm, with the under-

-, standing that the previous scaling laws apply for larger power

levels, and that some adjustment to loss levels are required for
~. ~Ilower power levels.
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At a given power level, many design choices involving

cycle parameters and tradeoffs among loss, weight, and size of

the various components of gas-turbine engines are available:

at one level, tradeoffs between the cycle parameters (e.g., in-

ternal power transfer by either compression and/or hcat exchange)

and the resulting component characteristics is possible; at

another level, tradeoffs between component loss, weight, and size
and the resulting impact on cycle performance is possible. For

convenience of analysis, as well as for orientation purposes,

the examination of such tradeoffs here will begin from a baseline

which is representative of the makeup of current state-of-the-

art engines.

For simple-cycle gas turbines for surface-vehicle ap-

plications, a specific weight of 0.37 lb/hp, a part-power sfc of

0.58, a pressure ratio of 16-20, and a maximum cycle temperature
of 2200-2l4001F is estimated to be r'easonably representative of

the current state of the art. A typical component weight break-
down would be as follows:

Cornponent Weight Cornponent Weight
Percentage of Outpt ower Comoen ower~

Component Total Weight (lb/hp) (lb/hp)

Compressor 19 0.069 .051

Combustor 4 0.016 .006

Turbine 34 0.127 .054

Ducti ng 26 0.100 -

Other 17 0.063 -

It can be observed that the specific weights of the compression

and expansion components are about two orders of magnitude less

than those of reciprocating engines. Fcr regenerated cycles, no

estimate of the component weight breakdown of such an engine is
based upon adding what is estimated to be a state-of-the-art
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heat exchanger to a current simple-cycle engine. The resulting
+ t.

engine would have a specific weight of about 1.7 lb/hp, a part-

power sfc of 0.43, a pressure ratio of 6, and a heat-exchanger

effectiveness of 0.80. The resulting weight breakdown would be:

omonent Weilh Component Weight

Percentage of output Power Component Power
Component Total Weight (lb/hp) (lb/hp)

Compressor 3 0.048 .054

Combustor 1 0.016 .007

Turbine 6 0.11 .058

Heat Exchanger 80 1.40 .95

Ducting 6 0.10 --

Other 4 0.063 -

Obviously, such an engine is rather completely dominated by the

heat exchanger.

The component loss-weight-size characteristics relevant

to gas turbines are examined in some detail in Appendix E (radial

turbomachinery, combustors, heat exchangers) and Appendix F

(axial turbomachinery). These relationships form the basis of

synthesizing the sfc - SWe -sve relationships for present and

future gas turbines, and are briefly discussed here. It is to

be emphasized that these relationships must be viewed as highly

tentative, pending comparison and reconciliation with more actual

"component data than was available in the present investigation.

For specified material properties, the basic relation-

ships for the specific weight of work-transfer components (com-

pressors and turbines) are approximately as follows. For centri-

fugal compressors,

1/2
"o n~i/ 2p+.K 1 (PC1/(P)
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for axial compressors,

1/21

and for axial turbines:

In these relationships, p is the maximum gas pressure, p is the
minimum gas density, m is the mass flow rate, * is the aero-

2dynamic loading coefficient [stage enthalpy change/(tip speed) ]
which is proportional to component loss level, AH is the total

enthalpy change, and K is related to the ratio of the weights of

rotating parts to stationary parts. All of these relationships

have the same general features in that (1) specific weight scales

as the square root of power level and mass flow rate, (2) depending

upon the relative weights of rotating and stationary parts,

specific weight scales between the zero and first power of the

pressure ratio, and (3) the relationships are not particularly

simple. The influence of material properties is also dealt with

in the appropriate Appendices, but these are not amenable to a

simplified discussion here.

Of the two heat-transfer components, combustors and

heat exchangers, the latter have the most dominant impact on

Brayton cycles, and deserve some discussion here. Fundamentally,

the relationship between heat exchanger size and weight, ef-

fectiveness, and pjessure loss is of two different forms, de-

pending upon whether the flow is laminar or turbulent. Only

laminar flow is discussed here, since it contains all of the

essential features, and is the simpler case. The fundamental

relationship between heat transfer and friction dictates that in
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laminar flow, the specific weight of a heat-exchanger core does
not depend directly upon pressure loss: d

WHX 1 / h Ntdhý( ( V-t
WHX A-dh

where WHX is the weight of core, PHX is the heat-transfer rate
in the heat exohanger, dh is the hydraulic diameter of the

passages, k is the thermal conductivity, ATa is the maximum

temperature difference available (maximum temperature of' hot

fluid--minimum temperature of cold fluid), t is the wall thick-

ness, and E is the effectiveness. The origin of the terms is

readily evident: kAT /d is a characteristic heat-transfera h
rate per unit surface area based on the maximum possible tempera-

ture difference; 1-c is the ratio of the actual temperature

difference through which heat is transferred to the maximum

available difference; 4/dh is the surface-area-to-volume ratio

of the core; and t/d is the ratio of metal volume to void
volume.

In laminar flow, the pressure loss of a heat exchanger

with a given level of effectiveness determines only the resulting

geometry, characterized here by an aspect ratio, ar, defined as

the ratio of the flow length to the square root of the face area.

The aspect ratio is quite an important parameter for heat ex-

changers, since low aspect ratios tend to require large weights

and volumes of ducting to provide satisfactory entry and exit of

the fluid to the heat-exchanger core. As it happens, the

relationship between specific weight and aspect ratio is the same

for laminar or turbulent flow:

WHX 1 (HX) 1 lLa (V2

PHX (i-•) 3 / 4 ( /P x3/4'--/ (pa)/ p dhr (S1 Ploss HX( pa
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where P is the power required to overcome the pressure loss,

p is the fluid density, and cp is the specific heat. It can be

observed that, at constant aspect ratio, the specific weight is

proportional to P1 /2 and is independent of k or dh. On theHX h
other hand, with ao constraint on aspect r.atio, the specific

weight (for laminar flow, Eq. IV-l) is proportional to dh/k and

is independent of power level. The implication is that as power

level is I.ncreased, or as component design variables (e.g.,

the hydraulic diameter) are changed to reduce the specific

Hi weight, the aspect ratio becomes smaller; clearly, at some

point, the ducting weight will become the dominant component.

Thus, compact heat exchangers tend to become aspect-ratio

limited and follow the scaling law in Eq. IV-2; as a practical

matter, this means that high-power-level heat exchangers will

have larger hydraulic diameters than those of low power level.

The preceding relationships governing component be-

havior, in combination with baseline data points, can be used to

construct an sfc e-sw reletionship applicable to the current

.;tate of the art in engiine technology.* The relationship which

*Inasmuch as the relationship used for specific weight is not
explicitly stated in Appendix E, it is recorded here:

P " Pr /P 2/

W(Ha [(o -) ) r+Tr] W_1oo

0P-x/ [(I-0)ATJ P P
r0

Ii where (Wc/Pc~r is the reference value of the specific weight of
[. ~the compressor (taken as 0.051 lb/hp), (WT/PT)r is the reference '
i value of the specific weight of the turbine '(taken as 0.O5~4
I ! i~~b/hp), (W /Bris the reference value of the specif'ic weight •
i j ~of the com us or (taken as 0.006 lb/hp), (WD/Po) is the t
S~~ref'erence value of the ducting specific weight (aken as 0oi0 "
I lb/output horsepower), (Po/Pi)r is the reference value of
! _. (continued on,next page)
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7I
results is shown in Fig. IV-17, with data from some existing

engines. (Potential limits for gas-turbine engines, as discus-

5ed subsequently, are also shown in Fig, IV-17.) The low-

specific-weight portion of the curve applies to simple-cycle

engines, the high-specific-weight portion of the curve applies

to regenerated-cycle engines. The relationship is intended to

be applicable to engines in the nominal range of 10,000-20,000

horsepower; only one data point (at a specific weight of 0.37
lb/hp--the baseline point) is for an engine of this power level.

The other engines are generally in the vicinity of 1000 hp; it

is estimated that in this size range, the sfc would be about 20%

greater than thut indicated in Fig. IV-17, due to the increased

losses associated with smaller sizes. This appears to be

generally consistent with the data. Obviously, uncertainties

associated with heat exchanger size, and its effect on part-

power performance, have a large influence on the nature of che

high-specific-weight portion of the curve.

d. Potential Limits for Gas-Turbine Engines. Based upon

the previous development, the major impediments to further

improvement appear to be the following:

1. Limited internal power transfer, due to the combination

of restricted temperature levels (or restricted heat

addition) and current component loss levels; in simple-

cycle engines, the increase of component loss with in-

creasing pressure ratio is also a limitation. These

*(continued from previous page)

specific power for the previous reference values (1.0), (WHX/

PHX) is the reference value of the specific weight of the re-
generator (taken as i.5' ib/hp), Cr, ATr are the reference
values of effectiveness and temperature difference available
for the heat exchanger (0.9 and 1000 0 F, respectively), and
Wo/Po is the specific weight of miscellaneous components (taken
as 0.063 lb/hp). The heat exchanger specific weight is a factor

of 4 greater than that which is estimated to be theoretically
possible for the core alone, assuming steel as the material
and a hydraulic diameter of 0.05 inch.
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limitations can be alleviated somewhat by improved

high-temperature materials.

2. 1 basic level of component losses which, at current

.emperature levels, increases the speciP'2 fuel oonsump-

tion from an ideal value of about 0.21 (66% thermal ef-

ficiency) to a best value of about 0.37 (37% thermal

efficiency. There seems to be little prospect for

further reductions in component loss levels, except

"I perhaps at lower power levels (-1000 hp).

3. The part-power characteristics of the turbomachinery

elements. which require lowering both the internal
power tr,.Li _•r and the maximum temperature level at
part-power conditions. This effect is stronger in

simple-cycles than in regenerated cycles. No funda-

mental improvements are fcreseen.

4. The size and weight of heat exchangers in regenerated-

cyc).e engines. The weight could be alleviated by light-

weight (and high-temperature) materials; the size seems

to be fundamentally limited by aspect ratio considera-

tions.

Apparently, then, the major prospects for improvement are in

higher temperature capability and lighter heat exchangers. It

is assumed here that a reasonable limit consists of a maximum

temperature level of 3700°F [corresponding to (P + Pntadd mnt
Pi = 71, which -orresponds roughly to stoichiometric operation

at modest pressure ratios, while maintaining component los6

levels and specific weights at their current levels. Use of the

previously developed scaling laws then permits an estimate of

the sfc e-Swe characterist 4.cs to be made) with the results shown

in the left-hand portion of Fig. IV-17. The engine specific

volume is estimated to be that obtained from densities ranging

from 25 lb/ft 3 at lower specific weights (simple-cycle engines)

to about 60 lb/ft 3 at the higher specific weights (regenerated-

cycle engines). Yet again, it must be emphasized that the
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interpretation of these relationships is that the performance of

gas-turbine engines cannot reasonably be expected to exceed this

limit in the foreseeable future. Attaining such a limit requires

essentially uncooled, stoichiometric operation, at low component

loss levels and specific weights; known solutions to these dif-

ficulties do not currently exist. As before, it is assumed that

the relationships shown in Fig. IV-17 apply to engines in the

10,000-20,000 hp range; it seems conceivable that component

loss levels at lower power levels could achieve sfc values 10%

greater than those for larger engines.

Although the origin of the potential improvements

shown in Fig. IV-17 is clear-.-increase in maximum temperature

levels--it is instructive to examine the individual impacts on

ideal cycle performance, effects of losses, and relative component

size. Taking a typical point on the state-of-the-art curve as a

specific weight of 2.3, and a typical point on the potential

curve as a specif', weight of 1.1, some representative parameters

are as follows:

Current Limit

Specific Weight, lb/hp 2.3 1.1

sfc, part-power, lb/hp-hr (n) 0.40 (34) 0.31 (44)
sfc, full-power, lb/hp-hr (n) 0.33 (42) 0.26 (54)
Specific power, Po/Pi 0.87 2.04
Pressure ratio 6 8
MaximJm TemVerature, F 2140 3700
Heat Exchange Effectiveness 0.85 0.85
Ideal sfc (0) 0.21 (67) 0.18 (77)

Ideal specific power 1.3 2.8
Ideal internal power ratio, Pint/Po 1.6 1.2
Ideal specific internal power, Pint/Pi 2 3.5

Ideal specific-heat addition, Padd/Pi 2 3.5
Ideal combustor inlet temperature, OF 1100 1830
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In terms cf ideal performance, the sfc' imr nt is equivalent

to 10 percentage points in thermal efficienc'• -.- !sing from an

increase in internal power transfer made possible by the higher

temperature; the specific power slightly more than doubles,

primarily due to the increase in specific heat addition. The

component loss levels are of course the same in both cases;

their impact on actual sfc is als-o essentially the same (25

percentage points in efficiency versus 23). The reason for the

constant impact is perhaps not obvious: the impact of a component

loss on thermal efficiency can be roughly approximated by

PCAn ~ (1 - nc) aP d ,

add

where nC is an appropriate component efficiency and P As the

power transferred by the component; in the present case, the
power levels of all components scale roughly as Padd' and hence

the impact remains the same. The actual specific power increases

by a greater percentage than the ideal specific power, in ac-

cordance with the different percent'ige change in ideal and

actual efficiency values. The essential p int is that the de-

crease in actual sfc is due entirely to the decrease in the

ideal sfc. The weights of the compnnents change by approximately

the same amount as th& specific power, with the heat exchanger

remaining the dominant component.

e. Suitable Goals and High-Payoff Technology Areas for

Gas-Turbine Engines. As developed in Section III, suitable

goals for gas-turbine engines in ground-combat vehicles are in

the vicinity of a part-power sfc* of 0.43 lb/hp-hr and a specific

weight of 0.6 lb/hp, o!lthough goals of a part-power sfc of 0.47
and a specific weight of 0.4 lb/hp would be equally satisfactory.

*The sfc goals are referred to large engines; for the actual
engine, they are 10% higher. .
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For high-speed ship applications, appropriate goals are in the

vicinity of a part-power sfc of 0.35 lb/hp-hr and a specific

weight of 1.5 lb/hp.

Considering first high-speed ship applications, it

can be observed from the current and potential-limit design

points discussed above that these goals represent an improve-

ment of slightly more than 1/2 of that which is estimated to be

perhaps possible. This translates into the following goals for

ideal performance, component loss levels, and component specific

weights:

1. An ideal cycle performance of an sfc of 0.193 lb/hp-hr,

a specific power output (P /P i) of 1.5, and a maximum

temperature of about 2700°F [(Padd + Pint)/Pi = 5.1].

2. Maintenance of component loss levels at current best

levels.

3. Maintenance of component specific weights at current

levels; of particular importance is the heat e::changer,

which requires a specific weight of about 0.9 l. per

horsepower transferred at these conditions (an effective-

ness of 0.85 and an availablc temperature difference of

about 1400 0 F).

The high-payoff areas are, in order of decreasing estimated

impact:

1. High-temperature materials for combustors, turbines, and

heat exchangers, to enable the required ideal cycle

performance to be obtained.

2. Lightweight materials for heat exchangers, or other

concepts to reduce the size and weight requireu; any

reduction in the size and weight of heat exchangers

necessary to achieve a given performance will enable a

recAuction in the necessary maximum temperatures (for

example, a 1/3 reduction in the weight of heat ex-

changers would enable the performance goals to be

achieved at a maximum temperature of 2400 0 F).
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3. Concepts to improvc the part-power performance--a

minimum of about 10 percentage points in thermal ef-

ficiency is lost here.

With respect to ground combat-vehicle applications,

it has been previously pointed out in Section III that a modestly

i! regenerated engine is the appropriate choice. Reasoning similar

to that applied to the high-speed ship application produces a

similar set of goals:

1. An ideal cycle performance of an sfc of 0.217 lb/hp-hr,

a specific power output (P /Pj) of 1.9, and a maximum

temperature of about 2500 0 F [(Padd + Pn)/Pi = 4 . 7 ].

2. Maintenance of component loss levels at current best

levels.

3. Maintenance of component specific weights at current

levels; the heat exchanger remains of considerable

importance (although not as important as in a highly

regenerated engine), and requires a specific weight of

about 0.70 lb per horsepower transferred at Ghese condi-

tions (an effectiveness of about 0.65 and an available

temperature difference of about 6001F).

The higher payoff areas are the same as for high-speed ship ap-

plications, with the exception that the payoff for lightweight

heat exchangers is somewhat less.

5. Closed Brayton-Cycle Engines

a.. Ideal Performance. The ideal closed Brayton cycle is

fundamentally identical to the regenerated open Brayton cycle;

the differences are that additional heat exchangers are required

to add heat to and reject heat from the working fluid. The basic

cycle parameters are the pressure ratio, the ratio of maximum

* cycle temperature to the minimum cycle temperature, and the pro-

V iperties of the working fluid. The total internal power transfer,

as defined here, consists of that required for compression, that

transferred through the regenerator, and that transferred through

K. the heater and cooler.
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The ideal performance of the closed Brayton cycle is

developed in Appendix F and is shown in Fig. IV-18, for a

monatomic gas (the ideal performance depencs only upon the ratio

of specific heats). Again, the parameter (Padd + Pint)/Pi is

indicative of the maximum cycle temperature (a value of 3 cor-

responds to a maximum temperature 1620OF for a minimum cycle

temperature of 60 0 F).

Although there are no closed Brayton-cycle engines in

existence for surface-vehicle applications, some rather complete

design studies indicate that a state-of-the-art engine would

operate in the vicinity of (Padd + Pint)/Pi = 3 (16201F) and

Pint /Pc 5 (a pressure ratio of about 2). Further improvements

in ideal performance are obviously governed bý the same factors

as open Braytin-cycle engines: increastes in maximum cycle temp-

eratures which increase the specific power output and which permit

greater levels of internal power transfer to be obtained, thus

reducing the specific fuel consumption.

b. Actual Performance. As with gas-turbine engines, the

losses in cosed Brayton-cycle engines are easily identifiable

with the power transfer processes and corresponding components.

Compressor, turbine, regenerator, and ducting losses are

characterized as for gas turbines; the major additional sources

of loss are the heater, which is characterized by an efficiency

defined as the ratio of the heat added to the working fluid to

the fuel energy used, and the cooler, which can be characterized

by an effectiveness and a pressure loss. The impact of cooler

effectiveness is to raise the minimum cycle temperature for a

given heat-rejection-medium temperature and, as such, i3 not

charged directly to the cycle here. The effect on cycle per-

formance, in terms of energy transfer parameters, is to reduce

the value of (Padd + P int)/Pi for a given maximum temperature.

It is to be noted that since the cycle is closed, there is no

necessity to sustain real gas losses.
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The impact of these individual losses on ideal per-

formance is estimated in Apper•ix E. Representative results are

shown in Fig. IV-19, for assumed compressor and turbine ef-

ficiencies of 90%, a regenerator effectiveness of 0.9, and a
heater efficiency of 0.9, all of which are believed to be repre-

sentative of a reasonable design. More detailed design studies

indicate a specific fuel consumption at these conditions of

about 0.34 lb/hp-hr, which compares well with the minimum value

of 0.32 shown in Fig. IV-19.* The collective impact of these

rather modest loss levels on engine performance is substantial;

they increase the sfc from an ideal level of about 0.2 to a

minimum of about 0.32, corresponding to a reduction in thermal

efficiency from 69% to 43%. With respect to individual losses,

it can be observed that the regenerator effectiveness has the

most significant influence on sfc, with the other losses being

of approximately equal importance.

The preceding performance is representative of full-
power operation. However, since the cycle is closed, it is

possible (but not easy) to control the power level by changes

in mass flow rate through the mechanism of changing the pressure

level in the system. Thus, the components and the cycle tend to

operate at the same efficiencies at all power levels, and hence

it is believed that full-power performance is also representative

of part-power performance.

It can be inferred from Fig. IV-19 (and is demonstrated

in Appendix F) that increases in maximum temperature, and resultant
increases in internal power transfer., will inprove both the ideal

and the aotual performance; the impact of the losses, however,

remains substantial,

*It is noted that in the ordinate of Fig. IV-19, the indicated
pressure ratio applies to both ideal and actual cycles, but that
the internal power transfer ratio applies only to the actual
cycle.
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c. Weight, Size, and Performance Relationships. Power-

scaling for closed Brayton-cycle engines is identical to that

for gas turbines: namely, above some power level, the specific

weight and volur~e scale directly, and the speed inversely, with

the square root of power level. The possibility of selecting

the nominal pressure level in a closed-cycle engine introduces

an additional free variabl~e; in general, the spec~ific weight

scales as (pressure level)- / , and the specific volume scales

as (pressure level)-3 /2 . As the pressure level Is increased,

however, the size of an engine decreases to a point whereths

scaling laws do not apply. In the discussion here, attention

is largely devoted to engines in the nominal range of 10,000-

20,000 horsepower, 10,000-15,000 rpm, and a pressure level of

about 3.00 psia, with the understanding that the previous scaling

laws apply to higher power levels and lower pressure levels,

At a given power level, the closed Brayton-cycle

engine offers perhaps more design choices than any other engine:

as examples, tradeoffs between heater, size and efficiency, power

transfer by compression and regeneration, regenerator size and

effectiveness, regenerator size and pressure loss, and turbo-

machinery component size and efficiency are all possible. Each

individual tradeoff produces a relationship betweei, engine speci-

fie weight '.or volume) and sfc. The primary interest here is

the envelope of such individual curves and, as a consequence,
the major tradeoff examined is that of regenerator weight (and

size). If the other design choices are reasonabl.e, this trade-

off will produce an sfc e ~swe relationship which is hopefully ae e
reasonable approximation to the actual envelope. Accordingly,
an existing design study will be used as a basis for the other

design choices.

The current state of the art of closed Brayton-cycle

engines for vehicular applications, as defined by design~ studies,

can be represented by a specific weight of 14 lb/hp, an sfc of

0.34 lb//hp-hr, a maximum heater-gas temperature of 29000F, and
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a maximum cycle temperature of about 1600 0 F, with helium as the

working fluid. A typical component weight breakdown would be

as follows:

Component Weight Component Weight
Percentage of Output Power Component Power

Component Total Weight MAP) (lb/hp)

Turbomachinery 4 0.6 0.22

Regenerator 32 5.1 1.1

Cooler 9 1.4 1.31

Heater 45 7.0 3.30

Ducting 10 1.5 --

Obviously, the weight and size of closed Brayton-cycle engines

is dominated by the heater and the regenerator, in that order.

The component loss-weight-size charac.;eristics relevant

to closed Brayton-cycle engines are identical to those for gas

turbines, previously discussed, and are developed in Appendices

E and F. These relationships can be used to construct an sfce-e-
swe relationship applicable to the estimated current state of

the art in engine technology.* The relationship which results

*The relationship used for weight determination; iot explicitly
stated in Appendix F, is as follows:

W WTMN •PTMN + (WR)r [(l-Er) ATr] (PR) i

~=~ r ! *)

r r

: where (WTM/PTM)r is the value of the specific weight of the
i ~turbomachinery" (taken as 0.22 lb/hp transferred), (WR/PR)r is

the reference value of the specific weight of the regenerator
S~(taken as 0.77 lb/hp transferred at conditions Er = 0.95,
S~ATr = 1000), (WH/PH)r is the value of the specific weight of
Sthe heater (taken as 3.30 lb/hp transferred), and (Wc/Fc)r is
• the specific weight of the cooler (taken as 1.30 lb/hp trans-

ferred). The other quantities are power transfer/power output
S~ratios, which are cycle parameters.
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is shown in Fig. IV-20, with the results of one state-of-the-

art design study. (Potential limits for closed Brayton-cycle

engines, as discussed subsequently, are also shown In Fig. IV--20.)

The low-specific-weight portion of the curve is related to lower

regenerator effectiveness, the high-specific-weight portion to

higher regenerator efýieotiveness. Clearly, any uncertainties

in regenerator size and performance will reflect in corresponding

uncertainties in this relationship.

d. Potential Limits for Closed Brayton-Cycle Engines.

Based on the previous development, the major impediments to

further improvements in closed Brayton-cycle engines appear to

be the following:

1. Limited internal power transfer, due to the restricted

temperature levels (or heat addition). This can be

alleviated somewhat by improved high-temperature

materials.

2. The basic level of component losses which, at current

temperature levels, increases specific fuel consumption

from an ideal value of about 0.22 (64% thermal ef-

ficiency) to a value of about 0.35 (390 thermal ef-

ficiency). There seems to be little prospect for further

reductions in basic component loss levels.

3. The weight and size associated with the various heat

exchangers, particularly the heater and the regenerator

(which account for about 3/4 of the engine weight).

Reduction of the weight could be achieved by use of

lightweight (and high-temperature) materials, and by

use of passage sizes smaller than those usually con-

sidered. The latter would also reduce the si7e.

As a reasonable limit to improvements, it Is assumed

here that it might be possible to attain (1) oi maximum heater-

gas temperature of 4000OF (stoichi, ,Žtrlc operation in air);

S j (2) a maximum cycle temperature of 266 0 OF [corresponding to
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(Padd +int i = 6], and (3) reductions in heat exchanger j

passage sizes to about 0.10 in., while maintaining o'hcr component

loss levels and specific weights at their current levels. The

previously developed component relationships* then permit an

estimate of the sfc e-SWe characteristics to be made, with the

results shown in the left-hand portion of Fig. IV-20. The

engine specific volume is estimated to be that obtained from a

density of about 70 lb/ft 3 . Also indicated in Fig. IV-20 are

results for two recent advanced design studies. Once again, it

is emphasized that the interpretation to be placed on these

relationships is that the performance of closed Brayton-cycle

engines cannot reasonably be expected to exceed these limits in

the foreseeable future; technical solutions which purmit these

limits are not at present known.

It is useful to examine the individual improvements

in ideal cycle performance, impact of losses and relative com-

ponent size implied by the relationships in Fig. IV-20. Taking

a typical point on the state-of-the-art curve as a specific

weight of 12.9 lb/hp, and a typical point on the potential

curve as a specific weight of 1.6 lb/hp, some representative

parameters are as follows:

*The weight relationship is identical in form to that used
previously, except that the following values were used: (WR/ _PR)r = 0.35, (WH/PH)r = 0.2^. (tHE/1700) where THE Is the helium

3 /temperature entering the heater; and Wc/Pc = T.22. All of h
these values correspond to four times that which is estimated
to be theoretically possible for the weight of the core al,,re,
with 0.10 in. hydraulic diameter.
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(Pd 'int/Pi ],ad()rdcon in heat exchanger

passage sizes to about 0.10 in., while maintaining other component

loss levels and specific weights at their current levels. The

previously developed component relatlonships* then permit ani

estimate of the sfc e-swe characteristics to be made, with the

results shown in the left-hand portion of Fig. IV-20. The

engine specific volume is estimated to be that obtained from a

density of about 70 lb/ft 3 . Also indicated in Fig. IV-20 are

results for two recent advanced design studies. Once again, it

is emphasized that the interpretation to be placed on these
relationships is that the performance of closed Brayton-cycle

engines cannot reasonably be expected to exceed these limits in

the foreseeable future; technical solutions which permit these

limits are not at present known.

It is useful to examine the individual improvements

in ideal cycle performance, impact of losses and relative com-

ponent size implied by the relationships in Fig. IV-20. Taking

a typical point on the state-of-the-art curve as a specific

weight of 12.9 lb/hp, and a typical point on the potential

curve as a specific weight of 1.6 lb/hp, some representative

parameters are as follows:

*The weight relationship is identical in form co that used
previously, except that the following values were used: (WR/
PR)r = 0.35, (WH/PH)r = 0.20 (THE/1700) where THE is the helium
temperature entering the heater; and Wc/Pc = 0.22. All of
these values correspond to four times that which is estimated
to be theoretically possible for the weight of the core alone,
with 0.10 in. hydraulic diameter.
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Current Limit

Specific weight, lb/hp 12.9 1.6

sfc, lb/hp-hr (n) 0.35 (39) 0.26 (53)

Specific power, .Po/Pi 0.45 1.1

Maximum heater-gas temperature, F 2900 4000

Maximum helium temperature, F 1620 2660

Pressure ratio 2.5 3.0

Regenerator effectiveness 0.95 0.95

Ideal sfc (n) 0.22 (64) 0.19 (74)

Ideal specific power, Po/Pi 0.75 1.5

Ideal helium heater inlet temperature, F 980 1550
Turbomachinery weight/output power 0.72 0.43

Regenerator weight/output power 2.9 0.57

Cooler weight/output power 1.7 0.15

Heater weight/output power 7.6 0.46

In terms of ideal performance, the sfc improvement is equivalent

to 10 percentage points in thermal efficiency, arising from an

increase in internal power transfer made possible by the higher

cycle temperature; the specific power doubles, primarily due to

the increase in heat addition. The impact of the component loss

levels is reduced slightly (25 percentage points to 21 percentage

points), probably due to a slightly less than optimum choice

b tween pressure ratio and regenerator heat transfer. The weights

of the components change due to changes in their power levels

relative to the power output (typically, by somewhat less than a

factor of 2), due to changes in their basic weight-loss relation-
ship (a factcr of about 2 for the regenerator, a fpctor of 10

for the neater, a factor of 6 for the cooler) brought about by

(the assumed) smaller passage sizes.

e. Suitable Goals and High-Payoff Technology Areas for
Closed Brayton-Cycle Engines. As developed in Section III,

suitable goals for closed Brayton-cycle engines in high-speed
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ship applications are in the vicinity of an sfc of 0.29 lb/hp-hr

and a specific weight of 5 lb/hp. It can be observed from the

representative current and potential-limit design points discus-

sed above that these goals represent an improvement of about 70%

of that which is estimated to be perhaps possible. If it is

presumed that the individual elements (ideal cycle performance,

loss impact, component weight and size) of the potential limit

performance are equally difficult to obtain, then one suitable

set of goals would be that obtained by interpolation, as follows:

1. An ideal cycle performance of an sfc of 0.195 lb/hp-hr

(71% thermal efficiency), a specific power output (P

P) of 1.2, and a maximum cycle temperature of 220C00
[(eadd /P int )/Pi r- 4. 1]

2. Maintenance of component loss levels at current best

levels.

3. Reduction of heat exchanger size and weight: for the

regenerator, a specific weight of 0.45 lb/hp transferred, .1

at nominal conditions of an effectiveness of 0.95 and

an available temperature difference of 1000'F; for the

cooler, a specific weight of 0.50 lb/hp transferred;

for the heater, a specific weight of 1.2 lb/hp trans-

ferred. Also required is a maximum heater-gas tempera-

ture of 3600 0 F.

The high-payoff areas are, in order of decreasing estimated

impact:

1. High-temperature materials for the heater and the tur-

bine, to enable the required ideal cycle performance

¶ to be obtained.

2. Small-passage heat exchangers, particularly for the

heater and the regenerator, to enable size and weight

reduction. Lightweight materials, or any other concept

for transferring heat with reduced size and weight,

"would also have a high payoff.
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6. Stirling Engines

Stirling engines are not treated in the same depth as the

other engine types examined here, due primarily to the lack of

any detailed data, and the inherent difficulty of isolating

processes in this type of engine. Hence, no basis was developed

for quantitatively estimating the sfc e-SW relationships,

present or future, for Stirling engines. However, the ideal

and actual performance of Stirling engines, as developed in

Appendix G, provides some useful information.

a. Ideal Performance. The ideal Stirling cycie consists

of isothermal compression, regeneration at constant volume,

isothermal heat addition and expansion, and regeneration at

constant volume. It is a closed cycle, and hence requires both

a heater and a cooler. The basic cycle parameters are the

compression ratio and the ratio of maximum to minimum tempera-

tures. In terms of the power transfers, the total internal

power transfer consists of that required for compression, the

heat transfer rate due to regeneration, and the heat transfer

rates in the heater and cooler.

The ideal performance of the St! ling cycle is shown

in Fig. IV-21, for a gas with a r'atio of specific heats of 1.~4

(representative of hydrogen, which is the preferred working fluid

due to the influence of specific heat on power output per unit

mass flow). It can be observed that at modest compression ratios,

the ratio of the total internal power transfer to power output

b. Actual Performance. The major sources of loss in an

actual Stirling engine can be categorized as follows:

1. Imperfect regeneration, characterized here by an ef-
fectiveness, e.

is i therane of3-5
2. Heater losses, characterized here by a heater efficiency,

defined as the ratio of the heat transfer rate to

the working fluid to the energy consumption rate of

the fuel.
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3. Cooler losses, characterized .here by ATc /Tmin' where

ATc is t' difference between the minimum cycle tempera-

ture and the coolant temperature, Tmin.

4. Losses due to non-isothermal compression and expansion;

for purposes of estimating losses, it is assumed here

that these processes are isentropic.

5. Frictional losses due to both mechanical and aero-

dynamic effects, characterized here by an efficiency,

TF defined as the ratio of the actual power output to

that which would be obtained in the absence of frictional

effects.

Quantifying such losses in a Stirling engine is a complex mat-

ter, and only judgmental estimates are offered for the purposes

of representing the actual performance of Stirling engines shown

in Fig. IV-22. It can be observed, however, that the minimum

sfc is estimated to be about 0.37, which is reasonably consistent

with best-sfc values obtained in actual engines, and the minimum

occurs in the compression ratio of 3 to 4, which seems to be the

range in which Stirling engines currently operate.

The losses clearly have a large impact, roughly doubling

the sfc from the ideal (Carnot) value. The minimum sfc is

evidently a balance between nonisothermal losses and regenerator

losses, both of which can become extremely large, but at opposite

ends of compression ratio scale.

It seems clear that a reduction in loss impact would be

beneficial in any further improvements in performance of the

Stirling engines. However, if experience in other engines can
be used as a guide, this is not likely to be very fruitful.

Thus, higher temperatures is probably the more likely path.

Given the large amount of internal power transfer required, and

the reciprocating nature of the engine, it also seems clear that

concepts to transfer heat with small sizes and weights, and

materials to permit very high (mean) pressure operation would

also pay high dividends.
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7. Concluding Remarks

As indicated at the beginning of this section, similarities

among heat engines are emphasized by portraying their perform-

ance characteristics in terms of appropriate power transfer

parameters. In the context of providing a framework for evaluat-

ing engine concepts, other than the ones considered here, it Is

perhaps useful to return to this overview. It will be recalled

that in terms of ideal performance as a function of the ratio of

internal power transfer to power output are, in order of desira-

bility, Otto, Diesel, open Brayton, Stirling, and closed Brayton

(see Fig. IV-2). The areas to be examined here are the impacts

that actual performance and component loss-size-weight relation-

ships have on the resulting sfc e-swe -sve relationships.

a. Actual Performance. The estimated actual performance

of all engines examined here is shown in Fi IV-23. With

respect to the estimated current state of the art, the diesel

engine clearly emerges as possessing the best characteristics,

due primarily to advantages in part-power operation and compres-

sion ratio limitations in the Otto. The other engines remain

in essentially the same relative order of desirable character-

istics as indicated by their ideal performance. It seems clear,

then, that ideal performance, expressed in the manner of Fig.

IV-1 is a useful guide to the relative actual performance of

heat engines. However, it is to be noted that the impact of

"losses on performance is large (for example, about 30 percentage

points in thermal efficiency), and obviously requires evaluation

in any heat engine.

In looking at the potential limits shown in Fig. IV-23,

perhaps the most significant is the emergence of engines which

are two types of internal power transfer components (the compound

h Diesel, the regenerated open Brayton, the Stirling, and the closed

Brayton) as having relatively more desirable characteristics.

Perhaps it is not too much of a generalization to attribute this
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feature to the fact that to obtain Improved performance (sfc,

particularly) it Is essential to increase the level of internal

power transfer, and to the speculation that no single power

transfer component has characteristics suitable for dealing

with the entire amount required.

As a final observation, there do not appear to be any

large gaps possible in ideal performance characteristics in

between those of the engines examined here. This is not to say,

of course, that there are no new engine concepts which may offer

improved characteristics; rather, that there are no obvious

areas in which to concentrate efforts. In any event, It seems

clearly desirable that any future engine concept offer some ad-

vantage in actual performance characteristics, in the terms of

Fig. IV-23.

b. Component Weight-Performance Characteristics. The

eventual sfc -Sw -sv relationship for a heat engine is determined
e e e

not only by its actual performance characteristics, as discussed

above, but also by the size/weight--performance characteristics

of the components employed to accomplish the necessary power

transfers. In a crude way, the characteristics of the major

components examined in this study are shown in Fig. IV-24. These

are of course oversimplified (and in some cases highly tentative

pending more actual data) in that the loss-weight relationship

depends upon properties of the working fluid, thermodynamic

conditions, and power levels. The following nominal conditions

are representative of the relationships shown in Fig. IV-24:

air as the working fluid with atmospheric pressure as a minimum;

for axial compressors and turbines, 10,000 hp and a pressure

ratio of 20; for centrifugal compressors, 100 hp and a pressure

ratio of 5; for heat exchangers, 10,000 hp and an available

temperature difference of 10001F; and for reciprocating devices,

10 hp/cylinder. The examination of these components here indi-

cates that they all have some rather basic loss levels that

cannot be overcome; thus, improvements In characteristics for
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these components must arise from improved materials, on the one

hand, or improved working fluids, thermodynamic conditions, and

power levels, on the other.

It seems desi,'able that any new component concepts

should compare favorably with existing ones in the terms of

Fig. IV-24. The resultant impact on the engine sfc-sw e can be

relatively evaluated by observing that, crudely, the impact on

engine efficiency can be written as:

P 'P(n loss I component

\'oinponent)\ add

loss component is the fractional loss of the component,
-nid Pcomponent /Padd iF the ratio of power transferred by the

2omponent to the heat addition rate of the engine. SimIlarly,

the impact on specific weight is given by

(A'c nnt(Pcomponent)

The onl~y additional information needed is of course the actual

cycle performance, as described earlier.
and the ~ ~ Pcomponent ls-egtcaatrsiscmiet il

c. Engine sfc-sw-sv Relationships. The actual performance

S~the engine sfc-sw characteristics, shown in Fig. IV-25 for the
yengines exam~ ed here. Again, it may be observed that the

. engines with the relatively more desirable actual performance

characteristics in Fig. IV-23--those with two type:i of internal

power transfer components--also maintain their advantage here.

The weight associated with the total power transfer,
in a gross sense, is also of interest, and can be obtained from
Figs. IV-23 and IV-25, with the following results 31: typical

- potential-limit points:
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Specific Engine Weight
Weight Total Power Transfer Total Power TransferEngine (lIb/hp) Output Power (1 b/hp)

Compound Diesel 0.8 1.8 0.44

Open Brayton 0.25 2.0 0.12
(Simple)

Open Brayton 1.0 3.0 0.33
(Regenerated)

Closed Brayton 1.5 6 0.25

Otto 1.0 1.4 0.71

Stirling ? 5 ?

It is apparent that the Otto fares the worst, due to the presence

of reciprocating machiinery and the inability to raise the density

to alleviate it; as might be expected, the open Brayton fares the

best, due to the superior weight characteristics of turbomachinery.

The closed Brayton cycle evidently achieves some benefit from

the use of helium as a working fluid. Although the Stirling

engine was not evaluated nere, it seems apparent that, given

reciprocating machinery, it will be very difficult to achieve a

low weight per unit total power transfer, although use of hydrogen

is obviously of benefit--but, for example, if it is assumed that

a weight per unit power transfer of 1/2 that obtained in the

Otto might be possible, then the limiting specific weight of the

Stirling engine would be of the order of 1.5 lb/hp, which would

be competitive with the other engines. Evidently, then, it is

necessary to evaluate new engine concepts rather completely--

ideal performance, actual performance, and component character-

istics--if a reasonable assessment is to be made.

B. TRANSMISSIONS

1. General Considerations

As noted above for heat engines the objectives of this
investigation are (1) to identify suitable goals and high-payoff

areas of technology for some known types of transmissions, and
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(2) to provide a framework for evaluating other transmission con-

cepts. The characteristics of primary concern here are the ef-

ficiency. x, the specific weight swx, and the specific volume

sv.

a. Functions. The transmission as defined here involves

all the machinery required to take the output shaft power of the

engine and deliver input shaft power to the thruster. There are

two basic functions involved: (I) torque conversion in order to

match the engine output rpm to the thruster rpm requirements and

(2) power transfer from the location of the engine to the loca-

tion of the thruster.

The torque conversion function generally involves

providing a number of reduction ratios to accommodate a range of
power levels and thruster speeds. A typical example is in a

tank, in which the transmission must deliver maximum power at
4 ~high torque/low rpmn for slope climbing, and also at much higher

rpm for maximum level speed on a smooth surface. In addition a

reversing function is required. Ships, on the other hand, may

require only a single reduction ratio with speed control and

reversing being provided by the engine input. The end applica-

tion must therefore be considered in determining efficiency,

specific weight and specific volume characteristics of torque

conversion devices.

The power transfer function from engine location to

thruster location may be simply a straight-line one-to-one

transfer as in the propeller shaft on a ship, or it may require

splitting the engine power between two thrusters and turning

90 degrees between engine output shaft and thruster input shaft

as in a tank. Thus, again, the end application apparently is a

significant consideration in assessing efficiency and size char-

acteristics of power transfer devices.

To accommodate this dependence of the basic functions

of transmissions on the application, a somewhat different
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approach is required than used in the analysis of engines. In

one sense the analysis is much simpler in that there are few

basic variables involved, but on the other hand the application

dependence makes it more difficult to develop general results.

* The basic approach taken in this study of analyzing the sub-

system in terms of the energy conve.-sion processes involved is

still followed, however.

b. Technologies Considered. Three different types of

transmissions have been evaluated in this study: (1) mechanical,

consisting of gears and snafting; (2) hydrodynamic, consisting

of a hydrodynamic torque converter plus mechanical gears and

shafting; and (3) electrical, consisting of a generator, power

conditioning controls, electrical cables and motors. The power

conversion processes involved are:

1. Mechanical/mechanical conversion by gears.

2. Mechanical/hydrodynamic and the inverse, by the

impeller and the turbine in a hydrodynamic torque con-

verter.

3. Mechanical/electrical and the inverse, by electrical

generators and motors.
4I. Electrical/electrical by a power conditioning component.

The efficiency of the transmission subsystem depends

on the number and types of ti±e energy conversion processes inii volved. In mechanical/electrical and mechanical/hydrodynamic

conversions thlere is an efficiency/size tradeoff possible, but

in gears the efficiency is essentially independent of size. The

overall size of a transmission subsysteým is determined by the
size of the power conversion components plus the other components

needed to carry power between the conversion components.

In Appendices H and J the characteristics of mechanical,

hydrodynamic, and electrical transmissions are examined. The

following sections are based on these results and are presented

in summary form.
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2. Size and Efficiency Characteristics

a. Mechanical Transmissions. There are a number of empir-

ical formulae for estimating gear weights. One in common use

is the Dudlcy formula

n
Wg C Q

where Wg = weight of gears

K = the gear loading factor

Q = the torque factor

C1 and n are empirical constants depending on the type

of gears, and n is approximately unity for lightweight gears.

The torque factor Q is given by

Q= shp (R +
rpm R

where shp is shaft horsepower, rpm is shaft rpm and R is reduc-

tion ratio. Q is thus proportional to torque for a fixed reduc-

tion ratio; and from the equation for Wg, gear weight is pro-

portional to torque and inversely proportional to the gear

loading factor. This formulation is adequate for simple gear

systems and was used to calculate gear weight for the waterjet

thruster case discussed below.

The efficiency of mechanical transmissions can be

considered independent of the weight. The rule of thumb for

well-designed gears is a loss of 1% per gear mesh. This allows

easy estimation of the efficiency of mechanical transmissions,

which can be seen to be very high.

The weight of shafting, the other:element of mechanical

transmissions, depends on the torque and the length of the shaft
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and can be easily calculated. As noted above, however, it is

strongly dependent on the particular application being con-

sidered.

b. Hydrodynamic Transmissions. Hydrodynamic transmissions

are defined here to mean a hydrodynamic torque converter togeth-

er with mechanical gearing elements. In the land combat vehicles

considered above, the hydrodynamic transmission includes a

fin;pl drive which takes thbc output of the hydrodynamic unit,

splits it and delivers it to the sprocket on each track. In

"addition, for the turbine engine there is a reduction gear ahead

of the hydrodynamic unit to reduce the output rpm of the engine.
The size and efficiency characteristics of these mechanical

components can be analyzed as indicated above.

The hydrodynamic unit consists of a fluid torque con-

verter together with gearing which can deliver power to the

final drive through a range of rpm. The major losses in this

unit occur in transferring energy into and out of the fluid, and

these losses are quite size dependent. The efficiency/weight

characteristics of a hydrodynamic transmission suitable for

use in an LCV are estimated to be as shown in Fig. IV-26. The

losses on this curve include a 4% loss for cooling and a 2% loss

in the final drive. The improvement in efficiency at the poten-

tial-limit line comes largely from reduction of the fluid losses

to estimated minimum levels (about two-thirds of current levels).

A great deal of work has already been done to reduce these losses,

and there is limited scope for further improvements. It was also

estimated that a 25% reduction in total weight may be possible,

mainly through improvement in material properties.

c. Electrical Transmissions. The size and efficiency
characteristics of electrical transmissions are studied in

Appendix J. The elements are taken to be electromechanical
• 4conversion devices, current switching apparatus, and distribu-

"II tion cabling. It is found that the size and efficiency is
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dominated by the electromechanical conversion devices. The size

is also affected by the switching apparatus using present designs,

:I but this could be relieved by design improvements, particularly

in the cooling techniques.

The size of an electromechanical converter (i.e., a

generator or a motor) depends on the power that can be generated

per unit of volume. An empirical relationship that is commonly

used for rough size estimates of commercial motors is

/ip\O.
65

D2L = a2

where D = rotor diameter

L = rotor active length

P = power output

n = rpm

a2 = a constant depending on the type of converter.

In Appendix J a similar expression is developed in which the

exponent of (P/n) is 0.60 instead of 0.65, and a 2 is expressed

in the physical parameters of the problem (Eq. J-61, p. J-57).

In principle, this analytic expression could be used to examine

the possible 0iays in which a 2 could be changed to improve power/

vclume relationships. This approach is being pursued in a later

study.

Using conventional electrical machinery, an electrical

t .. transmission will be appreciably heavier than an equivalent

mechanical or hydromechanical system for the military applications

Sof interest. As a result there is considerable work under way to

try to reduce the size of electromechanical converters. In

App ndix J it is shown that one approach would be to reduce the

efficiency of th, converters and provide cooling. This is done

r in some aircraft equipment with remarkable size reductions.
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Other approaches are the SEGMAG machines and superconduc'ting

machines. Rough estimates of size reductions by factors of

three to six that may result from these approaches have been

made in an internal MERADCOM report.* Such reductions could

potentially make electrical transmissions competitive in the

combat vehicles considered here.

3. High-Payoff Areas in Tratismissions

The applications analyzed in Section III did not show pay-

off areas in hydrodynamic transmission systems as great as in

* engines. This is not because the transmissions are small but

* because the scope for improved weight and efficiency was judged

to be smaller than in heat engines. Suitable goals for land

combat vehicles (p. 92) are to reduce the weight of mechanical

components by 30% and to reduce losses in the fluid mechanical

elements by 25%.

C. THRUSTERS

1.For Land Combat Vehicles

a. General Considerations. The basic functions of thrusters

for land combat vehicles are to support the vehicle and to provide

'>1 sufficient ground contact area for developing thrust. In this

sudy the thruster is taken to include the suspension, since

this is part of the support function and intimately tied to the

amount of unsprung weight in the rest of the thruster. Tracks

and wheels were selected for the study done in Appendix K since

týýey are the only types of thrusters in general use. Miany

special purpose thrust devices have been proposed and some have

been developed particularly for use on very soft ground. None

of these has come into general use, however, as competition to

the wheel or the track.

*By A.L. Jokl and C.J. Heise, August 1976.
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b. Size and Efficiency Characteristics. The analysis done

is proportional to the size of the vehicle, being about 20 to

22% of GVW. The reference designs used in Appendix A for both

lightly armored combat vehicles and heavy tanks had thruster

weights of 21.6% of GVW and this was used in all tracked vehicle

calculations. The implication is that the weight of tracks is

dictated by the support function.

In small offroad vehicles (up to a few tons in GVW)

thrusters using wheels are about half the weight of tracks.

As GVW is increased, however, the wheel size must increase to

keep the ground pressure at acceptable levels for off-road use.

It is shown in Appendix K that this causes the wheel size to

grow more rapidly than the size of the vehicle, and as a result

at GVWs above about 25 tons the track has a size advantage. It

appears, therefore, that wheels may be competitive with tracks

for lightly armored combat vehicles but not for MBTs. In addi-

tion, six- and eight-wheeled vehicles are needed and all wheels

must be powered to provide adequate thrust. This complicates

the transmission problem in the vehicle. On a total weight and

size basis, and for armored combat vehicles, wheels appear to

be competitive with tracks only up to a GVW of about 15 tons.

The efficiency of tracks is determined by the fric-

tional losses involved in rotating the track and the slip losses

between the track and the ground surface. From the analysis of

traction done in Appendix K it was decided to take the frictional

losses at 5% and to use 4% slip as representative of average

load conditions for tracks. Wheels have the same slip losses
but somewhat lower frictional losses.

c. Potential Improvements. The major paycff area here is

in reducing the weight of tracked thrusters. Since volume does

not also have to be reduced, this appears to be fertile ground

for use of high'strength/weight materials. It is possible that
weight could be reduced also by some design innovations.
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2. For High-Speed Ships

a. General Consideration-. The choice of thrusters for

high-speed ships is limited. The discu~sion in Appendix L shows

that size considerations require that water, rather than air or

air/water mixtures, be used as the thrusting medium. The basic

options then are (1) to try to develop thrust in the high-velocity

stream with a propeller, which leads to a supercavitating

propeller design, oi (2) to slow the stream down arid pump it at

low velocity, which leads to a waterjet design. These two ap-

proaches are analyzed in Appendix L and the results summarized

here.

b. Size and Efficiency Characteristics. Size and ef-

ficiency cannot be treated independently in either of these

thrusters. In general, they display the size/efficiency trade-

offs characteristic of power conversion devices. Size is also

dependent on the propeller or pump rpm and as rpm is varied the

reduction ratio from the engine output is changed, which changes

the size of the transmission. It is convenient, therefore, to

consider the transmission and thruster together. This is

particularly true for the waterjet system since it is expected

that the engine and pump will be close coupled, so the transmis-

sion is largely a reauction gear.

Such in analysis is done in Appendix L with the results

shown in Fig. IV-27, where the specific weight is expressed in

terms of shaft horsepower. The solid lines in this figure do

not represent current capability but are an estimate of what may

be eventually attained. These calculations were used in

Section III to define the characteristics of the waterjet thruster

for the HSS calculations.

The efficiency and specific weight of a supercavitating

* propeller were also calculated in Appendix L and are shown in
Fig. IV-28. In this case the transmission was not included

Ssince it is dependent on the separation distance between engine
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and thruster in an actual design. One of the problems with

using supercovitating propellers is that in current HS3 designs

it is difficult to locate the propeller and engine near together

or even to line them up, and hence the transmission becomes a

major component of the system. The evidence is that this trans-

mission problem makes the supercavitating propeller system un-

attractive in current SES designs, and hence it was excluded

from the HSS calculations.

c. High-Payoff Areas. The HSS calculations indicate that

the greatest payoff for the waterjet thruster is in improving

its efficiency. The estimated potential limit represents a re-

duction of about 40% in losses. Suitable goals may be to reduce

the drar: loss, internal loss, and pump loss by one-third. This

is 1argely a 'sign problem.
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MILITARIZED THERMOELECTRIC POWER SOURCES

G. Guazzoni, A. Herchakowski, & J. Aagello
Power Sources Division

US Army Electronics Technology and Devic~s Laboratory (ERADCOM)

Fort Monmouth, New Jersey 07703

ABSTRACT THERMOELECTRTC POWER SOURCES DESCRIPTION

Thermoelectric power sources are being devel- The configuration of the 500-Watt Thermo-

oped to provide multifuel, silent, maintenance free electric Power Source Is shown in Figure 1,
tactical power generators for forward area applica-
tions.

Recent technology improvements, state of de-

velopment, and performance characteristics of the
100-Watt and 500-Watt Thermoelectric Power Sources
are presented.

INVESTIGATIONS CONDUCTED at the US Army Electronics
Technology and Devices Laboratory (ERADCOM) on the
use of thermoelectric energy conversion for power
generation have shown the potential to fabricate
power sources covering the range of output power
from 50 milliwatts to 1500 watts. Models of light-
weight, liquid hydrocarbon fueled thermoelectric
power sources have been fabricated in 100 watt, Fig. 1 - 500-Watt Thermoelectric Power Source
500 watt,*and 1100 watt sizes. The 500-Watt and
100-Watt models are at a more advanced state of The cylindrically shaped thermoelectric converter,
developmen't and have been tested extensively. The which constitutes the heaviest component of the
500-Watt Thermoelectric Power Source is intended to unit, is horizontally mounted to lower the bary-
replace troublesome gasoline engiite-driven genera- center of the power source for mechanical stability.
tor sets which are noisy, unreliable, and require It Is surrounded by the tubular shroud on the right
frequent maintenance. The 100-Watt Thermoelectric side of the unit. The section on the left encases
Power Source is planned to fill a need for small, Lhe cooling fan, fuel pump, and burner tube, wtich
lightweight, silent energy sources for tactical constitutes the initial part of the burner system,
applications, and the instrument and control panel. A moisture-

The 500-Watt Thermoelectric Power Source b'as proof drawer, on the bottom of the unit, contains
completed feasibility tests to determine its per- the electronic components which are readily acces-
formance reliability for military applications over sible for aintenance.
a wide range of environmental conditions. These Figure 2 shows the 100-Watc Thermoelectric
tests were conducted under field conditions by Power Source in its early development configuration.
soldiers representative of those who will operate
and maintain the equipment when it is issued to the
Army for field use. The unit successfully powered
a variety of communication and electronic equip-
ments demonstrating the feasibility of using a
thermoelectric generator as a source of power for
military equipment. During these tests some defi-
ciencies were uncovered, namely, improper operation
with diesel fuel oil (DF-2), accumulation of carbon
in critical parts of the burner system when oper-
ated at low temperature (-30"C), and formation of
fuel vapor in the fuel line during operation at
high ambient temperature (40*C) causing sputtering,
flame out, and unstable combustion conditions.
These deficiencies compromise the multifuel capa-
bility, the low maintenance goal, and the safe
operation of the unit.

This paper presents the results of a study
conducted to resolve these problems, and describes
the means devised to correct deficiencies. A
technique for increasing the overall efficiency of
the thermoelectric power source, by preheat ing the
primary air for combustion, is aluo described with
test results included. Fig. 2 - l00-Wutt Thermoeleczric Power Source



The supporting structure of this unit is now being shell of the converter features a spine-type cooling

ruggedized to withstand rough handling normally fin array. The converter is cooled on the outside by

associated with field use. Its final configuration forcing ambient air across the heat dissipating fins.

will be similar, except for size, to that of the The annular region between the combustion chamber
500-Watt Thermoelectric Power Source. The 100-Watt and the cold shell contains the thermopile. End
Thermoelectric Power Source is being designed as a bells are welded to both ends of the converter and

manportable unit to directly power communication- provide a hern.etically-sealed container for the

electronic e,,uipment in forward areas and to sus- lead-telluride (PbTe) couples. The container is

tain equipment operation during extended missions. backfilled with argon gas.

A self-contained fuel tank which comprises the The PbTe couples are arranged in 32 rows par-
bottom section of the structure is designed to con- allel to the cylindrical axis of the combustion'

tain sufficient fuel for 8 hours continuous opera- chamber. At the operating hot junction and cold

tion. junction temperatures of 565*C and 162%C, respec-

Table I shows the principal physical and per- tively, each couple develops a load voltage of

formance characteristics of the two thermoelectric 0.11 Vdc. Two hundred fifty six couples, connected

power sources. in series electrically, produce a nominal 28 Vdc

Table I - Physical And Performance Characteristics of Thermoelectric Power Sources

100 Watt 500 Watt

Thermoelectric Power Source Thermoelectric Power Source

'lultifuel Capability Gasoline, Diesel, Kerosene, JP-4, JP-5

Acoustic Noise Inaudible beyond 30 m Inaudible beyond 100 m

Efficiency 370 watthours/kg of fuel 400 watthours/kg of fuel

(.2.8 percent) ( 3.0 percent)

Operator Simp icity Single switch activation (remote or local)

Voltage Output 28 Vdc nominal (25-32 Vdc range)
Regulation + 1% (No-Load to Full-Load)
Ripple (Peak to Peak) + 1%

MTBF 2000 hours
Operational

Temer~ature Range• -31.70C (-25*F) to +51.-7C (+1250F) 1
Operational
Altitude Lsnný Sea Level to 1500 m

Outsaid Dimnsfons 37 cm long, 20 cm wide 48 cm long, 63 cm wide

36 cm high 53 cm high

We_ S. 13 kg (30 pounds 30kg 66 pounds)

* The same basic functions and subsystems character-- for the system of the 500-Watt Thermoelectric Power

ize both units. The cross-bectional view of the Source. (l)* The electrical gross power produced

300-Watt Thermoelectric Power Source, presented in by the thermoelectric conoefter amounts to 640

* Figure 3, identifies and locates tht major watts.
components.

Both units have the same thermoelectric con-
,erter configuration (Figure 4) with the combustion
chamber constituting an integral pert of the con- *Numbers In parentheses desigoate References at

verter inside cylindrical structure. The outside end of paper.
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A total of 120 couples, arranged in 24 rows Part of the experimental investigation on the
and connected in series electriclily, produce atomizer was devoted to establish the character of
12 Vdc for the system of the 100-Watt Thermo- the droplets comprising the spray. The fine mist
electric Power Source. An electronic DC to DC con- produced by the rapidly vibrating tip is low in
verter is used to step up the voltage to the nomi- velocity since very little kinetic energy is
nal 28 Vdc output.(2) imparted to the droplets by the atomization pro-

Raw power from the thermoelectric converter cess. An experimental procedu:e for counting and
is conditioned by means of a shunt regulator w'iich measuring the diameter of the droplets was devised
is part of the electronic subsystem. The elec- and utilized. (3) The smaller the average droplet
tronic subsystem also protects the power source size, the greAter the total surface area exposed
from overload and abnormal load conditions and per unit volume of fuel atomized and greater the
automatically drives and controls the burner, fuel potential for efficient and complete ccmbustion.
pump, and cooling fan to ensure that the thermo- The median droplet ize of the mist produced is
electric elements operate at optimum efficiency. proportional to f-2/ (where f is the resonator

The burner system provides heat to the thermo- frequency). It is advantageous to use as high a
electric converter through the combustion of liquid frequency as possible in order to obtain small
hydrocarbon fuels. Multifuel operational capabil- droplets. By increasing the frequency, however,
ity is achieved by using an ultrasonic atomizer, an amplitude of motion is reached in which the
A transducer element, in the ultrasonic atomizer, liquid disturbance is so violent that large drops
vibrates at 75 kHz to produce a continuous mist of are ejected rather than small droplets. This
fuel. The atomizer, located inaide the burner phenomenon, termed cavitation, is the result of
tube, is axially mounted in the middle of the the excessive energy ripping away large chunks of
primary air stream. Air for the combustion process liquid from the main body of liquid. Therefore,
is provided by the burner blower. Combustion, proper ultrasonic atomization !s limited to a
initiated by a spark gap igniter, commences near definite region of tip motion bounded on the lower
the tip of the atomizer and continues to completion side by the threshold amplitude (the minimum amount
inside the burner mantle. The function of the of motion needed to produce atomizar" n) and on the
mantle is to distribute thermal energy uniformly upper side by the cavitation. The corrected
to the thermoelectric converter in order to main- atomizer system, now implemented int, the 500-Watt
tain uniform hot junction temperature at al' of Thermoelectric Power Source, operates within these
the couples. limits.

The motion of the vibrating surface is initi-
DISCUSSION ated by an electromechanical transducer (a lead

The analysis of the deficiencies of the 500- zirconate titanate piezoelectric crystal) which
Watt Thermoelectric Power Source indicated that the converts electrical energy directly into mechanical
ultrasonic atomizer system was the component re- energy. This transducer is an integral part of a
sponsible for the poor performance of the unit when resonator structure which is designed such that
operated with diesel fuel oil (DF-2). The inabil- its dimensions coincide with an integer number of
ity of this system to properly condition heavy quarter-wavelengths of longitudinal sound waves at
liquid hydrocarbon fuels for combustion, restricted a selected vibrating frequency in the particular
operation of the thermoelectric power source to medium so that standing-waves can be supported.
lighter fuels such as Jet fuels (JP-4 and JP-5) and Experimental verification of the efficiency of an
gasoline. To correct this problem, a basic inves- atomizer in converting electrical energy into
tigation was conducted on the atomization mechanism motion of the atomizer tip was obtained by uti-
and on the characterization of the performance lizing a diagnosis apparatus employing Michaelson
limits of the atomizer system utilized in this interferometric techniques.
power source. The atomizer study has provided a good under-

The use of ultrasonic atomization for the standing of the role played in the atomizing mech-
conditioning of liquid fuel is particularly appro- anism by the physical characteristics of the fuel
priate for the thermoelectric power source applica- and the complete performance characterization of
tion. With this technique, operational require- the atomizer.design. The results obtained have
ments of low and variable firing rate and minimal directed atomizer design corrections to account
power consumption can be achieved simultaneously for the slightly highet values of viscosity, den-
more effectively than with any other type of sity, and surface tension which characterize the
atomization technique. It is necessary that the diesel fuels.
fuel conditioning device operate readily with all The atomizer body, incorporated in the 500-
types of liquid hydrocarbon fuels, withstand severe Watt Thermoelectric Power Source, is now fabricated
environmental stresses, and meet the requirements from a high strength aluminum alloy, such as
of unattended and reliable operation over long 7075-T6, or from titanium alloy Ti-6AI-4V. In the
periods of time. new resonator design the crystals are protected

The process of liquid atomization using from fuel wetting which degrades the mechanical
ultrasonic energy is accomplished by imparting coupling. The oscillator used to provide the high
sufficient kinetic energy to a liquid which covers frequency electrical energy to the atomizer was
a rapidly vibrating metallic surface. The kinetic also redesigned to match the eloctrical and
forces generated by the vibrating surface cause the operating characteristics of the atomizer horn,
liquid to break up into minute droplets which are and to minimize the AC input power level required.
ejected from the surface.
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Wi nte r t est I ng of t he 500-Watt t Thermoel ect rIc the fuet pump and the at't omizer , in whi ich a f loat
lower Source equ ipped with the newly designed element acttuates ia vent valve mounted in) the ton
.itomimzer system has demonstrated that operation wall o the chamber. Diuring normal operation, the
with DF-2 v.cn he achl tived at temperatures down to I loat keeps the valve opening sealed. Aceutulat Ion
o"'t. lhis onit had a Iready successful Iv performed of vapor or air in the chamber causes a displace-
wi tih D"-I q, i ini gasol ine, at temperatures ment of luel from the upper sect ion of the chamber.
down t o - 1 ' C. Al thoiii,,h the experimental Invest I- The resultant downward movement of the float opens
),g,it itl was coodu•ctel on IIn atomizer system sized the vent valve exhaust ing the vapor or air. Th is
10or t0ie 5lO-WaItt Thermoelectric Power Source, the separator prevents spilling of fuel from the vent
restilts are qtiiit e gvneral and are being imple- opening, thereby eliminating hazard conditions.
miit ed into the system ,0 f the 100-Watt Thermo- In addition to correction of the deficiencies
electric Power Source. evidenced by the feasibility tests, means of

The voltage to the fiieel pump Is controlled by upgrading the b;'sic subsystems of the 500-Watt
.in el-ctronic circiit which reulia tes the rate of Thermoelectric Power Source to improve overall ef-

icOl flow as a function oh temperature, output ficiency were Investigated. (4) Efficiency improve-
voltage, mid cur rent of the thermoelectric con- ment is of major significance to the Army for
verter. better utilization of fossil ifuel in essential

The start-up sequence of the unit utilized in combat missions and in support of energy conserva-
the heasibility tests is designed to provide, tion requirements. The combustion products, which
during the firsc few minutes of operation, a rate leave the unit at 700*C, contain considerable heat
of fuel well in excess of the normal rate. This at a relatively high temperature. A large percent-
minimizes thet t lm4 reouired for the system to age of this heat can be recovered through preheating
reatd,, operational readiness. With all fuels, the primary air for combustion. An ajr-to-air heat
except I)F-2, the excess initial flow causes a exchanger was devised and fabricated for this pur-
moderate smoky condition. When starting with DF-2 pose. The heat exchanger, which is assembled at

(t degenerative condition can occur. The initial the exit of the combustion chamber, was designed
smoke is observed to be very thick and contains for minimum size without introducing excessive
a large .amourt of solid particulate. In several impedance in the line of primary air for combustion.
sittiations (during tests run in low temperature It has demonstrated the capability of preheating
environment), this heavy smoke causes the partial ambient air up to a temperature of 500^C. The
clogging of some of the holes in the mantle output of the air-to-air heat exchanger is channeled
creating higher impedance for the combustion gases to the burner through a duct on the outside of the
and air starvation. This critical condition, unit. Since preheated air enters the combustion
together with a reduced evaporation rate of the chamber at an elevated temperature (450"C to 500*C),
excess fuel mixed with air at low temperature, a considerably lower fuel flow rate is needed to
causeS hfeavy -arbon buildup in critical parts of maintain the combustion chamber at the operational
the burner with 7-onsequent system failure. A temperature required by the thermoelectric con-
solution to this problem was achieved by an elec- verter. Figure 5 shows a heat exchanger, assembled
tronic control circuit which reduces the present on a 500-Watt Thermoelectric Power Source, with
fuel pump voltage and primary air at startup. The related hardware to recycle the preheated air.
electronic control then gradually increases fuel
rate and combustion air as a function of the
increasing output Voltage level of the thermopile.
'4hen the thermopile output voltage reaches a
determined value (18 Volts), the normal fuel
control takes over. Circuitry employing this basic
control concept has been fabricated and success-
fully tested. The design of this control logic
will be optimized to provide the best compromise
for an automatic air/fuel ratio control for all
the operational fuels. A study is in progress to
utilize the same logic control to gradually
increase the voltage to the cooling fan during the
first few minutes of operation. Because the
cooling fan is the auxiliary component requiring
the highest power (75 watts), this will reduce the
demand from the ancillary power source (usually a
battery) used to start the unit.

During feasibility tests run in a high tem-
perature environment (+50"C), and with the fuel
container 15-20 feet away from the unit, the per-
formance of the 500-Watt Thermoelectric Power Fig. 5 - 500-Watt Thermoelectric Power Source
Source was adversely affected by formation of fuel With Heat Exchanger
vapor in the fuel ine. This vapor causes sput-
tering, unstable combustion, and occasional flame- This unit has been tested with JP-4, gasoline, and
out. To correct this problem a vapor separator DF-2. Reduction of fuel consumption in the 25-27
was devised which vents trapped air bubbles or percent range, obtained with all the unit's opera-
fuel vapor present in the fuel line. The separator tional fuels, has been demonstrated (5) and is
is comprised of a small chamber, inserted between considered significant. The corresponding overall
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efficiency has increased 33 to 37 percent. Addi- Thermoelectric Power Sources," Proceedings of the
tional gain in fuel saving is antic~pated when Second International Conference on Thermoelectric
heat losses, present in the configuration of this Energy Conversion, IEEE Catalog No. 78CH1313-6
prototype heat exchanger, are eliminated. Tests REG 5.
indicate that other improvements in the operation
of the 500-Watt Thermoelectric Power Source are
obtained by utilizing the heat exchanger section
at the exit of the combustion chamber. The
exhaust gas temperature is lowered (from 700°C to
240*C), which significantly reduces the infrared
signature detection of the unit, and combustion
noise is muffled, which lowers the acoustic noise

L profile of this power source.

CONCLUSIONS

Development effort on critical subsystems of
the 500-Watt Thermoelectric Power Source corrected
operational deficiencies evidenced during the
feasibility tests. The improved overall perform-
ance of this multifuel, silent, low maintenance
power source improves its potential as a replace-
ment for troublesome gasoline engine-driven gener-
ator sets which are noisy, unreliable, and require
frequent maintenance.

The experimental study on the burner syatem
of the thermoelectric power source has. defaonstiated
the practicality of recovering a significant part
of the heat exhausted with thn combusted gases.
Fuel reduction of 25 percent has been demonstrated
with corresponding 33 percent increase in overall
efficiency. In ad.ition to these improvements in
the burner system performance, the utilization of
a heat exchanger at the exit of the combustion
chamber cousiderably reduces the unit's infrared
signature detection and muffles the combustion
noise lowering the acoustic noise profile of this
power source.

The 100-Watt Thermoelec-ric Power Source,
now being reconfigured in a ruggedized supporting
structure, will utilize the results obtained from
the investigation of the 500-Watt Thermoelectric
Power Source. The 100-Watt Thermoelectric Power
Source technology is available for the development
of small lightweight silent energy sources for
tactical applications.
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